THE POTTERY

INTRODUCTION
Throughout the processing, the pottery has been dealt with in stratigraphical groups. With the
exception of that from the back-filling of the quarried areas and the layers sealing the early
occupation, all the pottery found is recorded in the report. As far as the evidence allows, sites
have been grouped together into related areas of occupation - the Leaholme fort, the
Watermoor Rampart, with the areas which could have been within its circuit; the Sands
Rampart, which could have formed part of the same circuit as Watennoor; and the possible
uicus to the north of Leaholme. Within these groupings, the pottery is arranged stratigraphically, in layers, beginning with the earliest.
The specialist reports on the samian, and the potters' stamps on the mortaria, amphorae, terra
nigra and coarse wares, are published separately. Otherwise all the pottery is arranged together
in groups, accompanied by a summary of the dating evidence provided by the specialist reports.
The vessel-forms have not been classified; but to aid the recording of small and indeterminate
body sherds which could not usefully be drawn, as well as to reduce repetition in the
descriptions, the fabrics have been classified. The classification was based on the superficial
characteristics of the ware and inclusions - the grain-size and texture of the ware, the presence
of visible mica and quartz, the size, colour, type and density of inclusions, and finally the colour
which is the combined result of the presence of impurities, particularly iron compounds, and
the. firing conditions where they arc considered relevant, the terms - gritty, sandy, sand-free
and smooth have been used only to define the texture of fabries; they do not denote the actual
presence or absence of quartz. When such methods of classification have been used, it is
essential to realise that fabrics which are superficially identical need not be from the same
source, while dissimilar fabrics need not be from different potteries. Only a long-term and
intensive programme of analysis may be able to settle some of the questions raised by the fabric
classification, but this is beyond the resources available at present.
Hand-made vessels, a small minority, are specified as such in the report, while" in the
descriptions of the remaining bulk of the pottery, it is understood that they were
wheel-thrown.
The parallels quoted are limited to those which, if not identical, arc very similar in both form
and fabric and so could be considered to be of the same date and even from the same, or closely
related sources, as the Circncester pottery. All the relevant sherds have been examined. In some
cases, although the parallels arc from published sites, they could not be identified in the relevant
report.
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THE SAM IAN
by
B.R. Hartley and Brenda Dickinson
All the sherds arc South Gaulish (and almost certainly from La Graufesenque) unless otherwise
stated.
ABBREVIA TIONS

R forms of dishes: 15/17R etc., with a band of rouletting on the base.
27g: Form 27 with an external groove round the footring, common on South Gaulish cups.
33a: The variant of form 33, common in South Gaul, with external grooves at the base of the
wall and below the rim. Internally, these cups generally have an offset at or above the junction
of base and wall and a moulding on the base.
0.1.-0.71. refer to sherds illustrated in figs. 42-46.

POTTERS'STAMPS
All the stamps, including those on decorated ware, are listed alphabetically, with the
unidentified ones at the end. The numbers for the potters and for individual dies arc those
which will be used in the forthcoming Index of Potters' Stamps on Samian Ware.

S. 1 - 3 (AM II 59, 1-3)
Amandus ii 4a - twice on form 27, once on form 27g. When complete the stamp reads
OFAMAN. Usually on form 27, more rarely on form 24, this stamp has been recorded from
the following contexts significant for date: Camulodunum, Fishbourne Per.Ifs, Hcddernheim,
Hofheim I, Rheingonheim (probably) and Wroxeter. Its currency is likely to have been entirely
prc-Flavian. c. A.D. 50-65.
S. 4 (AL II 45 b)
Bassus i-Coelus 5b - fragment of form 15/17R or 18R, stamped OFB[ASSI·Co]. Stamps from
this die occur at La Graufescnque, Risstissen, Ubbergen and Usk, and on form 29. c. A.D.
50-70.
S. 5 (AW I 76)
Bassus i la - base of a cup of form 24, stamped IC.BAS. The stamp presumably comes from a
broken die, giving OFlC BASSI or OFlC BASS, rather than recording an association (such as
Licinus with Bassus), No other Bassus stamps with OFlC arc known. However, there is no
difficulty about the date, since the fabric points to the early part of Bassus's career. c. A.D.
45-60.

S. 6 (AM II 59, 4\
Cennatus 3a - CENNATI on form 27g. The stamp was used on cups ofform 27g and dishes of
forms 15/17 or 18 and 18, but there arc no records from dated sites. However, other stamps of
Cennarus arc known from Camulodunum, Hofheirn I, one of the pre-Flavian cemeteries at
Nijmegen and at Uhbergen. His record of forms includes 16, 17 and 24. c. A.D. 45.,60.
S. 7 (DK I 116 e)
. .
Cosius Urap(p?)us la - form 24, South Caulish, stamped [COSITS' VRAP The only known
stamp of this potter, it occurs at La Graufesenque, Carnulodunum, Hufingen and in a ClaudioNeronian group at Narbonne. c. A.D. 45-65.
S. 8 (DM I 19, 1)
Crestio 5a - form 15/17 or 18, stamped OF>CRESTlO.
The stamp occurs at Aislingen, Camulodunum, Chester,
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Rheingonheim, York and in the Boudiccan burning at Verulamium. An example from Castledykes must be a survival, but the die must in any case have had a long life, and a date e. A.D.
50-70 is likely.
S. 9 (AM II 59, 5)
Crestio 9a' - form Ritterling 8. This stamp is from a broken die, giving OFCRES instead of
the original OFCREST(9a). The short version only appears on a dated site at Hofheim I. It was
also used on forms 24, 27g and Ritterling 9. e. A.D. 50-65.
S. 10-11 (AM II 59, 6-7)
Fabus Sa' - forms 15/17 and 18. The stamp reads ABVSfE instead of the original fABVSfE. It
was used both on cups (including Ritt. 8 and 9) and on dishes, and appears at Zwammerdam
(A.D. 47 onwards) and Valkenburg ZH Woerd (A.D. 50 onwards?). The original version
occurs in Period IA at Valkenburg ZH (c. A.D. 40 or A.D. 47?). e. A.D. 55-65.
S. 12 (AE II 10 a)
Felix i 49g - form 27g, stamped nIlIX, with an uncommon die of felix i of La Graufesenque.
The potter's activity seems to have been almost entirely prc-Flavian and a likely date for the
piece is e. A.D. 50-65.
S. 13 (I>M I 145 d)
Germanus ,...,
i Be' - three joining fragments giving almost the whole of a cup of form 27g,
stamped MANIOf, by a broken die of Germanus i (Be) originally reading GERMANIOF.
Impressions of the original die occur at La Graufesenque and Carlisle, and from the broken
version in the Burghofe Geschirrdepot and at Wilderspool. e. A.D. 70-100.
S. 14 (I>M I 137 e)
Germanus i 28i - form 15/17 or 18, stamped [GERM]ANI (with MA ligatured) by Germanus i.
The stamp, always on dishes, occurs at Heddernheim and the Newton Kyme fort. e. A.D.
65-85.
S. 15 (AM II 59, 8 a)
Iucundus ii 12a (see p. 139). e. A.D. 65-100.
~

S. 16 (AM II 59, 9)
Legitumus la ' - ~I'fEGIfVM on form 18. The die originally gave a final TIM, and was used
on forms 27g, 24 or Ritt. 8, and also dishes. A stamp from one or other version was found in
the fort at Great Casterton. e. A.D. 45-65.
S. 17 (I>K II 40 a)
Licinus 23a - form Ritt. 8, stamped Of'LI[CIN] by Licinus of La Graufesenque, where the
stamp has been found. It appears also at Camulodunum and, twice, in Colchester Pottery Shop
II. e. A.D. 45-65.
S. 18 (I>M I 137 d)
Licinus 23b - form 15/17 Or 18, stamped [Of]LICIN. One of his less common stamps, it occurs
on form Ritt. 1 and at Rheingonheim. Licinus's work is common at Camulodunum and in the
Colchester Pottery Shops. e. A.D. 50-65.
S. 19 (I>K II 42, 1)
Martius ii 2a - form 15/17 or 18, stamped MARTI. The stamp occurs at La Graufesenque and it
is on forms 24 and 29 (with pre-F1avian decoration). Another stamp is known on Ritt. form 8.
e. A.D. 50-65.
S. 20 (AM II 59, 10)
Modestus i 2a - Of'MODESTI on form 18R. This was used only on rouletted dishes and form
29. It is attested from Alphen (possibly in a modified version) and Camulodunum. e. A.D.
45-60.
S. 21 (AL VII 31 c & AM IV 41)
Modestus i 2a or 2a' - two fragments of the same form 15/17R or 18R, stamped Of.M
ODEST[I]. Stamps from these dies occur at La Graufesenque and in the Cirencester fort ditch
deposit (AM II 59). c. A.D. 45-60.
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S. 22 (~ II 59, 11)
Modestus i 2g (see p. 139). c. A.D. 45-65.
S. 23 (AM II 59, 12)
Modestus i 4e - OFMODES on form 18R. This impression was made late in the history of the
die, when the two lower bars of the E became joined, as if they belonged to a B. The original
stamp occurs at Risstissen and the modified version at Camulodunum. c. A.D. 50-65.
S. 24 - 25 (AM II 59, 13; CG III 14 b)
Murranus IOc - OF'M'Vl{RA on forms 27g and 15/17 or 18. The stamp was used mostly on
dishes, bur occasionally on form 27 or 24. It occurs in one of the burnt pottery shops at
Colchester (Hull, 1958, fig. 76, 10, 11). c. A.D. 50-65.
~

S. 26 (CG III 11 b) ~
Murranus (lOd) - OFMVRR/ on form 15/17 or 18. This stamp is from a broken die. c. A.D.
50-65.
S. 27 (AM II 59, 14)
Murranus - OF.[MV?]RRAN, not identified, on form 15/17. c. A.D. 50-65.
S. 28 (AM II 59, 15)
Nestor 2a - NE2tyORFEC': on form 18. This stamp has been recorded from Camulodunum and
both Colchester pottery shops destroyed in A.D. 60 or 61 (Hull, 1958, 12, and recent
discoveries). It was used always on unrouletted dishes, including forms 15/17 or 18 and Ritt. l.
This is the only known stamp of Nestor and only twenty-five examples have been recorded,
suggesting that it was probably in use for a short time, c. A.D. 55-65.
S. 29 (AM II 59, 16)
Niger ii 4a - OFNIGR on form 18. The stamp is known from Hofheim I, the pre-Flavian
cemeteries at Nijmegen, Risstissen, Sels, Valkenburg ZH (Per. 2/3) and Wroxeter. It was used
on forms 15/17, 18, 27g, 29 and Ritt. 8. A slightly modified version of the die giving OFNIG\;
is represented at Rhcingonheirn, but also at Cacrlcon and in Period [[ A at Verulamium. c. A.D.
55-65.
S. 30 (DK I 81, 1)
Niger ii 9b - form 27g stamped OF,vll[ ].
The stamp was used exelusively on cups, including forms 24 and Ritt. 8 and occurs at Hofheim
and Baginton. c. A. D. 50-75.
S. 31 (AG III 49 b)
Pass(i)enus 31a - two joining fragments of a cup of form 27g, stamped PASSENMA by
Pass(i)enus of La Graufesenque, where the stamp (31a) occurs. It has been found also at
Baginton, Broxtowc, Usk and the Gloucester Kingsholm site. The cup has a rather flat-topped
rim and kiln-grit inside the base. c. A.D. 50-65.
S. 32 (DK I 81, 2)
Pass(i)enus 40a - form 15/17 or 18 stamped [OF'PASS]IENI retr. The stamp occurs in Period I
at Verularnium, but there is no other evidence of date, though Pass(i)enus's record is mainly
pre-Flavian. c. A.D. 50-65.
S. 33 (AM II 59, 17)
Pass(i)enus 50a - OpASSIE,Y1' on form 27g. This stamp has been found in both the Colchester
pottery shops destroyed in the Boudiccan rebellion, in Period I B at Fishbourne and in Period I
at Zwamrncrdam. It is not known from any Flavian foundations. c. A.D. 50-65.
S. 34 (DM
I 19, 2)
.
Paull us i 9c - form 27g stamped PAVLLVSF. This stamp occurs at Gloucester, Kingsholm and
another of his is in Colchester Pottery Shop I. c. A.D. 45-65.
S. 35 (AM II 59, 18)
Primus iii 3d - OFIC.PRIMI on form 18R. The stamp was generally used on form 29, but
appears occasionally on dishes, both the rouletted and unrouletted varieties. One example is
known from Period I at Valkenburg ZH, but it probably also turns up at Usk. c. A.D. 45-60.
~

~
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S. 36 - 37 (AM II 59, 19 & 20)
Primus iii 12d (see p. 139). c. A.D. 45-65.
S. 38 (DK I 103 c)
Primus iii 20b - two joining fragments, with two more in 102, of form 24, stamped OFPRIA.
The stamp was used exclusively on cups (including form Ritt. 8) and occurs in the Colchester
Pottery Shop II. c. A.D. 50-65.
S. 39 (DK I 114 a)
,...
Quartus ii 8a - two joining fragments of a dish ofform 18, stamped [QV]ARTVSF. The stamp
occurs at La Graufesenque and at the pre-Flavian cemeteries at Nijmegen. Quartus's record is
Claudio-Neronian and a date c. A.D. 45-60 should cover the range.
S. 40 (DM I 19, 3)
Reditus 3b - form 31, stamped REDITI'M by Reditus of Central Gaul (presumably Lezoux).
The stamp occurs in the Saalburg Erdkastell and was used on forms 18/31 and 27, c. A.D.
130-150.
S. 41 (AX II 41 a)
Sabinus iii 12a - form 27g stamped OI;SABII retr. a poor impression, as often, of a stamp
originally giving OI;SABIN retr. The stamp is known from La Graufesenque, is common' at
early Flavian foundations, but reached Camelon (2 examples). It occurs also at Gloucester,
Kingsholm, at Hofheim and Risstissen and so should be dated c. A.D. 65-85.
S. 42 (AM II 59, 21)
G. Salarius Aptus 3a - G· SALARI· APTI on form 15/17R. Only three examples of this stamp
arc known, all on rouletted dishes, with one example from Camulodunum. Other stamps of his
were used on forms 24 and Rite. 8 and are recorded from both Periods I and II at Valkenburg
ZH. c. A.D. 50-65.
S. 43 (DK I 81, 3)
,....
Secundus i 2c - form Ritt. 9, stamped SECVNDI by Secundus i. The stamp is common on
forms 24 and Rite. 8 and 9, and occurs several times at Camulodunum, as well as at Aislingen
and Hofheim. c. A.D. 45-65.
S. 44 (AM II 59, 22)
Secundus i or ii lb- SECVNDI on form 27. It is not clear whether this stamp belongs to
Sccundus i of La Graufesenque, who is a Tiberio-Neronian potter, or to Secundus ii who
worked in the Neronian-Domitianic range. However, this stamp is known from the First
Colchester Pottery Shop and from Lincoln, so it is clearly Ncronian, c. A.D. 50-65.
S. 45 (AM II 59, 23)
Senicio 6a - SENIClo on form 27g. The stamp is nearly always on cups, including Ritterling
forms 8 and 9. It is recorded in Period I at Fishbourne and in Period IA at Valkenburg ZH and
at Camulodunum. Impressions from a worn version of this die just appear in early-Flavian
contexts, as at Vcrularnium (Hartley B.R., 1972, 552), though perhaps always as residual
pieces. c. A.D. 55-65.
S. 46 (DK I 81, 4)
Severus i-Pud(ens) 3a' - form 15/17 or 18 stamped OF' SEVERP. The stamp, from a broken
version of a die giving OF· SEVERP and far more common than the original, is known from
many F1avian foundations, including Cacrleon, Corbridge and the Nijmegen fortress. c. A.D.
70-95.
S. 47 (AM II 59, 24)
Vitalis i ld - OFVrULIS on form 18. The only dated site for this stamp is Hofheim I, but
impressions from a modified version appear in Valkenburg ZH Period II/III, at Ubbergen and
at Gloucester, Kingsholm. c, A.D. 55-65.
S. 48 (AM II 59, 25)
Vitalis i 6i - OFVIA probably with T A ligatured, on form 24. The stamp is only otherwise
known at Paris, on form 27. The form of the Cirencester cup shows that it cannot belong to the
later Vitalis of La Graufesenque. c. A.D. 55-65.
~
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ILLITERATE STAMPS

S. 49 (AH VIII 96 b)
Fragment of a cup, probably form 24, stamped' IFV' [, unidentified and possibly illiterate.
Claudio-Neronian.
S. 50 (AX II 42 d)
Form 27g, with an illiterate stamp IX' II- I' AIT, only known otherwise from Bonn and Neuss.
Latc-Neronian or early-Flavian.
UNIDENTIFIED STAMPS

S. 51 (DK II 39 j) (Not illustrated)
.. MNII .. - see p. 131.
S. 52 (AM II 59, 26)
M[ ]1' N - on form 27g.
S. 53 (AM II 59, 27) (Not illustrated)
OF,f' - see p. 139. Possibly Modestus or Murranus.
S. 54 (DK I 81, 5) (Not illustrated)
Form 15/17 or 18 with an unidentified stamp Ell or FI[, South Gaulish, with a double groove
on the base and a high, triangular footring. Claudio-Neronian.
S. 55 (CG IV 16 a) (Not illustrated)
Form Ritt. 8 burnt, with an unidentified stamp lIN!. Pre-Flavian.
S. 56 (DK II 42, 2) (Not illustrated)
An unidentified, fragmentary stamp on form 15/17 or 18. Pre-Flavian,

THE GROUPS - THE PLAIN AND DECORATED FORMS
THE LEAHOLME FORT
OCCUPATION WITHIN THE FORT AREA

Site AH
Phase I
AH VIII 116
a) Fragments of three dishes of form 15/17. all possibly
Claudian.
b) Fragment of fonn 15/17R. Claudian.
c) Eight fragments, seven joining, of form 27g. The
thttcned bead lip and pale fabric suggest a
Claudio-Neronian date.
d) Fragment of the upper zone of fonn 29, with scroll
decoration. The tie on the scroll, the fabric and glaze, all
indicate a pre-Flavian date.
AH VIII 75
Fragment of form 15/17. Prc-Plavian.

Layers sealing-,!!! the military occupation

AH VIII 78
a) Two fragmems of the same form 15/17, perhaps with
rouletting. Neronian. "
b) Fragments of two dishes of form 18. Flavian.
c) D.l. Fragment of form 37, with decoration in the
style of La Graufcsenque, showing a leaf tendril above a
wreath composed of small trilobed leaves. These may be
the ones occurring on two bowls in" the Pompeii Hoard
(Atkinson, 1914, pI.vii, 37 and x, 52), where they were
used at the ends of scroll tendrils. c. A.D. 70-90.
d) Fragment of a panelled form 37. The basal wreath
and the broader leaf tips occur on bowls in the Pompeii
.Hoard. The narrower leaf tips do not seem to occur
elsewhere. c. A.D. 70-90.

AH VIII 96
AH vm 103
a) Two fragments of the same form 15/17. Claudian. Four fragments, two joining, probably all from the same
b) Illiterate stamp - see S. 49.
form 27g, with bright Neronian fabric and glaze. c.
c) Two joining fragments of the same form 27, with a A.D. 50-65.
flattened bead lip. Claudian.
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Site AG

Pit
AG III 49
a) Form Ritt. 1. Claudian or carly-Neronian.
b) Pass(i)enus 31a - see S. 31.

Pit
AG III 43 (Above AG III 49)
a) Form 15/17. Early-Flavian.
b) Form 'n. Ncronian or carly-Plavian.
e) D.2. perhaps belonging to d), form 37, with an
elongated, heart-shaped leaf on a tendril. The tridenttongued ovolo is on a bowl of form 30 from Kettering
made in a mould signed by Vitalis ii. c. A.D. 75-90.
d) D.3. Six joining fragments (and possibly one other,
with a trident-tongued ovolo), of fonn 37, with a
winding scroll. The basal wreath and ovolo occur on
bowls at Ncwstcad and Camdon respectively. The
details are: small leaf (Knorr, 1919, Taf.l7. 22); leaf with
serrated edge (ef. ibid., Taf 98A on a bowl at Rottweil);
hare to right (Hermet, 1934, pl. 26, 53); hare to left (cf.
Knorr, 1919, Taf 53, 2 of Matugenus ii); griffin
(Hcrmct, 1934, pl. 25, 5). c. A.D. 75-95.
e) Form 37, with a blurred, trident-tongued ovolo.
Plavian.

Fillillg of timber and other features
AE n P.H.2
a) D.6. Form 29, with nautilus gadroons in the lower
zone. A bowl from Neuss stamped by Srabilio (Knorr,
1919. Taf. 79A) offers a dose parallel, but similar
gadroons were used by several potters at La Graufesenque
in the Tiberio-Claudian period. Cf. Oswald F., 1951,
149-152 for a discussion of the gadroons. c. A.D. 40-55.
b) Form 18, in orange fabric with a patchy orange glaze,
. typical of Lezoux ware of the Neronian or early-Flavian
period.
AE III 17 a) Form 27.
b) Form 18.
c) Form 37.

filling of timber slot
Claudian.
Havian.
Trajanic.

Sealing-oJ! Layers

AE I 10
a) Form 18. Neronian.
b) Form 27g. Neronian.
c) Form 27. Neronian.
d) Form 29, with scroll decoration. First-century.
e) D.? Form 29, with a lower zone of straight gadroons
over elliptical festoons, one containing the bird 0.2298,
commonly used at La Graufescnque in the Neronian and
Flavian periods. The festoons are more typical of the
Layers sealing-oJ! the early occupation
period c. A.D. 55-65 than later.
£) D .8. Three fragments, two joining, of fonn 37, with
AG n 36
a winding scroll. The frilled leaf is one of a type used at
a) Fragments of three or four dishes of form 18. Two
La Graufesenque in the Neronian and Flavian periods,
Ncronian, one, burnt, Neronian or early-Flavian.
and cannot be assigned to a particular potter. The other
b) D.4. Form 29, with a lower zone of saltires flanking a
leaf was used by Iucundus ii on a bowl at Vechten. The
panel with a leafy festoon containing an eagle (Henner,
Nile goose (Hermet, 1934, pI. 28, 68) is a very common
1934, pI. 28, 9) in a ehevron medallion. The festoon
type. The seven-headed rosette and the chevron festoon,
appears on a bowl from Vechten stamped by Labio and,
rather than medallion, in the lower concavity of the
as it is uncommon, there should be a link with him.
scroll are unusual features. The bowl may just be preHowever, there is no dose parallel for the other details.
Flavian, and probably falls within the range c. A.D. 65The arrangement of the panels suggests a Neronian date,
75.
c. A.D. 55-70.
c) Form 18, slightly burnt. Neronian or early-Plavian. AE n 10
d) A scrap. Probably pre-FIavian.
a) Felix i 49g - see S. 12.
e) Two joining fragments of fonn 37 base. Flavian.
b) Form Ritt. 12, slightly burnt. Pre-Plavian.
f) Fragments of form 37, with a trident-tongued ovalo
AE III 16
and zonal' decoration with triple-bordered festoons. The
a) Form Ritt. 1. Claudian or early-Neronian.
decoration can be paralleled at Agricolan sites in
b) D.9. with another fragment in AE 1II9, form 29. T~e
Scotland. c. A.D. 75-95.
upper zone has alternating (?) panels of trilobed leaves
g) D .5. Form 37, with scroll decoration and a lion
and corded medallions. The general size is. reminiscent of
(Henner. 1934, pl. 25, 25?) over spirals in the lower
that of bowls stamped by Bassus i-Coelus (cf. Knorr,
concavity. c. A.D. 80-100.
1919, Taf. 13). In ,ny case, the piece falls within the
AGID39
period c. A.D. 5G-65.
Form 27. First century.

Sites DK and DM
Site AE

Occupation on natural
AE I 12
Form Ritt. 9. Claudio-Neronian.
AE V 21
a) Form 18 base, with a high foorring and kiln-grit
adhering to the inside of the base. Latc-Claudian.
b) Four fragments, three joining, of form Ritt. 8 and a
tiny scrap from another. Both Claudio-Neronian.

. Occupation on natural
DM I 133
a) Form 15117R (Ritt. 4B). Nercnian.
b) Form 24. Neronian.
c) Form 27. Neronian.

Gravel surfaces on natural
DM I 144
a) A fragment from the lower wall of a bowl of form
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Ritt. 12 etc. Neronian?
b) Form 15/17. Neronian or early-Plavian.

Second phase oj gravel surjaces
OK I 116 (= DK II 45)

a) Two adjoining fragments, with three more in DK I
119 a), of form Ritt. 1 or 18. Sec DK I 119.
b) Form 15/17. Pre-Plavian.
OK I 119
c) Three fragments of the same dish of form 18.
a) Three joining fragments, with two more in DK I 116,
Neronian.
of form Ritt. 1 or 18, with a strong external offset.
d) Two joining fragments of form 18(R?). Neronian.
Early-Neronian.
e) Cosius Urap(p)us 1a - see S. 7.
b) Four joining fragments of form 18. Ncronian.
f) Form 24. Prc-Plavian.
c) From 15/17 or 18. Neronian or early-Plavian
g) Form 27. with a beaked lip. Early-Neronian.
d) Form 27. Neronian.
h) Form 27. Neronian.
OK II 48
i) Form 27. Ncronian or carly-Flavian.
a) Form 15/17 (2). Both Neronian.
j) Three fragments. First-century.
b) Form 15/17 or 18. Neronian or early-Plavian.
OK II 45 (= DK I 116)
c) Form 18. Ncronian.
a) Form 15/17 or 18. Ncronian or early-Flavian.
d) Porm 27. Neronian.
b) Form 30, with a scroll and webbed leaf used by
potters of La Graufesenquc including Scottius j
several
Phase II gravel surface
(on a bowl from Urmitz). c. A.D. 4~.
I
c) Form 18/31 or 31, Central GauJish. Hadrianic or
OM I 132
Antonine.
a) Form Ritt. 12 spout. Ncronian.
b) Form 18(R?). Neronian.
Silt 011 Phase II gravel surface
c) Inkwell fragment. Neronian(?).
d) Dish fragment. First-century.
OK II 47

Silt on natural and Phase I gravel surface

Pit Filling
OM I 154 - Bottom Layer
a) Form Ritt. 12 or Curle 11, Neronian or early-Piavian.
b) Form 15/17. Early-Flavian.
c) Form 18 (7, one slightly burnt). All Neronian or
early-Plavian.
d) Form 27. F1avian.
e) Form 29. The winding scroll in the upper zone has
pointed leaf rips in the lower concavities. Flavian.
f) Form 36 (2). Both Neronian or early-Flavian.
g) Form 36 (?), with an extraordinarily deep groove at
the top of the inner wall. Neronian or early-Flavian.
h) Form 37 (') rim. Flavian.
OM I 154 and 152
a) Form 15/17 (2, one slightly burnt). Both Plavian.
b) Form 18. Nercnian or early-Flavian.
c) Form 27g, without a potter's stamp. The inside of the
footring is covered with kiln-grit. Neronian or
carlv-Havian.
d) Form 29 rim. Plavian.
e) Form 30 or 37 rim. Flavian.
OM I 145 - upper levels of pit
a) Form Curle 11 flange. Early-Flavian.
b) Form 15/17. F1avian.
c) Form 15/17 or 18. Ncronian or early-Plavian.
d) Germanus i Dc - see S. 13.
c) Form 35/36 with barbotine blobs on the outer wall
just below the flange. These appear to be deliberate
rather than accidental splashes from the barbotine nozzle.
Flavian.

Phase I surface - Silt around stones DM I 148
OM I 143
A scrap. Prc-Flavian.

a) Form 15/17 or 18. Pre-Flavian.
b) Form 18. Pre-Flavian.
e) See DK II 42 c).

Gravel layers

0"

DK I 111

OK I 105
Form 24. Neronian.

Occupatio"

Oil

? Phase II gravel surfaces

OK I 109
Form 18, with <In external offset at the junction of the
base and wall. Ncronian.

Well or Pit Fillillg
OK I 115 - bottom layer
Form 18. Claudian or early-Neronian.

OK I 114
a) Quartus ii 8a - see S. 39.
b) Two fragments of the same cup of form 27.
Neronian.

? Phase III occupatio"
OK I 107 - top layer
a) Form 18. Claudia» or early-Neronian.
b) Five fragments, four joining, of form 24, with a deep
band of rouletting above the cordon. Claudio-Nerooian.
c) Form 15/17, deep and rather crudely made. Almost
certainly Plavian.

OK I 106 - patch over DK I 107
a) Form 18 etc. Ncronian.
b) A fragment of form 29 base, Claudian.

OK

~
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a) 0.10. Three fragments, two joining, of a bowl of
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form 29, with a continuous winding scroll in both upper
and lower zones. Identical upper zones arc on bowls
from Chester and Valkenburg ZH stamped by Crestio
and the same scroll, apart from the tic, occurs on an
unstamped fragment from Aislingen (Knorr, 1912, Taf.
Il, 3). The tassel is on fOrnl 295 from Hccrlen and
Leicester stamped by Aquitanus and from MainzWciscnau stamped by Ccladus. The large. trifid motif in
the lower zone was used by several prc-Plavian potters,
including Aquitanus (at Vechtcn) and Crcstio (at La
Graufcscnquc). It is also on an unstampcd bowl from
Pcr.2 construction at Fishboume. The five-petalled leaf
has 110 exact parallel, but the cluster of buds is a
common type. c. A.D. 50-65.
b) Sec DK II 42 c).
DK I 103
a) Form Ritt. 8. Ncronian.
b) Form Rite. 9. Claudio-Ncrcnian.
c) Primus iii 2Gb - see S. 38.
DK I 102
a) Forn] 15/17. Neronian.
b) Form 24. Ncronian.
c) Two joining fragments of form 24. from the cup S.
38.
d) Form 27. Ncronian.
e) D.l1. Form 29, lower zone, with nautilus gadroons
and spear heads springing from the trefoil motifs. The
gadroons (for which sec Oswald, 1951, 149-152),
derived from the Iare-Arrerine tradition, were used at La
Graufesenque in the Tiberio-Claudian period. The large
beads and the rounded profile of this bowl arc also
typical of the period c. A.D. 40-55.
DK II 44
Forms 15/17 or 18 and 18. Both Neronian.
DK II 43
A wall fragment of form 18. Ncronian or carly-Plavian.
DK I 112
a) Two fragments of a cup of form Ritt. 9. Neronian.
b) Three fragments from a cup of form 27, with a
flattened bead-lip typical of Claudian and carly-Neronian
examples.
DK I 117
Form 24. Claudio-Neroriian?
DK II 94
A small scrap. Prc-Flavian.
DK I 90
Forms 15/17 or 18 and 18. Both Neronian or earlyFlavian.
DK I 97
D.12. Four fragments of form 37. Mercato(r) i, one of
whose ovolos this is, has a similar large scroll on a bowl
from London (BM). with the lower concavities divided
horizontally with a plant above and an animal below.
However. the composition of the plant is unusual. with
a fan-shaped motif of spirals, long spindles and poppy
heads, none of which seem to be used by him. The dog
in one of the lower concavities is Hermct. 1934, pI. 26.
41. The upper concavity of the scroll presumably contained a leaf. though the surviving decoration does not
suggest one. Whether by Mercato(r) or not. the bowl
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falls witin the range c. A.D. 80-110.

Fillillg of timber slot
DK 1110
Dish fragment. Ncronian?

Pit Fillillg
DM I 136 - bottom layer
a) Form Ritt. 12. Ncronian.
b) Form 15/17 or 18. Neronian or earlv-Plavian.
c) Form 27. Neronian.
d) Form 29, with straight gadroons. Neronian or earlyFlavian.
c) D.13. Matches DK I 81 i) and DM I 19. Form 30,
with arcades separated by wavy lines topped with trilobed motifs. The latter is probably the same as ones
appearing on bowls of form 29 stamped by Crispus i,
from Vechten (Utrecht) and Primus iii. from Neuss. The
draped figure in one arcade is probably a version of
Hermet, 1934, pI. 20. 124. The small ovalo was used on
form 30s of the prc-Flavian period. c. A.D. SG-65.
DM I 134 - upper layer
Form 24. Pre-Plavian.

Pit filling
DK II 42
None of the material here is necessarily later than the
Neronian period. The plain ware consists of forms Ritt.
12(3), 15/17(4), 15/17R (burnt), 15/17 or 18 (several,
including two stamped pieces), 18 (several, one with a
rivet hole. one (burnt) in orange. micaceous fabric
typical of first-century Lczoux ware). 24 and 27 (at least
6).

Decorated Ware
a) Form 29 base, burnt.
b) 0.14. Three fragments of form 29, with a winding
scroll in the upper zone and straight gadroons in the
lower. The spirals in the scroll, the srnall rosette and the
five-beaded tic were all used at La Graufesenque by
several Ncronian potters. The trilobed tassel, supported
by a row of beads, is unusual in a scroll, and may have
been put in as a space-filler. However, compare a bowl
from London (LM) stamped by Gallicanus (Knorr, 1952,
Taf. 52. 26A). which has leaf tassels in a scroll which is
perhaps freehand. c. A.D. 45-60.
c) Two joining fragments of form 30, with a joining
flake in DK II 46 and another scrap in 47. The scroll with
large and small leaves is similar to those on two form 30s
in the Fort Ditch material and the ovalo is the same as
on one of these. The latter is also on a signed form 30 of
Albinus i from Silchesrcr and on a stamped one of
Martialis i from Usk. The larger leafis on form 29s from
Xanten (CVT) , stamped by Namus, and Alesia,
stamped by Pass(i)enus. The smaller leaf may also be on
the Xantcn bowl and occurs on a bowl from Neuss
stamped by Primus iii. It may be a bad impression of a
leaf found on bowls stamped by Crestio (Vicby),
Daribirus (Vechten) and Rufinus ii (the London fort).
The looscly-eurled spirals on the scroll are unusual. c.
A.D. 50-65.
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Potters' Stamps

(Knorr, 1912, Taf VII, 8). The potter seems to have had
difficulty
in joining up the separate elements of the scroll
1) Martius ii 23 - sec S. 19.
and
the
tulip leaf is consistently detached from its
2) Unidentified fragment - see S. S6.
tendril. c. A.D. 70-85.
t) Form 29. with a spiral. First-century.
'Quarry' Filling
u) Form 30 rim. Neronian or early-Flavian.
DM I 158
v) D.18. Several fragments, some joining, of form 37,
a) Form Ritt. 12 or Curle 11. Neronian or early-Flavian. with a trident-tongued ovolo and panels of serrated leaf
b) Form 18. Neronian.
rips and triple medallions with comer tassels over a
c) A fragment of the plain band above the decoration of chevron wreath. The decoration can be closely paralleled'
a bow) of form .30. Ncronian or carly-Flavian.
on a bowl from the Pompeii Hoard (Atkinson, 1914,
d) Five fragments, two joining, from the same bowl as 60). The animals arc probably a dog (not identified) and
DM I 137 s) qv..
a goat (Hermet, 1934, pI. 27, 36?). c. A.D. 75-90.
e) Form 30, with an ovolo with traces of a bead row, w) Form 37, with a trident-tongued ovolo and triple
above it. Neronian or early Plavian.
festoons containing stirrup leaves. Both were used on
f) A scrap, slightly burnt, First-ccntury.
bowls from Camdon, but there in double festoons. Co
DM I 137 - top layer, equivalent to sealing-off layers A.D. 75-95.
x) Form 37, with an ovolo used at La Graufesenque by
a) Form Ritt. 12 flange, slightly burnt. Prc-Plavian.
Memor (Knorr, 1919, Taf. 70, 16), with a chevron
b) Form 15117. Neronian.
wreath below it. c. A.D. 75-95.
c) Form 15117 slightly burnt. Neronian (?).
y) Form 67 base. Flavian.
d) Licinus 23b - sec S. 18.
c) Gcrmanus i 28i - see S. 14.
Layers sealing the military occupation
f) Fragments of four dishes of [ann 15/17 or 18. Flavian.
g) Fragments of dishes of form 18 (3?). All Neronian. DK I 81
h) Fragments of four dishes of form 18, one slightly Some of the sherds in this group join ones in DM I 19,
but the groups have been recorded separately. The plain
burnt. All F1avian.
ware includes forms Rite. 1, Ritt. 8, Ritt. 9 (two, one
i) Form 22. Plavian.
j) Form 27 (approximately 14, one slightly burnt). Some stamped), Ritt. 12 (3), 15/17 (several), 15117R, 15/17 or
18 (several, three with stamps), 15/17R or J8R (several),
Nercnian, some Flavian.
18 (many), 18R (several), 24 (several), 27 (many, some
k) Form 36. Flavian.
1) D.15. With DM I 19 I) two fragments from the same with a focrstand groove and one with a stamp) and 35.
form 29, with a continuous winding scroll in the lower Nearly all the material is pre-Plavian and a few pieces are
zone. The serrated leaf was used at La Graufcscnquc by Claudian or Claudio-Ncrcnian. The proportion of
more than one potter in the Neronian and carly-Plavian Flavian shcrds is low. One sherd of form 18/31 or 31 is
periods. The spindle and chevron junction-mask arc Central Gaulish and Antonine.
more typical of the Ncronian than the Plavian period. c.
Decorated Ware
A.D. 55-70.
m) D.16. Form 29, upper zone, with a winding scroll a) 0.19. With one sherd in DM I 19, five fragments of
with spindles and spirals. Chevron scrolls of this kind are form 29, with a rouletted central moulding. The upper
unusual and tend to occur in the Ncronian period at La zone has a rosette and the lower a winding scroll with a
Graufesenquc. The spindles and spirals arc on a scroll on finely-ribbed leaf and a cluster ofberrics. The leaf occurs
a bowl from Mainz stamped by Fabus i. c. A.D. 5()'{;5. on a bowl from Hrurnath (Knorr, 1952. Taf. 2) stamped
n) Form 29, with a basal wreath of chevrons. Neronian by Amandus ii, who made bowls with rouletted central
or carly-Flavian.
mouldings. This piece is probably to be dated c. A.D.
0) Form 29 rim. Ncronian or eariy-Plavian.
40-50.
p) Form 29 rim, Flavian.
b) Form 29, with a straight godroons in the lower zone.
q) Form 29, with- a winding scroll with spirals in the Claudian or early-Neronian.
upper zone and coarse rouletting on the rim. Plavian. c) D.20. Form 29, with a lower zone of panels of sahires
r) Form 29, with a deep upper zone with a panel of, and double medallions probably alternating round the
pointed leaf rips flanked by diagonal wavy lines. Flavian. bowl. This arrangement was common at La Graufescnque
s) D.17. Seven fragments and five more in DM I 158, of in the Neronian and occasionally the early-Flavian period
form 29, with an upper zone of alternating panels of and appears on bowls stamped by, for instance, Crcsrio
animals and pointed leaf tips. The chevron wreath below and Felix i. There arc also several examples of the style
the central moulding can be paralleled on a form 37 from in the Pompeii Hoard (Atkinson, 1914, pIs. 11, III). The
Fishboume (DanneIl, 1971, fig. 135, 93). Below the heart-shaped leaf in the salrirc is perhaps the same as one
wreath is a winding scroll with stirrup leaves and spirals. on a bowl from Mainz stamped by Felix i (Knorr, 1952,
The general characteristics of the bowl are Flavian rather Taf. 23A). The tassel occurs on a bowl from London
than earlier. with coarse decoration and large beads (lM) stamped by Rufinus ii. The animal in the
bordering a clumsy central moulding. The dog (Hermct, medallion is probably a stag. c. A.D. 50-65.
1934, pI. 26, 18) and hare (ibid., 56) and the leaf tips arc d) Form 29, with broad, pointed leaf tips. Neronian.
common on bowls stamped by such potters as Calvus i, e) D.21. Two joining fragments of a badly-made bowl
Meddillus and Vitalis ii. The scroll can be paralleled of form 29, with a flat scroll in the upper zone. Such
(apart from the tiny tulip leaf) on form 29 from Rottweil scrolls are typical of the Claudian period at La
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Graufesenque, but the lower zone, with panels of saltircs
and corded medallions is certainly Neronian in style and
the fabric and glaze support the later date.
f} D.22. A fragment of the upper zone of form 29, with
a head with a wreath (Hermet, 1934, pI. 24, 297), a large
thirteen-petalled rosette and a smaller rosette. The
rosettes both appear on bowls stamped by Bassus
i-Coclus and the head is associated with stamped bowls
of Albus i, Rufinus ii and Peregrinus i (identified by
G.B. Dannell (1964, 147-152) as Petrecus). Thcsq poners
have certain motifs in common with Bassus i-Coelus,
and it is likely that this piece is by the latter. c. A.D.
55-75.
g) D.23. A 'small fragment of form 29, with a zone of
stubby palisades below the central moulding. An
identical zone can be seen on bowls from Fishbourne
(Period 2 construction: Dannell, 1971, fig. 128, 31) and
Nijmcgcn, the latter stamped by Pass(i)enus of La
Graufesenque. The palisades are also common at
Rottweil on form 29 (Knorr, 1912, Taf. VI). c. A.D.
65-80.
h) D.24. Two fragments of form 30, and others in DK
II 41, 43. The ovalo, the same as on i), is common on
form 30 at La Graufesenque in the pre-Flavian period.
The scroll with looped leaf and cluster of berries is of a
type current in the Ciaudio-Neronian period. The basal
wreath of trifid motifs is unusual. c. A.D. 45-60.
i) D.I;\. With DM I 19, two fragments of form 30, with
the same ovalo as the last. The draped figure (Hermet,
1934, pI. 20, 124) in an arcade was used by several
potters at La Graufesenque in the Claudio-Neronian
petiod (if. ibid., pI. 73, 13, 14; 74, 12). c. A.D. 4S-ffl.
j) D.25. A small fragment of form 30, with a straight
wreath of trifid motifs with broad central blade flanked
by diagonally-striated blades. c. A.D. 60-80.
k) 0.26. Form 37, with zonal decoration, the upper
surviving z,one divided into panels. The birds occur on
form 29 from London (BM) stamped by Licinus (Knorr,
1952, Taf. 34B). The leaf tips are probably the same as
ones on form 29 from London (GH). The lower zone
contains a motif used at La Graufesenque on both
decorated and plain ware, as a rosette stamp on the
latter, and on. form 29 from Rheingonheim stamped by
Labio (Knorr, 1952, Taf. 32C). This bowl is probably
just pre-Flavian, and of the period c. A.D. 60-70.
I) D.27. Form 37, with a .stag (D.845) used on form 29
from Vindonissa stamped by Secundus ii (Knorr, 1919,
Tar. 74C) and a basal wreath, on form 29 from London
stamped by Iucundus ii. c. A.D. 75-90.
m) Form 67. Plaviau.

Potters' stamps
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Niger ii 9b - see S. 30.
Pass(i)enus 40a - see S. 32.
Sccundus i 2c - see S. 43.
Scvcrus i Pud(ens) Sa" - sec S. 46.
Unidentified stamp - see S. 54.

OK II 39
a) Form IS, slightly burnt. Probably Claudian, to judge
by the exceptionally pale fabric and brownish glaze.
b) Form 15/17. Ncronian.
c) Form 15/17 or 18. Probably Neronian.
d) Fragments of a least two dishes of form 18.
Nercnian.
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e) Form 18 Neronian or carly-Plavian.
f) Form 27g footring. Ncronian.
g) Form 27. Neronian.
h) Form 29 rim. Neronian.
i) Form 29, upper zone, with triple festoons containing
stirrup [caves, separated by pendants with tulip leaf
tassels. An identical zone occurs on two form 37s at
Camelon and a similar one at Bainbridge. The standard
of workmanship and the fabric and glaze all support a
date c. A.D. 70-85.
j) D.28. Three joining fragments of form 29, with an
unidentified stamp .. MNII.. (see - S. 51). The upper
zone of elliptical festoons containing birds and pendants
with heart-shaped tassels can be paralleled in the lower
zone of form 29 from Vechten stamped by Censor i
(Knorr, 1919, TaL 22B). The scroll in the lower zone has
almond-shaped leaves for which there is no exact
parallel. The medallion, composed of concentric striated,
plain and large-beaded circles with a rosette at the centre
is also unusual. The elliptical festoons suggest a prePlavian date, though the poor standard of workmanship
is not common in that period. A date c. A.D. 65-80
should cover the range.
k) Form 18R. Neroinan or early-Plavian.
OK II 40
a) Licinus 23. - see S. 17.
b) Form Ritt. 12 flange, with a groove cut after firing on
the upper side. Neronian.
c) Form 15/17. Ncronian.
d) Fragments of at least seven dishes of form 18.
Neronian.
e) Form 27 (2). Neronian or early-Flavian.
f) Form 29 rim. Neronian.
g) Form 29, with an upper zone with a continuous
winding scroll, perhaps with a bird on the end of a
tendril, as at Castleford, in the Pompeii Hoard and at
Verolamium (Hartley, B.R" 1972, D.23) and Wroxeter.
Neronian or carly-Plavian.
h) Form 29, a fragment of the lower zone with blurred
decoration. Perhaps Flavian, to judge by the clumsiness
of the workmanship and the thick fabric.
i) D.29. Form 37, partly burnt. The rosette-tongued
ovalo and similar chevron wreaths occur on bowls in the
Pompeii Hoard (Atkinson, 1914, 45, 48, 49). c. A.D. 7085.
j) D.30. Form 37, with zonal decoration. The upper
zone of festoons containing spirals and pendants with
poppy head tassels is a common type at La Graufesenquc
in the early-Flavian period on both forms 29 and 37 (if.
Knorr, 1919, Taf. 24£ for a similar one from Vechten).
The lower zone has a scroll with a detached tendril and a
fan-shaped leaf. The other leaf is probably a triangular
one of the type used by late-Ncronian and Plavian
potters. c. A.D. 75-95.
k) Form 67, with a small ovalo not recorded on signed
bowls. Flavian.
OK II 41
a) Form 29 rim. Neronian or early-Plavian.
b) Form 30, with a small ovalo used at La Graufesenque
by potters sucb as Masc(u)lus i. c. A.D. 55-70.
c) Four fragments of tbe same bowl as DK I 81 h); qv.
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DM I 19
The material is substantially the same as DK I 81 and
several shcrds of decorated ware join others there. All of
it is Neronian, with the exception of forms 'l5/17R and
35/36, which might be early-Flavian, and form 31,
Central Gaulish and Antoninc. The plain ware includes
forms Ritt. I, Ritt. 12 (3), 15/17 (4), 15/17 or 18 (several,
one stamped), 18 (several), 18R (several), 24, 27 (several
with footsrand groove and one with a stamp), 31 (with
stamp). 35/36 and an inkwell,

Decorated Ware

c) Form 18R. Ncronian or carly-Plavian.
d) Form l8n. Plavian.
c) Form 27. Flavian.
f) Form 29 rim, with coarse rouletting. Early-Plavian.
g) D.35. Form 29. with a deep upper zone of triple
medallions, one containing a stirrup leaf, and pendants
with five-petalled tassels. Early-Flavian. See OM I 120
for other fragments.
h) Form 35/36. Plavian.
i) A fragment of the plain band above the decoration of
a large bowl of form 37. Flavian.
J) D.36. Five fragments, some joining, of a bowl of
form 37, with some panels divided horizontally, The,
"salrirc has a plant used at La Graufesenque by several
potters including M. Crcsrio, who has it in the basal
wreath on a bowl from Nijmegen (Knorr, 1919, Taf
28B). He also used the duster of buds (if. ibid.• A on a
bowl from Bregcnz). The boar below the salrirc is
Hcrmet, 1934, pl. 27, 42. The erotic figure in the
adjacent panel is D.315. M. Crestio was one of the few
potters at La Graufesenque to usc an ovalo with a fourpronged tongue. The basal wreath, which also separates
some panels, docs not seem to have been recorded for
him. c. A.D. 75-95.
k) Bowl (?) fragment, Ncronian or carly-Plavian.

a) See DK I 81 a).
b) D.31. Form 29, with a basal (?) wreath composed of
the same ribbed leaf as in DK I 81 a), qt'. for comments.
c) )).32. A fragment of the upper zone of form 29, with
a scroll containing a shell-shaped leaf and fine-petalled
rosette. A bowl with possibly the identical zone occurs
at BurghOfe (Ulbcn, 1959, Taf. 36, 6). ClaudioNcronian.
d) D.33. Two fragments of the upper zone of form 29.
The elliptical festoons suggest a prc-Flavian date. The
tassel occurs on bowls stamped by Licinus (if, Knorr.
1919, Taf. 45, 39) and the small rosettes supporting a
pendant occur on a bowl from Hofheim stamped by
him. c. A.D. 45-{,>O.
c) A fragment of the upper zone of form 29. The line DM I 120
rouletting on the rim suggests a Neronian date, probably a) Form Ritt.12 flange. Ncronian.
early in the period.
b) Two fragments of the same form 18. Ncrcnian.
f) D.34., with DM I 135 h) two fragments of a bowl of c) Form 24. Neronian.
form 29, with the upper zone and the zone below the d) One or two fragments of the .samc form 29 as DM I
carination composed of two separate leaves impressed 65 g). one with the corresponding stirrup leaf, the other
stem to stem. The style. with the minimum of back- (perhaps from this bowl) with a fragment of the lower
ground showing. is reminiscent of bowls stamped by zone with a multi-petalled leaf.
Ardacus, Bassus i-Coelus. Sene and others. A bowl e) Form 36 flange. Neronian or early-Flavian.
from London (LM) stamped by Seno has the same leaf in DM I 130
the lower zone. The basal wreath is composed of
. .
a) Fragments of two cups of form Ritt. 9. Ncronian.
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Potters' Stamps
plain ware in the material from the fort ditch, c. A.D.
1)
2)
3)

Cresrio Sa - see S. 8.
Paullus i-sec S. 34.
Reditus 3b _ see S. 40.
"
OM I 62
a) Form 18, two. Pre-Plavian.
b) Form 27. Pre-Flavian.

50-65.
g) Footring of a bowl (of form Ritt.12 or, more
probably, Curle 11), slightly bumt. Probably Flavian.
h) Footring fragment, probably from a rouletted dish.
Neronian.
OM I 131
a) Form 15/17 or 18. Ncronian or carly-Plavian.
b) Form 18R. with other sherds in OM I 135 c). Flavian.

DM 165
a) A fragment of the flange and part of the wall of a
very small example of form Ritt. 12. Claudi~-Neronian. OM I 135
b) Form 18. Neronian or carly-Flavian.
a) Form Ritt. 12 flange. Neronian.
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. b) Fragments of three dishes of Form 15/17 or 18. All

bead lip. Claudio-Neronian.
Flavian.
g) Fragments of two cups of form 27. Both Ncronian.
c) Two fragments of the same form 18, Claudio- h) A slightly burnt fragment from the same bowl as
Nercnian.
DM I 19 I). qv.
d) Fragments of approximately three dishes of form 18. i) form 29 rim. Ncronian.
All Neronian.
j) Form 29, with a chevron scroll used at La
e) Three fragments, probably all from the same form Graufcscnque by potters of die Neronian period.
t8R, with another sherd in DM I 13t b). Plavian.
k) Three fragments from dishes. All pre-Flavian.
f) Two fragments of a cup of Conn 27, with a flattened

THE MAJOR DEFENSIVE DITCHES

Site AM
Group from Ditch III
AM II 59

It is evident from the nature of the samian found in the ditch that we are dealing with a
substantially contemporary group of vessels dumped when complete, and that there is
extremely little residual material. The key point is that the footrings of the vessels are unworn,
and that they, and the internal bases of the pots, nearly all have particles of fine white grit
embedded in them. Such grit was regularly used by samian potters at the points of contact
between the footrings of vessels and the bases of the pots stacked on them, in order to diminish
the risk of fusion during firing. When the pots were used, and washed, the grit tended to
become detached rapidly. It may also be added that the inkwells have no carbon stains of the
kind usual with ones which have been in use.
It follows that the group must have been derived from a store in the fort or a shop in the
vicus, presumably the former.
It will be best to list the samian from the ditch in the categories of (A) decorated ware, (B)
potters' stamps and (C) plain forms, before discussing the date of the group as a whole. All of
the samian is from South Gaul, and almost certainly all from La Graufesenque.

A. Decorated Ware
i. Forni 29

In South Gaul decorated bowls of form 29 were rarely produced from signed or stamped
moulds. The internal stamp applied after moulding docs not necessarily indicate that the potter
stamping had anything to do with making the mould. Indeed it is comparatively rarely (e.g. in
the work of Bassus i-Coelus and Germanus i) that a style of decoration can be identified as that.
of a specific potter or group of workers. Accordingly, we quote parallels for both general styles
and details of decoration for the bowls in this group without necessarily firmly indicating
connexions with particular workshops.
a) 0.38. A more or less complete bowl, diameter 25 cm, stamped IVCV' NDI (Iucundus ii
12a). The tulip-shaped leaf in the scroll of the upper zone occurs on a bowl of uncertain
provenance in Roanne museum, stamped OFAQVITANI (Aquitanus 2a). Below the carination
is an overall zone of pointed leaf tips. Such a scheme is not common, but it occurs, with
different leaf tips, on a bowl at London (BM), stamped OFCRESTIO (Crestio 5b). The scroll
at the bottom of the lower zone is uncommon, as is the straight line separating it from the zone
above.
Iucundus ii worked at La Graufesenque. This stamp seems to have been used exclusively on
form 29. It does not occur at any dated sites. Much of his output is Flavian, but he occasionally
made forms 24 and Ritt. 9, so must have started work in the prc-Flavian period. This is
presumably one of his earliest stamps.
b) D.39. A more or less complete bowl, diameter 24 cm., stamped OFPRIMI (Primus iii 12d).
The style of decoration
is very common in the Neronian period and similar bowls occur at
.
Silchester, stamped OFMODESTI (Modestus i 2d), and, unstamped, at Aislingen (Knorr,
1912, Taf, [I, 3) and in the Colchester Second Pottery Shop (Hull, 1958, fig. 102, 14). No
~.
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Decorated samian (nos. 0.38-42, 1:2)
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identical upper zone has appeared, but there arc many similar ones on bowls stamped
Mi\N~DIO retr. (Amandus ii 9a), from London (Knorr, 1952, Taf. 33F), two from Pompeii,
stamped OFBASSI'CO (recorded by D. Atkinson) and GERMANIOF (Germanus i 13a, also
with the chevron tie on the scroll), and, unstamped, from the Colchester First Pottery Shop
(Hull, 1958, fig 74, 3) and Fishbourne (Period 2 construction; Dannell, 1971, fig. 128, 22).
The Primus stamp occurs at La Graufesenque and was apparently used 'only on form 2').
There is no site-dating for it, but Primus's record and the stylc of this piece suggest a date c.
A.D. 45-65.
c) D.40. Approximately three quarters of a bowl of diameter 23.2 cm., stamped OFPRIMI
(Primus iii 12d). The upper zone has rather unusual decoration, with a scroll with leaf tips in
the lower concavities and roundels instead of rosettes on the ends of the tendrils. Similar
roundels were used on a bowl from Mainz, stamped FAEVSFE (Fabus i 5a; Knorr, 1919, Taf.
30E, wrongly attributed to Carus i), and in the work of the so-called Canrucatus-Vegetus
group (Herrnet, 1934,1'1. 104,27-34: the first potter really being Cabucatus). The leaf occurs on
bowls stamped 0F1~B1LICAT (Bilicatus 4a), from Leicester and ~F' MVR-T[ (Mur ..-Tcr.. Ia")
from London (LM). The pomegranate seems to be an unusual type. For a similar lower zonc
ascribed (wrongly) to Melus see a bowl from Rhcingonheirn (Ulbcrt, 1969, Taf. 4,21). The
chevron scroll was used on a bowl stamped OF' ARDACI' (Ardacus 6a) from Mandeure and on
one from Unterkirchberg in the style associated with Daribitus (Knorr, 1919, Taf. 21a). The
larger leaf occurs on a bowl from Neuss, stamped DARRA.- FE (Darra 2a ibid., Taf. 32). The
smaller leaf seems to have no parallel. For the dating of the stamp, see b) above.
d) D.41. Approximately three quarters of a bowl of diameter 15 cm., stamped OFMODESTI
(Modestus i 2g). The scroll in the upper zone has a tulip-shaped leaf used on bowls stamped
OFAQ.YITA-N (Aquitanus 2a) at Wiesbaden, OFCRESTIO (Crestio 5b) at London (EM),
GERMANI (Germanus i 28e) at La Graufesenque (Rodez museum), OFRVFlN (Rufinus ii 4a)
at Torre Annunziata (before A.D. 79). The leaf also occurs on bowl 1'). The whole upper zone
is almost identical with one on a bowl from a mould signed before firing Mod (by Modestus i),
and stamped after moulding OFFEICIS (Felix i 2d). This bowl has in its lower zone the same
leaf as the larger one in the lower zone of the Circncester piece. The leaf also occurs ·on bowls
from Silchester and Strasbourg stamped OFCRESTIO (Crestio 5b and 5c respectively). The
bunch of berries or grapes occurs on bowl m). It was used on bowls stamped OF>CRESTIO
(Sa) from Camulodunum, OFCRESTIO (5c), without provenance, in the museum at
Clermont-Ferrand, and IEDOTVS I retr. (Fedotus 1a) from London (LM). An almost identical
lower zone was used on a bowl stamped MELVSFE(CI) (Melus 3a'), from Vindonissa (Knorr,
1919, Taf. 56A). The smaller looped leaf docs not appear on stamped bowls, but occurs on a
bowl from Aislingen (Knorr, 1912, Taf. IX. 5). This stamp of Modestus i has not been
recorded from La Graufesenque, though he certainly worked there. It occurs at Hofheim, Usk
and Wroxeter and is likely to be datable to c. A.D. 45-65.
e) D.42. Approximately half of a bowl of diameter 24.5 cm., with a scroll in the upper zone
and a lower zone consisting of four horizontal wreaths. There is an almost identical upper zone
on a bowl stamped GAlA~CANI
(Gallicanus 9a) from Mainz-Weisenau (Knorr, 1919, Tar. 33).
,
The fan-shaped leaf was also used on a bowl stamped OFMODESTI (Modestus i 2d) from
Silchester and on an unstamped bowl in a Claudian pit at Richborough (Bushc-Fox, 1926, 1'1.
XVII, 2). All the wreaths in the lower zone except for the third one can be paralleled on a bowl
from Clermont-Ferrand (Call. Souchon) where they were also used zonally, stamped MARTI
(Martius ii 2a). The third wreath was used on a bowl stamped OFlVCVNDI (Iucundus ii 3a),
from Vechtcn (Knorr, 1919, Taf. 44G). The first three wreaths occur on a bowl from London
(CMAE), stamped O'(!MOM (Momma 9d).
.
f) D .43. Approximately one third of a bowl of diameter 25 cm., with the lower zone divided
horizontally into two bands, the upper one consisting of short, straight godroons. A similar
scheme of decoration appears on bowls stamped MANDIO retr. (Amandus ii 9a), from
London (Knorr, 1952, Taf. 33F), OF' MODESTI (Modestus i 2a), from Nijmegen,
liIUMV12.FE (Primus iii 37a) at York and VMDEIUo (Vanderio la), from Nijmegen. The leaf
in the wreaths of the upper zone is a common type and cannot be ascribed to any particular
~
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potter. The combination of the dog pursuing a hare to right is a common one, used, amongst
others, by Felix i (Knorr, 1919, Taf. 32, 10, 12), Murranus (8a) on a bowl from London (LM),
Niger ii (2a) and Niger ii-And .. (1a) at La Graufesenque (Hermet, 1934, pI. 106, 14) and
Potitianus i (?) at London (LM). The dog, and possibly the space-fillers, were used on a bowl
stamped OFCRESTIO (Crestio 5b) from London (BM). The crouching hare to right occurs on
a bowl stamped OF'LABIONIS (Labia la), from Cologne (Knorr, 1952, Taf. 32A). Scrolls
similar to the one in the lower half of this zone were used on bowls stamped OF'MVRRA
(Murranus lOb), from Aachen (ibid., Taf. 44A), OFNIGRI (Niger ii 2a) from London (ibid.,
Taf. 470) and one from a mould stamped OF'MVRRAN (Murranus 8a) from Mainz (ibid.,
Taf. 450).
g) 0.44. Approximately one quarter of a badly-moulded bowl of 27 em. diameter. A similar
upper zone, with elliptical festoons, was used on a bowl from Vechten, stamped OFBASSICO
(Bassus i-Coelus Sa). The pendant was used by Melus i (3a), on a bowl from Mainz (Knorr,
1919, Taf. 56B). The larger leaf in the scroll of the lower zone occurs on bowls stamped
OFBASSICO (Sa) at La Graufesenque (Millau museum) and Trier and OFBASSI' CO (5c) at
Hofheim and Strasbourg. In view of the parallels, production by a potter associated with the
Bassus i-Coclus workshop seems highly likely.
h) 0.45. A small fragment of the upper zone. The horizontal wreath occurs on a bowl stamped
OFPRIAMI (Primus iii 12r), from Silchcsrcr (May, 1916, pl. VIlA) and on an unstamped vessel
from Colchester (May, 1930, pI.XI, 26).
i) 0.46 Two joining fragments of the upper zone, with a chevron medallion on the lower
concavity of the scroll. This style of decoration is fairly common in the pre-Flavian period, and
is used on bowls stamped OFBASSICO (Bassus i-Coelus Sa), at London (GH), OF'LAIBIONIS
(Labia la), at Rheingonheim cemetery (Knorr, 1919, Tex~d 4~, OFMODESTI (Knorr,
1952, Taf. 43L) and on bowls from moulds stamped OF"MVRRAN (Murranus 8a) twice at
Mainz (ibid., Taf. 45F, G). It also occurs on a bowl whose stamp has not survived, from the
Colchester First Pottery Shop (Hull, 1958, fig. 74, 4, 10). The medallion is perhaps the same as
one on a bowl said to be in the style of Maselus i (Knorr, 1919, Taf. 53B), and the motif inside
it may have been used by Murranus and Rufinus ii (ibid, Tcxtbild 6, 2).
j) 0.47. A small fragment of the bowl. The upper zone has a plain medallion with vertical
rows of diagonal beads to one side. The composition of the lower zone is most unusual. The
elliptical festoon is the same as one used on a bowl from La Graufesenque (Rodez museum),
stamped MElBILLVS (Sa). The rosette is probably the same as one used on a bowl at
Strasbourg museum, stamped OF'RVFlNI (Rufinus ii 2b).
k) 0.48. A substantial fragment of the bowl. The larger leaf in the scroll of the upper zone is
perhaps one said by Knorr (1952, Taf. 61) to have been used on bowls in the style of Scnicio,
Seno and Silvius. The smaller leaf. is too blurred to be identifiable. The dog looking over its
shoulder occurs on two bowls from the same mould stamped, after moulding, ALB1M (Albus i
6a), at La Graufcscnque (ibid., Taf. 30A) and GENIAL/SF (Genialis i 2a) at Vindonissa (il>id.). It
is also associated with bowls stamped by Modestus i, at Bayeux, and Primus iii, at Arlcsey
(BM). The leaping dog seems to be of a type not previously recorded. The arrangement of the
lower zone and the elements of the decoration arc reminiscent of potters like Amandus ii,
Ingenuus ii , Senicio and Seno. The pointed leaf occurs on two bowls from the same mould,
stamped OFNIGRI (Niger ii 2a) and OFNIGRI' ANO (Niger ii-And .. l a: Hermet, 1934, pI.
106, 14). This is typologically earlier than most of the material from the ditch and, as It is a
single sherd, it is quite likely to be residual.
1) 0.49. One fragment of the bowl survives. The leaf, ascribed by Knorr to Daribitus (1919,
Textbild 9), appears on a bowl stamped by him at Vcchrcn and on another from La
Graufesenque (Rodez museum), stamped ALBVS' FE (Albus i 7a). It was also used on an
unstamped bowl at Fishboume (Period la: Danncll, 1971, fig. 126,3). The leaf on bowls from
moulds stamped OF' MVRRAN (Murranus 8a) at Colchester and London (LM) is probably this
also.~The cluster of buds was used on bowls stamyed OFFEICIS (Felix i 2d) at Colchester,
GENIAL/SF (Genialis i 2a) at Vichy, OFL/CINI' VA (Licinus-Va.. la) at Vindonissa (Knorr,
1919, Taf. 47F) and OFiC PRIMI (Primus iii 3d) at Vechten (ibid., Taf. 660).
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Deco rated samian (nos. 0.43-53, 1:1)
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m) 0.50. One large fragment of the lower zone. The larger leaf occurs on bowls stamped
SEVlIICIO· FE(C) (Senicio 2a), from Aislingen (Knorr, 1912, Taf. 7, 1, 2) and Xanten. The tic
on the scroll was used on a bowl with the same stamp from Vechten. For the bunch of berries
or grapes, cf. bowl d). For the smaller leaf, cf. an unstamped bowl from Auerberg (AligaLi),
with a similar lower zone (Knorr, 1952, Taf. 710).
n) 0.51. A large fragment with a rounded profile, in brown fabric with a dull glaze. The lower
zone consists of straight gadroons separated by vertical wavy lines, terminated at either end by
four horizontal beads. There arc many examples of this general style, though most have bead
rows instead of wavy lines, with chevron ends instead of beads. There is no exact parallel for
this bowl, but there are similar ones at Neuss, stamped AC· V·To I: M (Acutus i 24a) and
0FIG:BILICAT (Bilicatus 4a), at Vichy (Coli. Morle~, stamped OFIC FiRM I (Firrno i la), at
Vechten (Knorr,
..---.. 1919, Taf. 43C), stamped IVCVNOVS (Iucundus ii 15a) and at Aachen,
stamped NAMVSFE (Namus ii 3a; Knorr 1952, Taf. 46B). A bowl of uncertain provenance
stamped SCOTTIVS (Hermet, 1934, pl. 122, 13) has astragalus ends to the wavy lines. In view
of the date of most of the potters using this style and the rounded profile of the bowl it is
almost certainly a residual sherd of the period c. A.D. 40-50.
0) D.52. Fourteen joining fragments, giving approximately one third of the bowl. The upper
zone is rather deeper than usual. An identical scroll was used in the upper zone of a bowl at
Rhcingonheim (Ulbert, 1969, Taf. 5, 4), with nautilus gadroons in the lower zone. The leaf in
the scroll and in the medallion in thc lower zone was used on bowls at London (Knorr, 1952,
Taf. 42A), stamped OF.MODESTI (Modestus i 2a) and La Graufesenque (Rodez museum),
stamped OFNIGRI (Niger ii 2a). Surprisingly, relatively few potters used alternating panels of
medallion and saltire in the lower zone, but they are found on bowls stamped by Aquitanus,
Darra, Felix i, Macer i, Modestus i, Pass(i)enus and Primus iii. The trilobed leaf in the saltirc
was used on a bowl stamped OF·AQVITANI (Aquitanus lb), from Vindonissa (Knorr, 1912,
Taf. XVII, 4) and on one from a mould signed Mal, by Masclinus or Masc(u)lusi, at London
(BM). For details of the tulip-shaped leaf in the same panel, sec bowl d).
p) 0.53. A fragment of the upper zone, showing a scroll. Too little survives to indicate the
scheme of decoration. The bead tic on the scroll is typical of several potters of the ClaudioNeronian period.
q) A fragment of the base only, with no decoration. The remains of a stamp (S. 53) reading
OFl, have not been identified, though Modestus or Murranus arc the likely candidates.
r) Rim fragments from several other bowls of form 29.

n.

Form 30

South Gaulish bowls of form 30 arc rarely from stamped or signed moulds and almost never
carry stamps impressed after moulding. It is accordingly virtually impossible to assign them to
individual potters or groups of potters. Even dating is often difficult, since their styles of
decoration tended to be very conservative until the mid-Flavian period.
a) D.54. Approximately two-thirds of a scroll bowl of diameter 13.7 ern. There is no ovolo,
but its absence is probably intentional, because there is a wavy line at the top of the decoration
and that is unusual below the ovolo on form 30 in this style. The two leaves were used on a
bowl from Vichy (MAN), stamped OFCRESTIO (Crestio 5b) and, possibly, also by Sabinus
iii (Stanfield, 1937, 177, 87, 89). The larger leaf occurs on bowls stamped 0FI<::BlLICAT
(Bilicatus 4a) at London (BM: Knorr, 1952, Taf. IIA), OFFEICIS (Felix i 2d) in the Colchester
Second Pottery Shop (Hull, 1958, fig. 101, 13) and SENOM (Scno 9a) at Vindonissa. It occurs
also on a form 30 from a mould signed [usf, by Masc(u)lus i, at London (de Groot, 1960, Abb.
4, 8). The smaller leaf is perhaps the one used on bowls from the London fort, stamped
OFRVFlN (Rufinus ii 2b) and Cologne, stamped SECVNDlO (noted by D. Atkinson).
b) 0.55. Two joining fragments, giving approximately one eighth of a scroll bowl. The ovolo
with a wavy line above it was used on a bowl at Usk from a mould stamped MARTIALIS· F
(Martialis i I l c: Boon, 1962, fig. I). A bowl with decoration almost identical to the Usk one
occurs in the Boudiccan burning at Verulamium (Hartley, D.R., 1972, D.4). The larger leaf
Hermet, 1934, pI. 9, 43) docs not seem to have been recorded on stamped or signed bowls. The
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smaller one is perhaps the same as one used on bowls from Vindonissa stamped OF' ARDACI'
(Ardacus 6a) and Werwik, stamped IVCV.NO (Iucundus ii 12a).
c) 0.56. Six fragments, including most of the base, giving about one quarter of the bowl. One
pair of gladiators (0.603, 604), was used on bowls ofform?:J stamped OFCRESTIO (Crestio
5c) from Mainz (Knorr, 1952, Taf. 17A) and OF'AQVITANJ (Aquitanus Ib) from Hccrlen.
The other pair of gladiators is Herrnet 172 & 173 (large versions of the types). The leaves in the
scroll are not certainly identifiable, but the smaller may be Hermet, 1934, pl. 6, 37.

u:

Form 78

The two vessels of this form in the group have rounded carinations rather than the angular ones
of Flavian-Trajanic examples.
a) 0.57. One sherd, with rim and scroll decoration.
b) 0.58. One fragment, showing a scroll above a band of vertical rows of beads.
B. Potters' Stamps

All the potters with stamps in this group worked at La Graufescnque, though nor all the stamps
are attested there, and occasionally attribution rests solely on distribution. We list all the stamps
in alphabetical order, including those on decorated ware, except for two unidentified ones. The
numbers for the potters and for the individual dies are those which will be used in the forthcoming Index of Potters' Stamps on Sarnian Ware.
Amandus ii 4a, - see S. 1 - 3.
1 - 3)
4)
Cennatus 3a - see S. 6.
Crestio 9a'- sec S. 9.
5)
6 -7)
Fabus 5a'- S. 10 - II.
8)
Iucundus ii 12a - S. IS.
9)
Legitumus l a '- S. 16.
10)
Modestus i 2a - S. 20.
II)
Modestus i 2g - S. 22.
12)
Modestus i 4e - S. 23.
13)
Murranus 10 c - S. 24.
·14)
Murranus - S. 27.
15)
Nestor 2a - S. 28.
16)
Niger ii 4a - S. 29.
17)
Pass(i)enus 50a - S. 33.
18)
Primus iii 3d - S. 35.
19 - 20) Primus iii 12d - S. 36 - 37.
21)
G. Salarius Aptus 3a - S. 42.
22)
Secundus i or ii Ib - S. 44.
23)
Senicio 6a - S. 45.
24)
Vital is i "ld - S. 47.
25)
Vitalis i 6i - S. 48.
26)
Unidentified - S. 52.
27)
Unidentified - S. 53.
The date oj the stamps

It is clear from the parallels noted above for the stamps in dated contexts and the frequency
with which they appear on forms like 24, Ritt, 8 and 9 and 24, that the group as a whole must
be assigned to the Neronian period. There arc some parallels from Period I at Valkenburg ZH,
but these probably have to be regarded with caution until the stratigraphic evidence (at present
being reconsidered by Professor Glasbergen and his team), has been confirmed or otherwise.
More precise evidence comes from the links with the Colchester Pottery Shops destroyed in
A.D. 60 or 61. The identity of four of the Cirencester group of stamps with one occurring at
Colchester is striking in such a small group and may be taken with a high degree of probability
to point to the period A.D. 55-65. That a date before A.D. 55 is most unlikely is confirmed by
the presence of stamps 16 and 23 (and of 8) in Plavian contexts.
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Fig. 46.

Decorated samian (nos. D.54-71 and no. 61, 1:1; for the rest, 1:2)
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Fig. 47.

Plain samian (1:2)

C. The Plain Sarnian
Inkwells Two more or less complete inkwells and substantial fragments from three others were
in the group. Most of them approximate to Rittcrling form 13, but there is considerable
variation of the detail of the non-spill collar. The Cirenccstcr examples usually have one air hole
in the top as well as the central opening. None has any trace of ink inside. The sizes are almost
uniform, with the extreme range of the maximum diameter between 9 em. and 9.7 cm. (fig.
47, nos. 1 and 2).
Ritterling 8 Only one stamped cup of this form was in the. group, by Crestio (Section B5).
Sherds from some five or six other examples were included in the group, but some may be
residual.
Ritterling .12 There were substantial pieces of four bowls of Ritterling form 12, and fragments
suggest that there were at least another five vessels represented. There was nothing particularly
distinctive about the Circncestcr bowls, which all had diameters of the order 26-27 cm., over
the flange.
Form 15/17 There were three dishes of form 15/17, represented by substantial pieces, and five
rim fragments, probably all from different vessels. The potters' stamps involved were those of
Fabus (B6) and Murranus (BI4). The more 'complete dishes had a diameter of 17.0 ern. and a
height of 4.1 cm.
FOIl1l 15/17R (Ritterling 4B).
One more or less complete dish of this form carried the stamp of
G. Salarius Aptus (B21). This dish is a standard example of the form but lacked the rouletting
which should have been present between the two concentric circles scribed on the base. The
other example of the form consisted of rim fragments only.
Form 18 The five more or less complete examples of form 18 all carried potters' stamps,
namely those of Fabus (B7), Legitumus (B9), Nestor (BI5), Niger ii (BI6) and Vitalis i (B24).
Two more dishes were represented by rim fragments only. Slight internal offsets were usual on
most of the dishes, but only the dish of Vitalis i had an external offset at the junction of the base
and wall. Rim diameters ranged from 14.6 ern. (Vitalis i) to 18.2 em: (Niger i) but they were
mostly around 17.3 em, The heights ranged from 3.9 cm. to 4.1 crn., except for the Vitalis i
dish, which had a height of 3.5 cm.
Form 18R Two more or less complete dishes of form 18R were stamped by Modestus i (B 10)
and Primus iii (BI8). They had diameters and heights of 25.8, 5.5, 26.6 and 6.3 cm.
respectively. A third dish, again stamped by Modestus i (BI2), had only the base and part of
the wall surviving.
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Form 24

Only two substantial fragments of cups of form 24 were present, though at Icast six
others were represented by small fragments. The only potter's stamp was one of Vitalis i (B25).
There was little variation in the form, though some of the cups had surptisingly coarse
rouletting above the external cordon.
Form 27 At least fifteen examples of form 27 were represented in the group, thirteen of them
by substantial fragments. The potters' stamps included those of Amandus ii (Bl-3), Cennatus
(B4) , Murranus (B13), Pass(i)enus (B17), Secundus i/ii (B22) , Scnicio (B23) and one
unidentified example (B26). Most of the cups had prominent grooves around the footring,
though two of the three by Amandus ii were entirely without grooves. The variation in rims
was considerable and included both flat-topped and strongly-rounded ones. Most of the CUP$
belonged to the larger size, with diameters of the order of 11.5 em. to 13.5 cm., but the three
cups of Amandus ii and one or two of the unstamped pieces had diameters in the range 7.4 cm.
to 8.0 cm. The corresponding heights for the two sizes were 5.2 ern. to 6.9 em, and 4.1 cm.
to 4.4 ern.
Discussion cif date

The parallels quoted above for the styles of decoration involved in the group show that the
connections are with potters such as Aquitanus, Ardacus, Bassus i-Coelus, Crestio, Felix i,
Gallicanus, Martius ii, Melus, Modesrus i, Mornmo, Murranus, Niger ii, Primus iii and
Rufinus ii, all active in the Neronian period, though some of them still worked under
Vespasian. The parallels with the Colchester Pottery Shops, burnt in A.D. 60 or 61, are
particularly striking and scarcely less so is the absence of parallels from Flavian foundations. In
other words, it seems clear that we are dealing with the relatively early work of the NcronianFlavian potters. The evidence of the potters' stamps, as already discussed above, points to a
similar conclusion and, while the plain ware is not capable of being dated with such precision as
either the decorated ware or the stamps, it is quite clearly consistent with a Neronian date, and
it would be surprising indeed if the date of deposition of the group did not fall in the decade
A.D. 55-65. On the whole, the general impression of the samian ware perhaps favours the
second half of the period slightly, but such a judgement is essentially subjective.

Filling oj Ditch IV
AM ill 44
a) Fragment of a cup in orange micaceous fabric, with a
matt o-angc slip, suggesting origin at Lezoux in the
Claudian or carly-Ncronian period.
b) Fragment of form 18. Neronian.
c) Fragment of form 27. Neronian.

AM ill 35
A group of fragments, including fonns 15/17(2), 15/17R
or 18R, 18 (2), 27 and 27g. The rouletted dish and the
form 27 have kiln grit on them. The group is almost
certainly Neronian and c. A.D. 55-70.

The Inter-ditch areas
AM IV 41
a) Fragment of a bowl, probably of form Ritt. 12.
Ncronian.
b) Fragment of form lS/17R or J8R, stamped
OFMODEST[I], joining AL VII 31, Modestus i 2a of
Za " - see S. 21.
c) Fragment of the same fonn 18 as AL VII 12, AL VII
31, . AM VII 30. The piece has a Rat rim, shallow
outward-sloping wall and a step in the profile at the
external junction of the base a~d wall. The fabric shows
no mica, but its colour, texture and glaze arc typical of
Lezoux ware of the Neronian period. (Fig. 47, no. 3) ..

AM IV 44
Two joining fragments of form 24, -with the rouletting
carried upwards beyond the groove and downwards
onto the top of the cordon. The fabric and glaze arc
probably Claudian.

Site Be
The Inter-ditch areas
Be U 34
A Claudio-Neronian group, consisting of fragments of
form 18, with a flattened bead lip, 24 and a bowl, presumably of form Ritt. 12.

Site AL
Back:filling oj the quarried stretches oj Ditch HI
AL U 39
a) Fragment of the upper zone and rim of form 29, with
decoration consisting of overlapping leaf tips. There do
not appear to be any parallels for these, but the fabric
and glaze of the bowl suggest a Ncronian date.
b) Fragment of form 37. The chevron wreath is likely to
he the same as onc used on a bowl from the Pompeii
Hoard (Atkinson, 1914, pl. xv, 75), and the ovolo occurs
on two bowls from this group, from moulds signed
Memoris before firing below the decoration (ihid., pI.
xiv, 73-4). Bowls from moulds signed by Memor occur
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also at La Graufcscnque and Rottweil. c. A.D. 70-90.
c) Fragment of the base of a dish, probably of for~ 16.
The fabric and the double grooving on the base suggest a
Claudian date.
d) Fragments of Neronian-Flavian date, including forms
15/17 or 18(2), 18(4), 27 (2 or 3) and 29.
AL II 45
a) Fragment of form 17. Claudian.
b) Bassus i-Coclus Sb, _ sec S. 4.

g) Fragments of two cups of form 24. Neronian.
h) Several fragments of cups of Conn 27. All prc-Plavian.
i) D.60 Fragment of fonn 29 rim, showing part of the
scroll in the upper zone. The rosette and tic arc vcry
similar to, though perhaps not identical with, ones used
on bowls stamped by Senicio, from Aislingen (Knorr,
1912, Taf. VI, 2), Richborough and Xanrcn. The small
leaf may be one recorded for him (Knorr, 1919, Taf. 75,
7). Scnicio's work seems to be entirely prc-Flavian and
occurs in the Cirencester fort ditch and frequently on
c) Fragments of plain ware, including forms 15/17, .151
forms 24 and Ritt. 8 and 9. c. A.D. 45-{)().
17 or 18, 18 (2) and 18R. All N e r o n i a n . .
. .
c
29 t:
h
b I
J) Two fragments of form 29 nms. Both prc-Flavian.
d) .D.59 ..Fragrncnt 0 f rorm , [rom t e same ow as
AL VII 12, slightly burnt. The general style of k) Fragment of the lower zone of form 29. so carelessly
decoration is reminiscent of the work of Daribitus. The ~~ult~d.that ~h\ decoration is tlr~lOst indistinguishable.
larger leaf and the mask. which normally has tufts of
e a rIC an gaze are pre-P avran.
AK
hair and a detachable beard or bib, occur on a bowl from S·
Vechren (Knorr, 1919, Taf. 31D). The small leaf tips in rte
the upper zone are possibly the same as ones on a bowl
AK IV 38
from Valkenburg ZH (Glasbergen, 1944, Afb. 55, 1).
a) Fragment of form Ritt. 1. Claudian or early-Neronian.
Both bowls were stamped by Daribirus. The acorn is
b) Fragment of form 24. Probably Claudian.
probably the one used in the upper zone of a bowl from
Southwark, stamped by Licinus. The wreath occurs on
bowls from Aislingen and London (LM), stamped by Site DA
Labia, and the same stamp was used on a bowl from
Nijmcgen which has the small rosette. c. A.D. 40-55. Pit cut into natural
e) Fragment of the upper zone and rim of form 29. DA IV 510
Ncronian.
a) Form 18. Neronian or carly-Plavian.
f) Fragment of form 29 or 30. with a leafy festoon. b) Form 29 rim, in orange, non-micaceous fabric and
. Claudio-Ncronian. Several of the pieces in this group with a good-quality orange-brown glaze. The fabric, less
have kiln grit adhering to their bases and unworn foot- common than the heavily-micaceous ones. belongs to
rings, and may be derived from the same source as the the range current at Lezoux in the first century. This
fort ditch material.
piece is likely to be either latc-Ncronian or early-Plavian.

AL VII 31
a) Two fragments likely to be from the same bowl,
probably of form Ritr. 12, with a good Neronian glaze.
b) Fragments of form 15/17 and 15/17R, both probably
Claudio-Neronian. to judge by the fabric.
c) Stamp - Modestus i 2a or Za" - see S. 21.
d) Fragment of form 18, from the same dish as AM IV
41 c), AL VII 12 and AM VII 30.
c) Fragment of form 18. Neronian or early-Piavian.
f) Fragment of unidentified form, but probably 18R.
Pre-Fla vian.

DA IV 506
Form 29, with a lower zone of straight gadroons. The
piece is slightly overtired. Late-Neronian or earlyFlavian.

DA ill 168
Form 15/17 or 18, with the end of the stamp-label just
visible. Neronian or early-Plavian.

DA ill 166
a) Form 18. Neronian.
b) Form 36 (?). Claudio-Ncronian.

THE WATERMOOR RAMPART

SiteAW
Baseoj the Rampart

only a rudimentary bead lip, formed by grooving the
wall below the rim. The fabric is rather coarse. Flavian.
AWI77
b) Fragment ofform 27g. Probably Neronian.
D.61. A small fragment of form 29, wirh a rounded
c) Fragment of form 27. Nercnian or early-Flavian.
carinarion. The lower zone has most of a bird to right
d) Fragment of form 29 tim, with a dull, patchy glaze.
(unidentified). Pre-Plavian, and possibly Claudian.
Neronian-Plavian.
e) D.62. Two joining fragments of form 30, with a
Interval/urn Road
possible saltire flanking a narrow panel with a vertical
AWI72
wreath. The scheme of decoration is obscure. The bowl
Fragment of the same jar as AW I 55. Form 67. with might equally well be Neronian or early-Flavian.
scored festoons between wavy lines (cf. Hermet, 1934, f) Fragment of form 37, with a panel of leaves between
pI. 91, 35-37). First-century.
horizontal wavy lines. The leaf was used on a bowl from
Vechten
stamped FIC'PRIM (Primus iii 3a), which is
AWI71
known
from
Plavian foundations. c. A.D. 75-85.
a) Fragment of form 18. The piece is badly made, with
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Gully behind the Rampart
AW I 79
a) Tiny fragment of form 29, with scarcely-impressed
leaf tips. Prc-Plavian.
b) D.63. Fragment of a carefully-made bowl of form 30.
The ovolo was used on several bowls from moulds
signed by Masc(u)lus i of La Graufesenque, including
one from Tongres (Knorr, 19S2, Tar. 36B). c. A.D. 5070.
c) Fragment ofa dish. Pre-Flavian.

more in AX 1143 and one joining piece in AX 1141, q.v.
d) Illiterate stamp - sec S. 50.

AXil 39
a) Form 18. Larc-Ncronian or early-Plavian.
b) Form 18R. Latc-Ncronian or early-Plavian.
c) 0.64. Form 37, with a central zone containing a boar
(Hermet, 1934, pI. 27, 48). c. A.D. 75-100.

Layers seali'W-off early occupation
AXll41
The material is mainly Flavian and consists of forms rs
(without a bead lip), 18R (with a joining shcrd in AX II
42) and two cups of form 27g, one prc-Flavian and the
other stamped (Sabinus iii 12a - sec S. 41). The stamp is
known from La Graufesenque, is common at earlyPlavian foundations, but reached Camclon (2 examples).
It occurs also at Gloucester, Kingsholm, at Hofhcim and
Risstissen and so should be dated c. A.D. 65-85.

Site AX
Occupation oj Fort or Vicus
Pit Filling

AX'u 43 -layer above 58
a) Form 18. Neronian.
b) Form 24. Pre-Plavian.
c) Form 18 (2). Flavian.
d) Four more fragments, one with a rivet hole. of the AX 1138
Form 42?, slightly burnt, with the edge of the stamp
form 18RinAXIl41,q.v.
frame. The piece has kiln grit inside the base and on the
e) Form 29, with an upper zone of festoons with beaded
footring, but was probably in usc for a short time. Firsttassels and containing spirals. Flavian.
century.
AX II 42-layer above 13
AX II 36
a) Form 18, burnt. Plavian.
Forms 18 (two joining wall sherds), ISH. and a dish
b) A tiny fragmentofform 18. F1avian.
c) Four fragments, three joining, of Conn 18R, with four fragment with a lead rivet. All early-Plavian.

THE SANDS RAMPART

The Rampart
BZI12
a) Fragment, slightly burnt, of form 24. Probably
Neronian.
b) Fragment ofform 18. Neronian or early-Flavian.
c) Fragment of form t8R. Neronian.
d) Fragment of form 18 or 18R. Nercnian or earlyPlavian.
c) Cf. BZ I 15 i. Fragment of form 29. The zonal
arrangement of basal wreath with short gadroons above
was a common one in the Neronian-Flavian period. Cf.
Iucundus ii (Knorr, 1919, Taf 43F, from Vechten) and
Meddillns (ibid. Taf. 55B, from Mainz), both with
slightly different wreaths. A wreath, very similar to the
one below the gadroons. is on a bowl stamped
OFCRESTIO (Crestio 56), probably from Nijmegcn. c.
A.D. 60-80, or 65-80, ifMeddillns.
f) D.65. Fragment of form 37, Central Gaulish, slightly
burnt. Most of the' decorative details, including the
standing figure (D. 102),- were used by Stanfield &
Simpson's X-2, who worked at Les Martres-de-Veyre.
The other figure may be the same as one on a bowl from
Alchesrer (Stanfield & Simpson, 1958, pI. 6, 61). c. A.D.
100-120.
g) D.66. Fragment of form 37 with an ovolo used both
at Les Martres-de-Veyre and (by Sacer i and his
associates) at Lezoux. The gladiators (D.l004) were used
at Les Martres by Drusus i. This piece is almost certainly
from Lcs Martres and of the period AD. 110-125.
h) D.67. Small fragment of form 37 with a hare
(D.950a), used by many Central Gaulish potters. This

piece is likely to be from Les Martres-de-Veyre c. A.D.
100-130.
CGill12
A chip. First century A.D.
CG ill 17 - Rammed gravel base
Aflakc from' form 15/17 or. Flavian.

The Filling of the Ditches
Outer Ditch - bottom layer
CG IV 21 - bottom layer
a) Form Ritt. 12 flange. Pre-Plavian.
b) Form 15117R, bnmt. Pre-Flavian.
c) Form 15117 or 18, two joining fragments. Pre-F1avian.
d) Form 24. Claudian?
e) Cup fragment. Pro-Flavian.
f) A small scrap in first-ecntury Lezoux fabric. Neronian.

Outer Ditch - middle layers
BZ I 18
a) Fragments of four dishes of [ann 18, all Plavian.
b) Fragment of form 27. Plavian.
c) Form 29 rim with a fragment of the upper zone with
freestyle figures. Probably Ncronian.
d) Small fragment of the lower zone of form 29, with
festoons at the bottom of the decoration. Probably
Ncronian.
e) Fragment from the base of a decorated bowl of form
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30 or 37. Flavian.
f) D.68. A substantial part of a bowl of form 37 with
zonal decoration. All the features of this bowl may be
matched from the Pompeii Hoard, where they arc
common to most of the potters represented (Atkinson,
1914,26-64) and closely similar bowls appear in Flavian I
contexts in Scotland. c. A.D. 75-90.

CG IV 19
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CG IV 17
a) Form Ritr. 12. Neronian.
b) Forms 15117 or 18(2), and a fragment of form 29
base, all Neronian or early-Flavian.
c) Form 18. Plavian.
d) Form 37. with unusual basal wreath and a vertical
band of leaves. Early-Flavian.
c) Two scraps, one burnt. Undatable.

CG IV 16 •
a) Form Ritt. 8 burnt, with an unidentified stamp ]INI.
Pre-Plavian. see S. 55.
b) Plain ware of Neronian or early-Flavian date,
includes 15/17(2?), many examples of forms ~5/17 or 18,
and 18, 27(2?), 35 and 36(4?).
Outer Ditch - IIpper layers
c) Form 27g bascs(2). Ncronian or earl y-Flavian.
BZ I 15
d) Form 29, with a badly moulded scroll. Medallions in
a) Fragment of form 15/17. Plavian.
the upper concavities of the scroll, as here, are not
b) Fragments of at least five dishes of form 18. Two common, but appear on bowls stamped by such potters
Ncronian-Flavian, the others probably Flavian.
as Modestus i, Momma and Primus iii. A bowl from
c) Fragment of form 27. Ncronian or early-Flavian.
Mainz stamped by Primus has a similar layout in the
d) Fragment of fonn 36. Flavian.
upper zone (Knorr, 1919, Taf 66B). The tulip leaf and
c) Fragment of flange from form Ritt. 12 or Curle 11. the bird (Hermet, 1934, pI. 28, 39) arc too common to
Ncronian or carly-Plavian.
be diagnostic. c. A.D. 60-80.
g) Two fragments of the same Conn 30, with an ovolo e) Forms 30 or 37 rim, and 37 rims(3). Flavian or
with single border. Neronian or early-Flavian.
Plavian-Trajanic.
h) Small fragment of form 29, with gadroons in the f) Form 37, a tiny fragment of a trident-tongued ovalo.
lower lone. Prc-Plavian.
Flavian or Flavian-Trajanic.
i) Three joining fragments of fonn 29. with festoons in g) Form 37 with upper zone of alternating plants and
the upper zone. The fabric is very similar to that of BZ I animals, and a lower with a winding scroll. Zones of this
12 e). and may be from the same bowl. There is an type appear on form 29s stamped by such potters as
almost precise parallel from Mainz stamped by Calvus i and Vitalis ii. Cf Knorr, 1919, Taf 84 for
Mcddillus (Knorr, 1919, Taf 55B), and all the dements similar animal zones. The stag (Hcrmet, 1934, pI. 27,
arc on his stamped bowls. c. A.D 65-80.
(5), was used by several potters. c. A.D. 75-90.
j) Small fragment of form 37, South Gaulish, with an h) A small fragment of form 37 with a straight wreath
ovalo and wreath which both occur in the Pompeii of bifid motifs over a panel with a large four-petalled
Hoard. c. A.D. 75-90.
comer tassel. The wreath is of a general type found on
k) D.69. Fragment of a panelled bowl of form 37 with a many of the bowls in the Pompeii Hoard (Atkinson.
ramshom wreath (not known on stamped bowls?) and a ]914), although it does not exactly match any of them.
gladiator (Henner. 1934, pI. 21. 152). Although not This bowl is likely to be Flavian rather than later. c.
assignable to a particular potter or group of potters, this A.D. 70-90.
bowl is unlikely to have been made before about A.D. i) Five fragments, four joining, from a bowl of fonn 37.
85.
with straight wreaths above and below a zone of
I) Two joining fragments of form 18/31, Central chevron festoons containing spirals. The details were all'
Gaulish , probably from Lcs Martres-de-Veyre. Trajanic used by Mercato{r) i, and the trident-tongued ovolo is
or early-Hadrianic.
particularly characteristic of his work. The ovalo,
m) Rim fragment from. a similar dish to the last.
festoons with the same spirals and tassels. and the basal
n) 0.70. Fragment of form 37 with the common ovolo wreath are all on a stamped bowl of his from Nijmegen,
of Igocatus of Lcs Martres-de-Veyre. The surviving and the upper wreath of bifid motifs is on one from
decoration is characteristic of him. c. A.D. 100-120.
Epinal. c. A.D. 80-110.
0) 0.71. Fragment of a panelled fonn 37 with sea-horse j) Form 37, with a trident-tongued ovalo. The tree
(0.34) and Victory (0.484), both used by one of the made up of separate impressions of tendrils with striated
mould-makers who worked for Ranta and his associates spindles, is a common feature of bowls by Germanus i
at Les Martres-dc-Veyre. The general style is that of and potters working in the same tradition. This
Stanfield's Medetus-Ranto group. c. A.D. 100-125.
particular piece is likely to belong to the period c. A.D.
p) Burnt fragment of forrn 37 with a dosing .zone of 80-110.
beaded circles of the kind used by several potters at Les k) Form 37, with a zone of opposed spirals below a zone
Martres-de-Veyrc. c. A.D. 100-125.
with a plant composed of overlapping impressions of
conventional grass tufts. Flavian-Trajanic.
CG IV 18
Two joining fragments of form 37, Central Gaulish, 1) A small fragment of fcrm 37. without significant
with a basal zone of beaded circles (Rogers, 1974, C 292) decoration. Plavian or Flavian-Trajanic.
and panther (D.795) used at Les Martres-de-Veyre by 01) Form 37, with a scroll with a triangular leaf. Flavian-

a) Form 18. Plavian.
b) Form 29. Plavian.
c) Form 29, with pointed leaf rips in the upper zone.
Flavian.

,,

mould makers for Donnaucus and Iocnalis i. Cj. two, Trajanic.
bowls from London (Stanfield and Simpson, 1958, pI. n) Plain ware from Les Martres-de-Vcyre, consisting of
forms 27 (seven fragments, most joining). 33a and 36.
40, 462, 471). c. A.D. 100-125.
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All Trajanic or Hadrianic.
0) Form 37, with all ivy leaf (Rogers, 1974, J89) and a
seven-beaded rosette (ibid., C280?) used at Les Martres
by potters supplying moulds to Donnaucus. Both arc on
a bowl from London ((EM) Stanfield and Simpson,
1958, pI. 45, 518). c. A.D. 100-125.
p) Form 37 in the fabric of Les Martrcs. Only the wavy
line below the decoration survives. Trajanic or Hadrianic.
q) Form 37 with a small rosette-tongued ovolo (Rogers,
1974. D14) used at LelOUX by Saccr i and Criciro v. The
surviving decoration. probably a zone of festoons,
suggests the work of the former. c, A.D. 125-145.

Inner Ditch - middle layers
CG III 14
a) Five fragments, most joining, from form 15/17R
(Ritt. 4B). Ncronian. Two sherds).!:!. CG III 11 a).
b) Form 15/17 or 18 stamped OFMVRRA by Murranus
(1Oe). For dating sec S. 25.
c) Plain ware of Ncronian date, comprising forms 15/17
or 18, 18R and 27.
d) A fragment from the upper zone of fonn 29, with a
scroll similar [0, or possibly identical with the one in the
upper zone on the bowl in DK II 46 a). q.1J. The sherds
do not join.

CG III 11
a) Two fragments joining the dish in CG III 14 a). q.I'.
Ncronian.
b) Form 15117 or 18. stamped OFMVRR/ by
Murranus, with a broken die (lOd). Sec S. 26.
c) Cup fragment. Prc-Plavian.
d) Form 37, with leaf tips flanked by diagonal wavy
lines, as in CG III 7 a) below, but probably from a
different bowL c. A.D. 80-110.
CG III 7
a) A fragment of a bowl of form 37, with a panel of
pointed leaf tips flanked by diagonal wavy lines over a
basal wreath. All the details can be paralleled in the work
of Mercato(r) i of La Graufcscnquc (cf. Knorr, 1919.
Taf. 57. B, J. 011 bowls from Nijmcgcn and BadenBaden). c. A.D. 80-110.
b) Six joining fragments of a howl of form 37, with
zona) decoration. The basal zone of flattened S-shapcd
godroons, kneeling stag (0.862) and tree were used 011
form 29s from Vindonissa stamped by Sccundus ii
(Knorr. 1919. Tar. 74 B, C). and by contemporaries.
The dog is Hcrmct. 1934, pl. 26, 41. c. A.D. 75-90.
c) Nine fragments, eight joining. of a bowl of form 37.
with a panel containing a saltirc. Six additional
fragments in CG .III 6. an upper level layer over the Rear
Ditch. c. A.D. 75-95.
d) An undatable scrap from a cup (form 27 crc.).
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MORTARIUM STAMPS
by
Katharine F. Hartley
M.l (DK I 106) fig. 53, 110
The spout and adjacent parts of a rnortarium in softish, fine slightly yellowish cream fabric,
with flint and quartz-like trituration grit, combined with internal scoring. Fabric 67. The stamp
is one from at least ten dies used by Q. Valerius Veranius. Veranius is one of the few
mortarium potters to have had Roman citizenship, and also one of the few whose work is both
common in Britain and well represented on the Continent. Indeed, he has more stamps there
than any other potter whose products are well represented in Britain. Eighty-five of his stamps
arc known from sites throughout Britain, and 18 from the Continent and the question of where
his workshops were situated cannot be resolved. It is reasonably certain that early in his career
he had worked at Bavai (Nord), where eight of the nine mortaria stamped by him arc in the
local brown fabric, with rim-forms similar to those made by other local potters like Privarus;
these arc stamped by two dies which are otherwise unknown. There is no reasonable doubt that
the remainder of his known rnortaria were made elsewhere, in north-east France, with perhaps
a. subsidiary pottery in Kent. The concentration of his rnortaria in areas accessible to the coast
implies distribution by coastal or sea-going traffic. (Hartley, K.F., 1973, fig. 4, 47; 1977, Group
II) .
Apart from the eight mortaria in brown fabric at Bavai, his mortaria are all of Gillam type
238 (Gillam. 1957, 204). There were several other less important potters, including Q. Valerius
Esunertus, Q. Valerius Suriacus, Gracilis and Lirugcnus II, whose products are identical save
that many of them are not represented at all on the Continent. The work of all, including
Vcranius, is to be dated within the range C. A.D. 7()...100. There is ample site-dating evidence
for Veranius' alone, from Agrieolan sites in Scotland, such as Camclon and Cardcan, in
England from Richborough and Exeter, and in Wales, Caerleon (Bushe-Fox, 1949, 92, Pit
125; Fox, 1951, fig. 2, 6; and 1940, 139, no. 2; Hartley, K.F., 1977, Group II).

M1

(OOi@\)'

A4

Fig. 48.

(~

A2

A1

Mortarium and amphora stamps (M.I, 1:1; for A.I-5, 1:2)

A3

AS
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M.2 (DM I 136) fig. 52, 120, stamp not illustrated
A very worn mortarium in slightly abrasive, brownish pink ware, fired to cream at the
surfaces, with quartz-like and probably also flint trituration grit, both on the interior and on top
of the rim. Fabric 68. A small potter's stamp is impressed along the flange, but damage to the
surface and the presence of grits have made it virtually illegible. It is, however, almost certainly
from one of the six dies ofQ. Valerius Se.. which reads QI'VAS c. A.D. 55-85. Valerius is one
of a number of potters making mortaria of similar form and fabric who worked either in Gallia
Belgica or in Kent, (Hartley, K.F., 1977, Group I).
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POTTERS' STAMPS ON AMPHORAE, GALLO-BELGIC, AND
COARSE WARES
by
Valery Rigby
Amphora Stamps
The identification and dating is based on M.H. Callender, (1965). See fig. 48.
A. 1 (AM n 59) (see p. 182)
BROCOD - Callender 205, Broc ( ) Oduciensc. The nearest die is fig. 4, 22, from Windisch.
No dates given for his working life, but the presence of this amphora in the filling of Ditch III
of the Leaholme fort suggests that he was working by the Neronian period at the latest.
One stamp on the handle of a Dressel type 20. Fabrie 40 - South Spanish.
A. 2 (CG IV 16)
[G A]NTONl QViEil- Callender 243, G. Antonius Quietus. Probably from the same die as
Callender, 1965, fig. 5, 2, from Richborough. South Spanish. c. A.D. 70-120. Callender
considers that the products of this potter are the most numerous and widely spread of all.
One stamp on the handle of a Dressel type 20. Fabric 40.
A. 3 (AM III 44) (see p. 187)
L .: VAL' VI - Callender 973, L. Valeri Vituli. The nearest die is fig. 10, 16, from Silchcsrcr.
South Spanish. Mid-first century A.D.
One stamp on the handle of a Dressel type 20. Fabric 40.
A. 4 (CG IV 16)
Cs SEP retrograde - possibly Callender 944, L.S ( ) Sept ( ).
No dies illustrated resemble this one.
One stamp on the handle of a Dressel type 20. Fabric 40 - South Spanish.
A. 5 (DM I 136) (see fig. 53, 121)
MIM - Callender 1114, M. Iulius Mopsi. The nearest die is fig. II, 18, from Windisch. The
potter worked in Baetica. c. A.D. 30-80/90.
One stamp on one handle of a Dressel type 20. Fabric 40. There is a stamp, possibly from the
same die, from Chichester, in a Period I, first century context (Down and Rule, 1971, fig. 3.10,
105).
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Stamps on Gallo-Belgic Wares
G. 1 (DM I 19) (sec p. 173, 159b)
CRISS VIS - central stamp on the base of a bowl with a moulded foorring. In terra nigra (TN) pale grey dense paste; dark blue-grey surfaces, with a smoothly polished interior finish. There is
a stamp from the same die on an identical cup base from Southampton, Bitterne (Southampton
Museum). No other examples arc known, and the kilns have not been located. An import. (,
A.D. 45-80.
G. 2 (DK II 43) (sec p. 172) (not illustrated)
A small fragment showing only the border of the stamp, the die and therefore the pottcr cannot
be identified. The stamp is on the base of a platter, Camulodunurn form 16, in TN - pale
blue-grey dense paste, darker blue-grey surfaces, with a polished finish on the inside. Ahbost
certainly an import. (, A.D. 45-85.
G. 3 (DK II 5) (U.S. upper levels, Site DK, Admirals Walk).
BELLI - on the underside of a small jar with a moulded footring, possibly a carinated jar
similar to Camulodunum 120 or to no. 336. Fine-grained sand free ware; grey core, rust COrtCX
and dark grey-black surfaces, with traces of a highly polished external finish. There is an
identical jar base, with a stamp from the same die, from Gloucester (Gloucester City Museum):
Stamps from different dies, but probably the work of the same potter have been found at
Margidunum (Oswald, 1948, pI. III, 11), Fishbournc (Cunliffe, 1971, fig. 80,6), Aachen, Trier
(Koethc, 1938, Abb. 2, 18) and Bavai, a possible source (Henault, 1934-6, 196-7; 267-8). An
import. c, A.D. 40-75.

Stamps on Coarse Wares
C. 1 (BZ I 15)
A probable name stamp placed centrally on the base of a bowl or platter with a plain functional
footring. Fabric 17 - brown core; patchy blue-grey surfaces; worn, with traces of a burnishcd
finish inside and out.
The stamp is made up of a combination of 0, II and I motifs, and appears to have been an
attempt to reproduce a name for it can be read as NOM ITO - Nomitos; this reading may
however be strictly fortuitous. There arc no other stamps from this particular die. The fabrie
suggests that the potter was working locally at the potteries to the south of Circnccster, near
Swindon. The few examples of coarse ware platters or dishes stamped with recognisable names
are in no way closely related - e.g. Sace(r), Cen(tus) and Rcditas, a group of potters working in
the north Midlands, possibly near Doncaster, whose products have been found at Old
Winteringham, Doncaster, Templeborough, Ilkley, Manchester and Burrow in Lonsdale.
Locally, the few name stamps 'on coarse ware products fall into two groups, the first
represented by One stamp from Gloucester, and the second by stamps from Eastingron,
Bourton on the Water, and Wanborough (Excavations by Mr B. Rawes; Stroud Museum; the
private collection of Mr C. Renfrew; Greene, 1974, fig. 2, 4). The stamp from Gloucester, on a
small cup in red ware, is from the same die as one on a bowl from a burial found at Winchester
(Nuns Walk - Winchester Museum), and since a similar stamped bowl occurred in a burial at
Neatharn, Hanrs, the source would appear to be in Hampshire rather than Gloucestershire.
The second group of stamps occur centrally on the bases of flanged bowls decorated with
arcs in white' slip on the flange, and should eventually be decipherable as name stamps,
although at present the known examples arc too fragmentary to be recovered. Examples of the
form have been found at Cirencester and Alchester, however the source is not known, and
there need be no connection with the Cirencester bowl stamp. The Wanborough bowl is from a
group dated c. A.D. 90-120, while a date in this period is indicated by the context and fabric of
the Circnccster stamp.
e. 2 (DM I 19) (fig. 55, 193)
A potter's mark centrally placed on the base of a platter copying the imported Gallo-Belgic
form Carnulodunum 14. Fabric 13 - brown core; mottled buff and blue-grey surfaces;
burnished upper surface and rim.
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No other stamps from this particular die have been identified, but there are close parallels,
with the same arrangement of the motifs, on platters also in coarse wares, in Cemeteries K l
and WW, at Nijmegen (Holwerda, 1941, nos. 1152-4, 1164). The cemeteries apparently
belonged to the Colonia Ulpia Noviomagus, which was founded by Trajan, and were in usc
until the early third century.
The fabric suggests that the platter was made fairly locally, since there are a number of jars in
the same fabric and with the same finish. The source may have been in the area of Savernakc
where platters of a similar form, in Fabric 6, were found in the filling of the first century well at
Mildenhall, and from a kiln at Savcrnakc (Annable, 1966, fig. 2, 12; fig. 4, 56; ibid, 1962, fig. 5,
2). A very similar platter, but with a footring, in Fabric 6, was found at little Bcdwyn, Wilts
(Ashmolean Museum). The edge of a central stamp survives, but it is illegible, but along with
this piece, it suggests that the practice of stamping platters occurred at the Savcrnake potteries.
The platter could date to any period between A.D. 50 and 160, however the fabric and form
indicate a date in the Flavian-Trajanic period.

C. 3 (AG II 10)
An illiterate Mark placed centrally on the base of a platter with a functional footring. Fabric 16
- light blue-grey ware; burnished surfaces.
Probably a local product from the potteries south of Circncesrer, no other stamps from this
die have been identified, nor are there any close parallels. The fabric and form suggest a date in
the Flavian-Trajanic period.
C. 4 (AH VIII 25) (not illustrated)
A name stamp or Mark, illegible, but with an unusually large die-face, placed centrally on a
platter copying the Gallo-Belgic import form Camulodunurn 16. The fabric is a good quality
copy of TN, with a rust fine-grained sandy core; grey cortex; dark blue-grey surfaces, with a
very convincing smoothly polished TN finish,
There are sherds from an identical platter, no stamp surviving, DH Xl 91,
Although officially a copy, the platter could still be an import from Gaul or the Rhineland,
and is probably to be dated to almost the same period as its "prototype", r. A.D. 50-85.
In addition to those from the excavations, there arc three stamps apparently found in
Cirencester in the Bathurst Collection of the Corinium Museum, C. 5-7, and one in the
Ashmolean Museum, C. 8. They are included because they provide more information about
the local potteries.
C. 5 (B.1613)
An illiterate Mark placed centrally on the base of a cup with a functional footring.
The simple Mark is made up of a combination of I and V motifs. There arc no other stamps
from this die although it is very similar to C. 6· below, a stamp on a bowl found at
Wanborough, and one on a cup from Bourton-on-thc-Water (in the private collection of Mr C,
Renfrew). They arc sufficiently similar to have been used by the same potter who probably
worked locally. The form and fabric suggest a date c. A.D, 50-85.
The combination of motifs is probably the most common one found on platters and bowls
made in Britain, so that examples' occur widely, if sparsely, suggesting a number of different
sources. Very similar stamps have been found at Alchester, Vcrularnium, leicester, and
Southwark (Ashmolean Museum. Excavations of 1960, by Prof. S.S. Frere. Kenyon, 1948,221,
No.4. Excavations by Mr H. Sheldon publication forthcoming). Excluding bowls in Oxford
red colour-coated wares, the practice of stamping platters and cups appears to have been most
common in the first and second century, c. A.D. 50-120, presumably inspired by the imports
which provided so many of the prototypes for the forms.
C. 6 (B.2868)
An illiterate Mark placed centrally on the base of a platter with a functional footring.
Almost certainly from the same source as C. 5, see above for the dating and discussion.
C. 7 (B.1614)
An illiterate Mark placed centrally on the base of a cup with a functional footring.
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The mark comprises a combination of the motifs, V, A, 111. and l, it is therefore more
complex than C. 5 and 6, as well as being larger and cruder, but it is sufficiently similar to
suggest the same source and date.

C.8
An illiterate Mark placed centrally on the base of a platter with a footring. Although not from
the same die, there is a very similar stamp on a bowl from Wanborough, and it seems likely
that they are from the same local source. Other stamps comprising repeated V motifs have been
found at Wanborough and Braintree, Essex. The fabric and form suggest a date in the FlavianTrajanie period.
To date, a dozen stamps, all from different dies, but all closely related in their motifs, and
also in form and fabric, have been found at Cirenccster and Wanborough, sites which arc less
than 20 miles ap.art. It suggests that the practice of stamping cups and platters was employed at
a pottery local to both sites, possibly on a fairly large scale, in the Flavian-Trajanic period.
Given the absence of any evidence for kilns in the immediate area of Circncestcr, the obvious
candidate for the source is the area of the known potteries, south of Cirencester, part of which
are in the area of Wanborough, (information from Mrs V.G. Swan and A.S. Anderson). Some
stamping appears to have taken place at one, or more, sources of Savernake wares, while there
is evidence for a third pottery, with a regional market rather than a local one, which stamped
decorated flanged bowls at least, and which was probably at work at the same time.
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THE COARSE POTTERY

by
Valery Rigby
Fabric Classification
Fabric 1 - fine-grained sand-free ware. Heavily tempered with fine angular dull cream noncalcareous grit, occasional white flints and also straw-like voids - probably shell grit, although
possibly 'grass-tempering'.
Normally fired with a blue-grey core and yellow ochre surfaces, with an even smooth finish,
but not glossy. Examples occur first in the occupation layers on natural, on site AH VIII and so
could be derived from the occupation which preceded the Leaholme fort, Period II A. The
fabric has not been identified in the material from Bagendon and Rodborough Common
discovered to date.
'
Fabric 2 - fine-grained sand-free micaceous ware. Heavily tempered with fine grit, dull angular
cream non-calcareous grits and also angular voids, probably from calcareous grit, chalk or
limestone.
Normally fired with a blue-grey core and orange-brown surfaces, with a smoothly burnished
glossy finish. As in the case of Fabric 1, possibly from occupation preceding Period II A.
Fabric 3 - fine-grained sand-free smooth ware. See p. 201, Fabric C. Almost certainly from the
same source as Fabric 24, but whereas all the jars in Fabric 24 are hand-made, those in Fabric 3
are wheel-thrown. Normally fired with a grey core and red-brown surfaces, with a smooth
soapy burnished finish. Iron Age technique.
As in the cases of Fabric 1 and 2, possibly derived from occupation preceding Period II A, The
fabric has been identified amongst the material from Bagcndon, the forms being non-Roman
standard local Iron Age types.
Fabric 4 - fine-grained sand-free micaceous ware. Mixed tempering which varies in quantity
but is usually fine, fine brown clay grains, fine dull cream non-calcareous, and red ferrous and
grog grits, with occasional flake-like black carbonaceous inclusions.
Normally fired with orange-brown or yellow ochre surfaces, often with a blue-grey core, and
given a rather uneven faceted burnished finish which wore readily to produce a powdery
surface through which the grits protrude. Some at least of the less-tempered versions fall within
the definition of Severn Valley wares, while the more heavily tempered examples could be
classified as oxidised versions of Savernake wares (Webster, P.V., 1976, 18. Swan, 1975,42),
Examples occur at Bagendon, where fairly common, and Rodborough Common, and in both
cases where the forms could be classified, they fall within the range of common Severn Valley
ware types. (Clifford, 1961, fig. 52, 6 & 16; fig. 53, 1 & 4; fig. 62, type 36; fig. 64, 91B; fig,S, 4
& 6; fig. 6, 12), The quantities suggest that there was at least one source local to Cirenccster and
Bagendon.
Fabric 5 - even textured fine-grained sandy ware, with mica and quartz, Normally fired with a
dark grey or brown core, darker grey or black surfaces and given a highly bumished finish.
When worn the surface has thc texture of fine sand-paper.
Present in the earliest occupation on site AH, at least one example has been identified at
Bagendon (Clifford, 1961,fig. 65, 1160). From the Neronian period the range of products was
much wider, but there was still specialisation in shallow platters and bowls and wide-mouthed
necked bowls. Variations in the fabrics and forms suggest that more than one source was
involved, but wherever the source it was a consistently important one for Cirencester until the
mid-second century, and its early products also reached Kingsholm, Gloucester (Darling, 1977,
fig. 6, 9),
Fabric 6 - fine-grained generally sand-free ware. Heavily tempered with a mixture of different
types of tempering between 0.5 and 4.0 mm. ·in length: A. dark grey grog and ferrous grits. The core is normally pale grey of off-white, with darker
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blue-grey surfaces; a slurry finish masks the grits at the surface which can be left matt, rillcd or
smoothed to a more or less glossy finish. When worn the grits arc visible and produce a
speckled effect.
B. heavily tempered with blue-grey grog grits, the same colour as the core, the surfaces arc
rather darker, and have a rilled or matt lumpy finish.
C. heavily tempered with dull white angular grog. Normally fired and finished like A.
D. heavily tempered with brown and white flint, and grey grog and ferrous grits. Finished as A.
E. heavily tempered with dull white grits, as in variant C, but with a high proportion of dull
light and dark grey grog and iron grits as in variant A. Normally fired and finished as A.
F. heavily tempered with white siltstone grit, dark grey grog and ferrous grits. Fired as A..
All the variations closely resemble Savernake ware, the products of potteries established in the
immediately post-Conquest period ncar Mildenhall, in Savcrnakc forest, where two kilns have
been excavated, and possibly also Pewsey and Oarc (Annable, 1962, 142-55. For the definition
and distribution of Savemake ware - Hodder, 1974,67-84; Swan, 1975,36-47). Without further
detailed research it is not possible to determine the significance, if any, of the different
tempering mixtures. Possibly the basic clay may prove more helpful, for in certain varieties it is
almost free of impurities, in particular iron. The similarities in the forms suggest that the
varieties arc closely related, and they appear to be contemporary, although variant 6A occurs in
the earliest contexts and therefore may have been the earliest to be introduced, before
c. A.D. 55. Examples also occur at Bagendon and Rodborough Common, in the same forms as
Cirencester, large necked storage jars and jars with bead rims, which supports an early date for
their introduction; the same forms occur also at Sea Mills (Bristol Museum). The early groups
from Circncestcr arc too small to provide conclusive evidence, but together, the varieties of
Fabric 6 occupied an important and increasing sector of the market for kitchen-wares
throughout the second half of the first century, and continued to be important in the second
century even after the apparent reintroduction of products of the Black Burnished Ware
workshops c. A.D. 120. The quantities and different versions of Fabric 6 found at Circnccstcr
and Bagendon suggest that there could be at least one local source, and that not all supplies
were from the Savernake area.
Fabric 7- even-textured coarse-grained sandy ware. Usually fired with a pale grey or brown
core and dark blue-grey surfaces with an even burnished finish. A comparatively rare fabric at
Cirencestcr, but examples have been identified from Bagendon and Rodborough Common, so
that its source may have been fairly important in the immediate area. Examples occur first in
the Period II A of gravel surface On site AH VI1I which means that the earliest pieces could be
derived from the occupation which preceded the Lcaholme fort. Supplies appear to have ceased
by the time the Leaholrnc fort was abandoned.
Fabric 8 - fine-grained sand-free soapy smooth ware. No tempering.
Normally fired with a grey core and orange-brown surfaces which even when worn arc soapy
smooth in texture. Comparatively rare and apparently used for good quality table wares. Not
found in the early layers on site AH VI1I. Examples occur first in the earliest gravel surface on
sites OM and OK, which post-date c. A.D. 55. However, the earliest examples could be
derived from earlier occupation.

Fabric 9 - fine-grained ware, more of less micaceous. Probably not tempered although there
arc frequently occasional grits present - red-brown iron, white calcareous and some mixed
colour very coarse waterworn gravel. Used for flagons and honey-pots, it was normally fired to
orange-red sometimes with a blue or grey core, and with or without a matt Cream slip.
Not found in the earliest layers on site AH VI1I, the first examples occur in the lowest gravel
surface on sites OK and OM, which post-date c. A.D. 55. After c. A.D. 70/5, the source, or
sources, became' the most important supplier(s) of flagons to Cirencester which suggests that
the site was close by. This, the similarity in texture and the date range of the major groups of
finds suggests that Fabrics 16 and 17 were closely related.
Fabric 10 - fine-grained smooth sand-free highly micaceous ware. Heavily tempered with fine
grit, bright red ferrous and sparse white calcareous inclusions. Normally fired to a bright
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orange or orange-red ware which even when very worn has a soapy smooth texture, often with
a grey core at the rim and base. It appears to fall within the definition of Severn Valley wares.
Absent from the earliest gravel surfaces on sites AH VIII, DM and DK. Examples occur first in
the silt which seals the earliest surface on the latter sites, post-dating c. A.D. 55.

Fabric 11 - fine-grained sand-free smooth micaceous ware. Probably not tempered but there
are occasional inclusions, bright red ferrous, dull cream non-calcareous and white calcareous
grits. Used for flagons and honey-pots, it was usually fired to a pale pink, buff or cream colour
with a self-slip, or less frequently with a cream slip. Absent from the earliest gravel surfaces on
sites AH VlII, DK and DM. Examples occur in the lowest silt layer on site DK. However, the
largest group was found in the filling of Ditch III which tends to confirm the Neronian dating.
Supplies appear to have been for the army, so ceased in the early Flavian period.

Fabric 12 - fine-grained ware, heavily tempered with coarse sand comprising mainly white,
brown and translucent quartz grits with some black grains. Normally fired to grey, but
occasionally oxidised. The grits protrude to produce a rough pimply surface with a matt finish.
Absent from the earliest gravel surfaees on site AH VIII, examples have been found in the
gravel surface on sites DM and DK which post-dates c. A.D. 55, as well as in the fillings of
timber features attributed to the military oecupation of the Leaholme fort.

Fabric 13 - differs from Fabric 6 in that all varieties include a fairly high proportion of white
calcareous grit in the tempering. The forms, finish and firing conditions appear almost identical
to Fabric 6 with the exception that the surfaces are rather vesicular. It may be an accidental or
regional variant of Fabric 6.
A. generally fine angular white calcareous grits, some large, 3 to 5 mm., dark grey iron and
grog, with occasional flake-like voids - probably shell grit, but possibly carbonaceous;
B. white calcareous, grey grog and ferrous, white and brown flint grits.
It is less common than Fabric 6, but still forms a significant proportion of the jars and storage
jars of the early period at Circncesrcr. Absent from the earliest layers on site AH VlII, examples
occur in the occupation layer on the second phase gravel surface on site AG and the lowest
gravel surface on sites DM and DK, the latter post-date c. A.D. 55. Fabric 13, therefore,
appears to have been introduced rather later than Fabric 6, but since the groups concerned arc.
so small they may not be representative.
Fabric 14 - fine-grained highly micaceous ware, with no obvious tempering. Used for small
thin-walled vessels, fired to a fairly dark grey, with a smoothly burnished finish which is highly
micaceous. Extremely rare. Pre-Flavian.
Fabric 15 - even-textured sandy ware with much glittering quartz and mica, like Fabric 5 but
coarser in texture. Normally fired to dark grey or black with a highly burnished finish. Less
commonthan Fabric 5, it appears to be introduced rather later in date although it was used for a
very similar range of forms and may be from the same source. On the site of the Lcaholme
fort, it occurs in the main filling of Ditches" and IV so that its use may post-date c. A.D. 60. It
has also been identified in the area of the Watermoor fort or Vicus, which tends to support a
Neronian or early Flavian date.
Fabric 16 - fine-grained even-textured ware, with no tempering. It was both oxidised and
reduced, with a burnished finish which is usually very worn. No examples occur in the earliest
deposits. Examples occur first in the lowest gravel surfaces on sites DK and DM which postdate c. A.D. 55. Pottery in this fabric appears to be from a local source and to have continued in
production into the second century. Possibly related to Fabrics 9 and 17.
Fabric 17 - fine-grained even-textured, slightly abrasive to the touch. Normally fired to bluegrey with a burnished finish which is usually very worn. Not found in the earliest groups from
site AH. Examples do occur in the trample on natural on sites AE and DM which suggests that
it was not introdueed until after A.D. 55. The range of forms for which it was used,
particularly the rustic jars, support a Nero-Flavian rather than a Claudian date for its
introduction. Presumably from a local source (or sources). Examples are very common until
the late second century.
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Fabric 18 - fine-grained sand-free highly micaceous ware. Tempered with fine white calcareous
grit, with some other accidental inclusions. Used for hand-made jars whose form is late Iron
Age in tradition, but this fabric is Romanised, In texture and appearance it closely resembles
Fabric 10, but lacks the red iron grit. Examples have been identified only in the area of the
Watermoor fort or Vicus, and it appears to represent the introduction of a new Iron Age
tradition in pottery in the Neronian or early Flavian period.
Fabric 19 - fine-grained sand-free smooth ware, micaceous, with no tempering although there
are sometimes occasional grits. Like Fabric 11, but with a high iron content since it fires to a
bright orange or red. Some examples have a thick cream slip. Used for flagons and honey-pots.
Absent from the earliest gravel surfaces on sites AH VIII, DK and DM. Examples occur first in.
the layers which post-dater. A.D. 55.
Fabric 20 - even-textured close-bodied sandy ware, with no obvious tempering although some
occasional grey iron and white calcareous grits. Usually fired to grey, but there are some
orange-brown and brown examples, with a burnished finish which is now extremely worn.
Probably a local product. Absent from the earliest gravel surfaces on site AH VIII and the main
filling of Ditch III, AM " 59, examples occur first in the lowest gravel surface on sites DK and
DM which post-date c. A.D. 55. Sherds also were found in the core of the Sands Rampart.
Fabric 21- fine-grained iron-free ware, some incidental red iron grits. Fired to a creamy white
colour, with a self-coloured slip on the outside and a brown slip confined to the interior. Used
only for flagons and honey-pots, it is an import, possibly from Lezoux (a suggestion put
forward by Mr G.B. Dannell). Examples have been identified at Winchester, Hants; Oarc,
Wanborough and Mildenhall, Wilts; Sea Mills, Avon; Chichester and Fishbournc, Sussex. The
most complete example is from the main filling of Ditch III, AM 11 59, which suggests a
military.connection and a date after c. A.D. 60.
Fabric 22 - fine-grained sand-free smooth ware with no tempering. Usually has a brown core
and black or dark grey surfaces, or a sandwich effect of grey core, brown cortex and dark grey
surfaces, with a soapy smooth finish. Absent from the earliest gravel surfaces on site AH VIII,
it occurs in the lowest gravel surface on sites DK and DM, which post-date c. A.D. 55.
Fabric 23 - fairly fine-grained ware, heavily tempered with coarse sand grit. Usually fired to
grey with a matt rough finish. Used for necked jars and carinated bowls. The fabric also occurs
at Kingsholm, Gloucester, and appears to be from the same source. The earliest context for
examples of the fabric is the lowest silt layer on site DK, so that it was probably supplied to the
army after c. A.D. 55. The existing examples are all from the area of the Lcaholrnc fort, within
Cirencester itself, and none have' been identified from Bagendon or Rodborough Common.

Fabric 24 - fine-grained ware, heavily tempered. See p. 201, Fabric C. Usually fired to brown
or with a grey core and brown surfaces, the fabric is reserved for hand-made jars of Iron Age
forms. Almost certainly from the same source as Fabric 3, but all vessels in the latter are
wheel-thrown. See below nos. 396-8.
Fabric 25 - fine-grained ware; heavily tempered.
A. see p. 201; Fabric A.
B. see p. 201; Fabric B.
Usually fired to dark grey with a soapy smooth burnished finish. It is essentially Iron Age in
tradition. Absent from the earliest gravel surfaces on site AH VIII, it occurs in the filling of
Ditch 11, AM 161, where it appears to be part of a residual, Tibcrio-Claudian group, possibly
from the initial silting. See below nos. 396-8.
Fabric 26 - fine-grained smooth micaceous ware. Heavily tempered with fairly coarse sand
which results in a rather rough and sandy surface finish. Normally fired to a light orangebrown. The fabric was used for a limited range of flagons. Absent from the earliest gravel
surfaces on sites AH VIII, AG, DK and DM, examples occur in the main filling of Ditch III,
AM 11 59.
Fabric 27 - fine-grained ware, heavily tempered with fine white calcareous and red-brown
ferrous grit. Not a common ware, it was used for some flagons and was fired with a blue-grey
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core and red-brown surfaces. Possibly intrusive, examples of this fabric are absent from all
layers but those sealing-off the early occupation which include second century material.

Fabric 28 - fine-grained sand-free smooth micaceous ware. Orange-brown ware, with traces of
a thick coral red slip inside and out, so that it resembles Pompeian Red ware. Rare. Possibly
pre-Flavian or Flavian ,

Fabric 29 - fine-grained ware, with varying amounts of tempering - dull white calcareous grits
which vary considerably in size, up to 0.7 em. in length and sparse brown ferrous grits.
Fired to buff or yellow-buff in colour, it was used almost exclusively for flagons the majority of
which were found in the filling of Ditch III (sec fig. 58). Identical flagons have been found at
KingshoIm, Gloucester (unpublished, Gloucester museum). Examples are absent from the
earliest gravel surfaces, so the use of flagons in this fabric appear to post-date c. A.D. 55, and
they ceased to be supplied after the military withdrew from Cirencesrer. The flagons may have
been supplied under contract to the military at 'Gloucester and Circncesrer (see p. 179).

Fabric 30 - even-textured, open-bodied sandy ware. Fired to grey. Examples occur only in the
layers sealing-off the early occupation which include second century material.

Fabric 31 - hard fine-grained sand-free white ware, with varying amounts of red grog
tempering. Used for flagons and associated liquid-carrying vessels, examples are scarce
compared to Fabrics 11, 29 and 9, and are absent from the earliest gravel surfaces, the first
examples being in layers which post-date c. A.D. 55.

Fabric 32 - coarse-grained gritty ware, extremely abrasive. Cream ware, with matt rough and
gritty surfaces. Probably from the potteries of the Verulamium region, or possibly the Oxford
region. Examples are absent from all layers which pre-date the sealing-offlayers which suggests
that its introduction to Circnccstcr did not occur before c. A.D. 70. It may be significant that
no rnortaria from the Verulamium region occur in contexts earlier than the sealing-off layers
also.
Fabric 33 - fine-grained slightly micaceous sand-free ware, tempered with red grog. Fired to
orange-red, the burnished finish is streaked by the grog tempering. Rare. Pre-Flavian or
Flavian.
Fabric 34 - fairly fine-grained slightly abrasive micaceous ware, with no obvious tempering,
although there arc occasional intrusive grits. Creamy buff or pink, with a cream exterior slip.
Used for amphorae of Camulodunum form 186. Imported from Cadiz.
Fabric 35 - fine-grained smooth micaceous ware, with some fine sand. Pinky brown ware,
with paler surfaces. Used for amphorae of Dressel type 30.

Fabric 36 - fairly fine-grained dense ware with no tempering. Cream ware, with a selfcoloured slip. Origin unknown, possibly South Gaul.
Fabric 37 - hard sandy micaceous ware with fine white calcareous grits. Brick red ware with a
cream slip. Origin unknown. Not illustrated.
Fabric 38 - dense fine-grained micaceous ware, with white calcareous grits. Pinkish-brown
ware with a cream slip.
A. Imported from Rhodes.
B. Similar fabric, in the same form as 38A, but probably a copy.
Possibly imported from the Mediterranean area.
Fabric 39 - orange-brown fmc-grained sandy ware, with much coarse black volcanic 'bombs.
Orange-brown ware. Used for amphorae of Dressel type 2/4. Imported from Italy. Not
illustrated.
Fabric 40 - fine-grained ware with much coarse mixed sand. The typical fabric of amphorae of
Dressel type 20 and imported from Southern Spain. By far the most common amphorae type
found in the early occupation.
Fabric 41 - fine-grained sandy ware similar to Fabric 17. Sparsely tempered with dark grey
ferrous and coarse white grog inclusions. Possibly the reduced version of Fabric 4, but it was
not apparently used for typical Severn Valley forms. Fired to blue-grey. Absent from the
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earliest gravel surfaces, examples occur in the main filling of Ditch III and in the layers sealingoff the early occupation. Its introduction appears to post-date c. A.D. 60.
Fabric 42 - fine-grained sand-free smooth ware. Heavily tempered with fine red iron grits.
Fired to orange-red with a burnished finish, Absent from the earliest gravel surfaces, examples
occur in the main filling of Ditch III, AM II 59.
Fabric 43 - fine-grained micaceous sandy ware, similar to Fabric 17. Some tempering with
coarse brown sand and fine white calcareous inclusions. Fired to a blue-grey colour with a dirty
white slip. The only example is from the ditch behind the Watermoor rampart. Although the
technique is different, it is possibly from the same source as Fabric 17.

Fabric 44 - fine-grained ware, slightly abrasive in texture. Tempered with fine white
calcareous, dull cream non-calcareous, red-brown ferrous inclusions.
Used for flagons, it was fired with a blue-grey core and orange-red surfaces. Rare compared to
Fabrics 11 and 29, examples occur in the third gravel surface on site AH VIII, which post-dated
c. A.D. 55.
Fabric 45 - even-textured sandy ware, coarser in texture than Fabric 30. Fired to blue-grey,
with a burnished finish. Scarce, found only in the area of Watermoor fort or ViCllS.
Fabric 46 - fine-grained slightly abrasive in texture, probably not tempered although
occasional grits occur. Fired with a brown core and dark grey-black surfaces. Used in particular
for small jars with rouletted decoration. Absent from the earliest gravel surfaces, examples were
found in the main filling of Ditch III, so that its introduction probably post-dated A.D. 55.
Fabric 47 - coarse-grained gritty orange-brown ware. Used for small carrot-shaped amphorae
with horizontal rilling on the body.
Fabric 48A - fine-grained ware, slightly abrasive in texture, with some sparse and possibly
accidental grog grits. Represented here only by butt beakers of Carnulodunurn form 113, which
although they resemble the products of the Camulodunum region are clearly not from that
source. Examples are rare, the most complete being in the main filling of Ditch III, so that it is
probable that beakers were still being supplied after c. A.D. 60. There are at least two beakers
from Bagendon, type 57 (Clifford, 1961, fig. 62).
Fabric 48B - fine-grained slightly sandy texture, with occasional red grog grits. Usually white
or cream, but under some firing conditions the exterior Can be covered with a grey, pink or
mauve 'haze'. The typical fabric of butt beakers of form 113, manufactured at Carnulodunum,'
and probably elsewhere also, and found commonly south and east of a line from Flamborough
Head to Southampton Water, with outliers beyond which include Bagendon, type 57 (Clifford,
1961, fig. 62, 57). Much more common at Bagendon than at Circnccstcr, where represented by
five sherds.
Fabric 49 - coarse-grained gritty ware, with much quartz. Similar in texture to B.B. 1, but
.fired to a light grey colour, and not in the forms typical of the Black Burnished workshops.
Probably not local since the basic clays of the "local" products are markedly fine-grained.
Fabric 50 - fine-grained dense powdery ware, with no tempering; orange core with duller
orange-buff or smoky orange surfaces.
Fabric 51 - Pompeian Red ware. Fine-grained dense ware, with few obvious inclusions; the
colour varies from pale buff to darker pink.
.
A. Thick pink slip over the whole vessel usually. In some examples the slip is very highly
micaceous, but it apparently wore quickly so that only traces of a thin slightly micaceous wash
survive.
B. Comprises slip A, confined to the exterior and lower surfaces, while a thick coral red slip,
with a highly polished finish, is on the interior (upper) surface, over-riding the edge of the lip
and the exterior slip.
One of the finer-grained varieties of Pompeian Red ware recently studied by Dr. Peacock, it is
presumably Peacock Fabric 3, although he does not include the variant with the highly
micaceous slip, for which he suggests a source in Central Gaul, possibly even Lezoux itself.
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(Peacock, 1977, 154). The similarity of the paste to that of some Lezoux samiannotcd by Boon,
is particularly noticeable in the case of one of the chance finds from Cirenccstcr, while the
similarity of the micaceous slip on the lids, nos. 266 and 268, to that on the early first century
Lezoux wares from Bagendon is marked (Boon, 1967, fig. 3, 13). Examples with the less
micaceous external slip arc identical to finds from Chichester and Winchcstcr (Down, 1978,
201, no. 4. Cunliffe, 1964, fig. 22, 2). The most complete examples arc from the filling of Ditch
III (AM II 59; nos. 266-9), so it appears that sets of platters and lids were still being supplied to
Circnccster after c. A.D. 60. For more detailed discussion see Peacock, 1977, 147-162.
Fabric 52 - fine-grained ware; orange ware with a thin mica-coating all over. Possibly from
Gloucester, where mica-coated wares were made in the late first and early second century
(Rawes, 1972, 27).
Fabric 53 - fine-grained sand-free smooth ware. Orange-brown sometimes with a grey core,
and mica-coating on the exterior, visible surfaces. Probably imported from the Rhineland.

Fabric 54 - fine-grained sand-free red ware, with a thin matt maroon slip. Possibly not an
import, certainly not from the usual sources of imported colour-coated wares. Sherds from nine
different vessels have been found in Cirencester, two from the layers sealing-off the early
occupation, and the rest in post-military levels.
Fabric 55 - even-textured sandy orange-brown ware, with a mica-coating on the exterior and
visible surfaces. Possibly an import.

Fabric 56 - fine-grained sand-free powdery ware; cream, entirely covered with a slip which
varies in thickness and quality of colour from dark metallic brown to patchy orange-brown.
Some examples have a fine sand rough-casting on the inside, below the slip. Most examples
were imported from Lyons, Central Gaul, but some may be from Camulodunum. The earliest
context for a beaker in this fabric is in the group trampled into natural on Site AH VIII, the
bowls appear first in later layers (see p. 179-185).
Fabric 57 - fine-grained sand-free smooth very pale cream ware, thick metallic orange and
brown slip. Probably an import from Lezoux, Central Gaul.

Fabric 58 - fine-grained sand-free smooth micaceous ware, with no tempering. Pale pinkish
buff ware with a red slip overall. An import, probably Central Gaul.
Fabric 59 - dense sand-free smooth ware. Egg-shell ware. Imported, probably from Italy.

Fabric 60 - fine-grain ed sand-free cream ware, with a green lead glazc. Imported from Central
Gaul.

Fabric 61 - fmc-grained sandy ware, with some fine red iron grits; dark cream ware with a
self-coloured under-slip and a thin mica-coating on the visible surfaces only. Possibly from the
Rhineland.
Fabric 62 - typical Italian amphora ware.
Fabric 63 - fine-grained sand-free ware, with occasional black grits. Dark grcy or brown core,
with black highly polished exterior. Possibly imported. Rare, identified examples are confined
to the back-filling of the quarried stretches of the defences and the layers sealing-off the early
occupation. For discussion sec p. 150, G. 3.
Fabric 64 - fine-grained sand-free white ware, with a thin mica-coating overall. Possibly an
import.
Fabric 65 - fine-grained slightly abrasive ware, cream with highly polished smoky pink
surfaces. Not' typical TR 3 (terra rubra) , but possibly still an import.

Fabric 66 - fine-grained oragne-brown ware; mixed coloured sand, and a high proportion of
large mica flakes used as tempering. Amphora, origin unknown.
Fabric 67 - fine-grained ware, with no obvious tempering. The fabric is often yellowishcream, sometimes white and occasionally brownish-pink with a pink core; grey and white flint,
and transparent quartz-like trituration grit. Used for mortaria in the Claudian and Flavian
periods. The Flavian form, Gillam 238, usually has concentric scoring combined with the
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trituration grit both inside and on top of the flange. Manufactured in north-east Gaul or less
probably in Kent. Examples are absent from the earliest gravel surfaces which might pre-date c.
A.D. 55, but common in the layers sealing-off the early occupation.
Fabric 68 - dense fine-grained sand-free ware, heavily tempered with white flint, transparent
quartz-like grits, mica flakes and occasional brown grains. The trituration grit is like the
tempering and is combined with horizontal scoring on the inside. Manufactured in north-cast
Gaul or less probably in Kent. Absent from the earliest gravel surfaces, an example occurs in
the main filling of Ditch III, so that the type does not appear in contexts pre-dating c. A.D. 55,
and is most common in the sealing-off layers.
Fabric 69 - fine-grained sand-free smooth micaceous ware, with no tempering. Sparse white
flint trituration grit survives. An import from Aoste (Iserc), France.
Fabric 70 - fine-grained ware, with varying amounts of sand tempering. Grey core; pinkish
brown surfaces, with a self-slip. Probably of local origin, with Gloucester as a possible
contender. Absent from the earliest gravel surfaces, examples were found in the filling of
timber features attributed to the Lcaholrnc fort and the main filling of Ditch III, AM II 59.
Apparently in use c. A.D. 50-75.
Fabric 71A - Hard fine-grained sandy ware. Brick red with grey core; cream slip. Probably a
Gloucester product.
Fabric 71B - fmc-grained sandy ware, tempered with sparse large white chalk grits. Grey core;
orange surfaces, with a cream slip. Sparse grey flint trituration grits. Probably from sources
south and east of Cirencester. Absent from the earliest gravel surfaces.
Fabric 72 - coarse-grained sandy ware. Cream or orange-brown with lighter surfaces, with
grey, white or brown flint trituration grit. Manufactured in the Verulamium region. Only two
examples occur and they are confined to the layers sealing-off the early occupation and are
typologically Flavian,
Fabric 73 - sandy ware, heavily tempered with fine white calcareous grits. Bright red ware.
No evidence of the type of trituration grit used, if any. Possibly of local origin. Examples arc
confined to the back-filling of the qua tried stretches of Ditch III.

Fabric 74 - B.B.l
All examples appear to be from Dorset, Williams Group I. The fabrics and forms have been
described in detail by Gillam, Gillam and Mann, and Farrar, and analysed by Peacock and
Williams, so that no further descriptions are needed here (Gillam, 1960, 113-129; 1968. Gillam
& Mann, 1970, 1-44. Farrar, 1973, 73-6. Peacock, 1967, 97-100. Williams, 1977, 177-199).
None of the examples are securely stratified in layers which definitely can be attributed to the
military occupation or to occupation contemporary with that occupation. They are all
typologically early, with the exception of no. 254, they are all from Dorset - Williams Group I,
and they are in contexts which pre-date the mainstream trade in B.B.l by a considerable depth
of stratigraphy, which hopefully reflects accurately the length of time involved. Early B.B. 1 has
been identified at Gloucester, Kingsholm, a military site receiving much of its pottery supplies
from the same sources as Cirencestcr, Lcaholrne, Usk, and Sea Mills, so that the discovery of
equally early B.B.l at Cirencester was predictable (Darling, 1977, fig. 6, 9, 26; Greene, 1973,
33; Bristol City Museum). Yet no. 254 remains an embarrassment, since elsewhere the most
optimistic dating for its use is A.D. 120, a date more than justified by finds from Cirencester,
which tend to favour a date nearer A.D. 140. There is other intrusive late material from the
sealing-off layers of sites DK and DM, including an Antonine coin, but work to date appears to
prove that the Antonine pieces are intrusive, either during excavation or processing.
Fabric 75 - fine-grained sand-free highly micaceous ware, with no tempering. Cream ware
with a green glaze. An import from Central Gaul, possibly the Lezoux area.
Fabric 76 - off-white fine-grained ware, tempered with white calcareous grit, fairly coarse
sand, including transluscent brown quartz. Probably from the Oxford region.
Fabric 77 - highly micaceous fine-grained sandy ware. Orange-brown, with a thin cream slip.
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Amphora of unknown form. Origin unknown. Not illustrated.
Fabric 78 '?the ware resembles that of Fabric 40 in texture and composition. Light pinkishbrown, with a truck cream slip. There is only one example from the site, abase, with an
unusually shaped' knob. Origin unknown, probably Spain. Not illustrated.
Fabric~79 ~fine-grained sand-free ware heavily tempered with fairly coarse calcareous grit.
Creaii1A'ware. Used for amphorae of Camulodunurn type 185A. Imported from southern Spain.
Not illustrated..,
Fabric 112 - Blue-grey fine-grained sandy ware; thin orange-brown cortex. Lead glaze on
interior and/or exterior with colours ranging from light green to dark green-brown.
Fabric 153 - Pompeian Red ware. Coarse-grained gritty orange-brown ware. External red
polished slip. This is Peacock's Fabric 1 (Peacock, 1977, 149) considered to have been imported
from southern Italy before A.D. 43 and used for platters and matching lids of Camulodunum
form 17. The examples from Bagendon, type 6, are in this ware.

The Groups
THE LEAHOLME FORT
CONSTRUCTION LEVELS OF THE RAMPART
AM 163
1. The base from a jar with a foot-ring. Hand-made.
Fabric 3. Grey core; light red-brown surfaces; vertically
burnished exterior. Burnt and discoloured.
Similar bases, also with vertical burnishing occur on a
range of hand-made necked jars and bowls from
Bagcndon, types 96, 116 and 126, and Rodborough
Common (unpublished, Stroud Museum), so this base
appears to be part of the local pre-Roman pottery
tradition. Only one other has been identified to date,

which probably belonged to no. 92. It is more probably
pre-Conquest in date although the production of such
hand-made finer wares may have continued wcll into the
Claudian period and may have been supplied to the
Roman Army.
The base from ajar or necked bowl. Fabric 3. The piece
can be paralleled at Bagendon so that it too could be
pre-Conquest in date, but is more probably early
Claudian, made locally and. supplied to the army.
Tibcrio-Claudian.

OCCUPATION WITHIN THE LEAHOLME FORT

Site AH VIII
The quantity and quality of the groups are comparatively poor, the sherds are small and rather
worn, therefore the information available on the forms and fabrics is limited. There arc few
matches between different layers, and where they occur, they all involve the filling of features
and the sealing-off layers. Only a limited range of forms and fabrics are represented, with
imported vessels restricted to a few samian vessels, and bowls and beakers in colour-coated
ware.
Vessels in the local hand-made Iron Age tradition are absent, the basic wares being Roman in
technique and traceable at least until the end of the second century. They are fine-grained, more
or less micaceous, and tempered with varying quantities of white, red-brown or grey grog,
white calcareous, red or grey ferrous grits, i.e. Fabrics 1, 2, 4, 6 and 13. Those tempered with
fine grit tend to have been oxidised rather than reduced, to have a glossy burnished finish and
to be table rather than kitchen forms. The fabrics tempered with coarser grit were normally
reduced, were less well finished and were for use in the kitchen, although some attempt had
been made usually to mask the grits with a wet-hands or slurry finish, to smooth the rim, also
sometimes the shoulder, and even decorate a few vessels. Chiefly on the type and quantity of
the tempering, Fabrics 6 and 13, could be considered to fall within the definition of Savernake
wares, while Fabrics 1, 2 and 4, could be defined as Severn Valley wares (Swan, 1975, 42;
Hodder, 1974,67-84; Webster, P.V., 1976, 18). In the context of the Leaholme Fort, it seems
unlikely that the vessels which fall within the range of Severn Valley wares actually came from
a source in the Severn Valley itself, unless it was located at or near Gloucester. Considering the

\
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possible sources for the related fabrics, Fabrics 6 and 13, and their association with the
Savcrnake area, a source for the so-called Severn Valley wares from Lcaholmc may lie ncar
Circncester, or to the south-east. The quantities in which Fabric 4 and 6 occur elsewhere in
Cirenccster and at Bagendon suggest that the source, or sources, should be considered as local
(see p. 153). There is a marked scarcity of coarse-grained sandy or gritty wares, made with
naturally abrasive clay or tempered with coarse sand. This is true at Bagendon and Rodborough
Common and is probably due to the geology of the area. The range of forms is confined to "
tankards, necked jars, jars with bead-rims and necked storage jars, but it is almost certainly
artificially restricted by the shortage of diagnostic sherds as well as the size 0.( the sample. Few
pieces arc decorated, and where decoration exists it is restricted in area and simple in execution
- a band of burnished or incised lattice on the shoulder, single grooves, or pairs forming lowrelief cordons, or a combination of all three. No examples of rustic decoration occur below the
scaling-off layers and even here there is just one sherd. It is noteworthy that despite the small
size of the groups, there is one definite and one possible tankard, the first in the earliest group
from the site, the second in the filling of a post-hole belonging to Period II B (p. 204) & no.
9). The form appears to have been in common use in the Claudian period and in both cases, the
fabrics, although different in detail, fall within the definition of Severn Valley ware (Webster,
P.V., 1976, 18). Tankards apparently of equally early date have been identified at Bagcndon.
type 109, and Rodborough Common, although they were apparently not recognised as such in
the reports, and they too arc in so-called Severn Valley wares (Clifford, 1961, fig. 65, 109.
Unpublished Stroud Museum). Generally, the assemblage is different to those from equivalent
layers elsewhere within the Leaholme fort, but this could be due to the small and consequently
unrepresentative size of the sample. All the samian is post-Conquest but prc-Flavian in date,
and at present there is no reason to date the coarse wares any later. The groups from the
sealing-off layers include three shcrds of Flavian date suggesting that nothing amongst the
coarse wares need be later than c. A. D. 85.

Phase I - occupation on the natural gravel

Occupation

AH vm 116
2. Fabric 1 - originally heavily tempered; vesicular;
smoothed bur matt finish.
3. Fabric 2 - highly micaceous; vesicular. Burnt and
discoloured. Burnished exterior. The rim from a necked
bowl.
4. Fabric 3 - worn orange-brown surfaces, slightly
vesicular; burnished finish. The rim from a necked jar.
Possibly pre-Conquest in date. Sec p. 201, Fabric C.
The miscellaneous shcrds arc from four different vessels.

AH VIII 91
8. Fabric 6A - surfaces shade from light grey to dark
blue-grey; smoothed exterior. Identical jars from
Bagendon, type 147 (Clifford, 1%1, fig. 54); Mildenhall,
the Well deposits (Annable, 1966, fig. 2, 6); Oare (Swan,
1975, fig. 3, 29); Savcrnakc kilns (Annahle, 1%2, fig.

011

the Phase III gralle! surfaces

5, 13).

The jillillg oj Phase III Timber [eatures

AH vm P.H.4
9. a. Fabric 4 - blue-grey core; brownish-orange
Phase II - Gravel surjace on natural
surfaces. Worn, with traces of a highly burnished finish.
b. The base is almost certainly from the same tankard.
AH vm 93
Other examples - AH VIII 116 - Fabric 4. Similar
5. (Match in AH VIII 78). Fabric 6A - hard; matt
tankards in orange-brown fabrics occur at Bagcndon.
lightly rilled slurry finish. A storage jar; the form and
type 109 (Clifford, 1961, fig. (5), Rodborough
fabric are paralleled at Bagendon, type 173.
Common (Unpulishcd, Stroud Museum), Mildenhall
well (Annable, 1%6, fig. 3, 49), Sea Mills (Bristol
Gccupation 011 Phase II surface
Museum). Tankards appear to have been made in
orange-brown fabrics from the earliest stages of the
AH VIII 75
Roman occupation of the area.
6. Fabric 7 - burnished exterior. Rare compared to
The miscellaneous sherds arc from one vessel.
versions in Fabrics 6 & 13, but examples have been
found at Bagcndon (Clifford, 1961, fig. 54, 21) and AH VITI P.H.7 (Matches in AH VIII II I)
10. Fabric 70 - blue-grey; pinky-brown surfaces.
Rodborougli Common (Rennie, 1959, fig. 6, 17).
7. Fabric 4 - smooth ware. Sparse tempering. Blue- Considerably worn, the few surviving trituration grits
grey core; soapy smooth burnished finish. The rim from arc grey and dark brown. Heavily burnt and discoloured
on the inside along the line of the bead. The inscription
a necked bowl.
on the outside was cut when the vessel was leather-hard.
The miscellaneous sherds are from one vessel.
before firing (sec fig. 66, t). The Fabric can be attributed
Samian - pre-Flavian.
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to Gloucester where at least one example occurs at
Kingsholm (Darling, 1977, fig. 6, 9, 18). Pre Plavian.
Samian - Neronian or early Plavian.

Phase I V gravel surfaces
AH VIII 100
11. Fabric 44 - cream slip on the exterior and over the
rim. The rim from a honey-pot (see nos. 312-314).
The miscellaneous sherds arc from three vessels, one
possibly matches no. 20 (AH VIIl 68).

smoothed finish. (Matching shcrds in layers 97 & 57).
Other examples - AM III 14.
15. Fabric 5 - worn surfaces. (Matching sherd in AH
VIII 58). There is an identical jar from the construction
levels of the Watermoor Rampart, no. 402. At least
one example from Bagendon, type 116D (Clifford, 1961,
fig. 65).
16. Fabric 6A - rilled matt surfaces.
There are miscellaneous shcrds from two flagons, one as
no. 308.
Samian - pre-Flavian (5. 47).

The fillillg of a timber-slot

AH VIII 78
17. Fabric 10 - sparse tempering; grey core at the rim.
(Matching sherds in layer 4).
l8. Fabric 8 - burnt in patches; highly burnished
exterior. Probably a butt beaker.
19. Fabric 4 - orange core; streaky orange and grey
Layers sealitlg the military occupation
surfaces; burnished exterior.
In addition - shcrds from two vessels.
AH VIII 96
13. Fabric 56 - metallic brown slip. Fine sand rough- Samian - Flavian (0.1).
casting, outside only. Probably an import. Prc-Plavian
or Plavian. Two examples from Bagendon, type 45 AH VIII 68
(Clifford, 1961, fig. 63).
20. Fabric 5 - burnished shoulder, burnished bands on
14. Fabric 5 - burnt and discoloured. Worn, crudely the neck.

AH VI1I 83
12. Fabric 6A - light blue-grey ware; smoothed
exterior.
Also a body shcrd from a large beaker. Fabric 56.

Site AG II & III
With the exception of the complete jar from the pit AG III 49, the pottery is little better than
that from site AH VIII. The assemblages are rather different for there is an increase in the
proportion of reduced wares apparently at the expense of the oxidised finer-tempered wares
although the coarse-tempered kitchen wares (reduced) maintain their position. The difference
could be chronological since the general trend in the second half of the first century A.D.
appears to be away from oxidised wares, it is probably due to the small size of the samples.
There is no sam ian from the actual occupation layers and unfortunately the coarse ware
vessels are of types which survived in production beyond the mid-second century A.D .. Pit AG
III 49 was more productive, with two sherds of pre-Flavian samian in the lower filling and a
decoraredshcrd dated c. A.D. 75-95 (D. 3),.in the upper layer which means that the sealing-off
silty layers cannot have been deposited before A.D. 75 at the very earliest. 'The sealing-off
layers produced larger and more helpful groups than AH VlII, for besides the usual group of
pre-Flavian residual material, there are three shcrds of Flavian sarnian, including a decorated
piece. dated A.D. 80-100 (D. 4-5). Amongst the coarse wares, nothing need date to later than c.
A.D. 95, although anumber of indeterminate rims might be later, as could the rustic jars in
Fabrics 17 and 20 (nos 41-42), However, the absence of other forms and fabrics characteristic of
second century groups at Circnccsrer, supports the samian dating.
Occupntion on-natural

Gccupation

AG II 48
21. Fabric 5 - highly burnished finish. Rim sherd from
a typical necked bowl.

AG II 41
24. Fabric 6A - heavily tempered; lightly rillcd neck
and shoulder.
There arc miscellaneous sherds from two vessels.

Occupation

011

the second phase of gravel surfaces

011

the third phase oj gra"eI surfaces

Fillil1g of Timber and other Features

AG II 42
22. Fabric 13A - dark grey, burnt and sooty exterior;
matt slurry finish.
23. Fabric 6B - hard; mottled grey surfaces; rough and
lumpy finish due to the grits protruding. Sooty lip.

AG III 49
25. Fabric 14 - dark grey surfaces; highly burnished
exterior, with an incised spiral on the neck.
26. Fabric 6A - over-fired. Unusually fine tempering;
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surfaces shade from dark grey to grey buff; matt slurry
finish.
Also sherds from a flagon.

Samian - Claudio-Neronian (S. 29).
AG III 43
27. Fabric 13 - hard. Heavily tempered. Smoothed
slurry finish; slightly vesicular.
Samian - c. A.D. 75-95 (D. 2-3).

Layers sealillg-oJ! the early occupation
AG IT 36; m 38 8< 39
28. Fabric 34 - amphora, Camulodunum form 186B.
AG II 36.

29.
30.

Fabric 9 - buff core at the rim. AG III 39.
Fabric 19 - orange-brown, cream slip. Also a rim

and neck and handle sherds from two others similar in
Fabrics 19 and 9. AG II 36.

31.
32.

Fabric 11 - pale orange; cream slip. AG III 38.
Fabric 9 - bright orange; thin cream slip. AG III 38.
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coloured with smoky grey patches. Faceted burnishing
on the rim and shoulder. Decoration - uneven burnished
lattice on a matt ground. AG II 36 and 30.
38. Fabric 16 - orange-buff. Worn. In addition a small
rim sherd from another. Fabric 16 - orange ware, buff
surfaces. AG II 36.

39. Fabric 4 - light grey; smoothly burnished finish.
AG II 36.
40. Fabric.: 17 - burnished exterior. In addition there are
rim sherds from two necked jars - Fabric 16 - mottled
grey ware; Fabric 17 - grey ware. AG II 36.
41. Fabric 17 - grey core; mottled grey and brown
surfaces. Highly burnished rim top, smoothed shoulder.
Decoration - low relief nodular rustication. AG III 39.
42. Fabric 20 - some fine sand; mottled brownish grey
surfaces. Decoration -low relief nodular rustication. AG

III 39. Rim and body sherds from another. Fabric 17.
Decoration - low relief nodular rustication. AG III 39.
Rim and body sherd from a third example. Fabric 8 grey core; brown cortex; black surfaces. Decoration low relief nodular rustication. AG II 36.

Other examples - AS II 75, in Fabric 9. orange with a

43.

cream slip.

from another similar jar. Fabric 6A. AG II 36.
44. Fabric 6E - brown core; sooty black surfaces. AG

33. Fabric 19 - cream slip. There is no evidence for the
precise number of spouts, and whether or not there was
a handle. AG II 36. There is an identical jug from BC r
58, and several similar jugs from the area of the
Leaholmc fort but since all are in the sealing-offlayers, it
seems probably that they were not in usc until after
A.D. 65. The basic type is present amongst the early

pottery from Usk (Darling, 1977, fig. 6.4, 18).
34. Fabric 5 - highly burnished faceted finish. AG III 39.
Other examples - CG IV 19; layers scaling the Sands
rampart.
35. Fabric 5 - burnished finish. AG II 36.
36. Fabric 4 - sparse tempering; burnished rim and
interior, smoothed exterior. Discoloured by smoke and

soot. AG III 39.
37.

Fabric t6 - blue core; pale orange surfaces dis-

Fabric 6A - slurry finish, lightly rilled. Rim sherd

III 39.
45.

Fabric 13 - hard. Grey ware; lumpy, matt finish.

AG II 36.
46. Fabric 6C - thin grey core; rust cortex; blue-grey
surfaces, lightly rilled exterior finish. AG II 36.
47. Fabric 6C - brown core; grey surfaces; burnished
rim and shoulder. Decoration - burnished lattice on a
matt ground. AG III 39. Rim sherd and body from two
other storage jars. Fabric 6A. AG II 36. Storage jars with
similar burnished decoration occur at Bagendon, type

174 (Clifford, 1%1, fig. 68, 174), Sea Mills (Bristol
Museum), Mildenhall Well (Annable, 1966, fig. 3, 41).
There arc miscellaneous sherds from five other vessels.
The group includes much residual material.
Samian - c. A.D. 80-100 (D. 4-5).

Site AE
The quality and quantity of the groups continued to be poor but the assemblages arc rather
different to those from both site AH and AG. Oxidised wares ire scarcer than on site AH while
the dark grey or black. ware, Fabric 5, is proportionally much more important than on sites AH
or AG, and Fabric 17 is better represented. The range of forms is wider, with the presence of
platters imitating Gallo-Belgic forms and imitation butt beakers, both in Fabric 5, and narrownecked jars or flasks in Fabric 17. The samian trampled into natural is Claudio-Neronian which
matches that on site AH for date, but the coarse wares may be somewhat later, after A.D. 55,
due to th e presenee of sherds from two jars in Fabric 17, coupled with the greater importancc of
re duced at th e expense of oxidised wares.

Occupation on natural
AE V 21

The presence of sherds of Fabric 17 suggests that this
layer is later in date than the equivalent layer on site AH
VIII.

48. Fabric 26 - sparse fine sand. Pinky buff. The rim
from a honey-pot (see nos. 312-315).
Filling of timber and other features
49. Fabric 6A - very worn.
There are sherds from four other vessels, including AE IT P.H.3 + P.M.l
Fabric 21 (sec below no. 3(X)) and two examples in 50. Fabric 5 - burnished finish. Other examples -

Fabric 17.
Samian - Claudio-Ncronian. After c. A.D. 50.

Ashcroft Road, 1961 - A VIII 11, in Fabric 5; At I 27;
Dyer Court, 1957 (W.ebster, G., 1959, fig. 14, 15).
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There arc miscellaneous sherds from three vessels, grog grits. Worn, but traces of a burnished finish on the
including one like no. 52.
rim and shoulder. Decoration - rouletted. Other

AE II P.H.2
Samian - Claudian (D. 6).

examples - AL II 33; AD IV 31; AD III 27; DK I 72.
The miscellaneous sherds arc from two vessels.

AE VII P.H.1
Sealing layers
51. Fabric 5 - burnished exterior. Miscellaneous sherds
AE III 16
from another jar in Fabric S.
53.

Fabric 11 - buff dirty cream slip.

AE V 19 - timber-slot
54. Fabric not classified.
52. Fabric 17 - powdery ware; some sparse dark grey Samian - Claudio-Neronian. After c. A.D. 50.

Sites DK and DM
The groups from sites DK and DM are in marked contrast to those from equivalent layers on
sites AH, AG and AE. The areas excavated are markedly larger, and the features included
rubbish deposits, so that the quantity is much greater whilst the quality of the sherds is better,
with larger shcrds, relatively unworn, and with numerous matches between features and layers.
Since the difference in size of the samples is so great, the differences between the various
assemblages have certainly been magnified and may have been distorted.
The range of forms and fabrics from the occupation layers are much wider than those from
equivalent layers on the sites previously discussed, and resemble more closely the material from
the sealing-off layers of the latter. There is a real difference but it may have been exaggerated
by the presence of more diagnostic sherds in the larger groups. More fine and imported wares
are represented, terra nigra, glazed and mica-coated wares, amphorae and mortaria being added
to samian and colour-coated wares. Amongst the coarse wares the additional forms include
platters, nos. 89, 99,106 and 107, bowls, no. 74, beakers, no. 59, and jars, no. 94, while there is
a marked increase in the number of rustic jars and necked bowls in Fabric 5. Partly as a result of
the increase in the number of rustic jars, there is a marked increase in the importance of
untcmpercd blue-grey wares, particularly Fabrics 16, 17 and 20, along with the probably related
flagon ware, Fabric 9. In the context of the Leaholme fort, the dating of the new material is
made difficult because little of it appears in the filling of the ditches assigned to the final period
of occupation, particularly the large group from Ditch III. With the exception of two pieces
which could be later, all the samian from the lowest layers on sites DK and DM, including th~
material trampled into the natural clay, is Neronian in date so giving a later terminus post quem
than equivalent groups from site AH and so appears to support a later date for the coarse wares,
after c. A.D. 55. A comparison with groups from site AE shows that although the samian could
be earlier, the coarse ware assemblages, despite their small size resemble those from sites DK
and DM more closely than sites AH or AG.
The material from the second and third phase of occupation shows no marked difference to
that from the lowest layers, the latest samian continues to be Neronian, with just one piece
'which could be early Flavian, and an apparently intrusive Hadrianic or Antonine sherd.
The groups from pit DM I 145/154 and from the pit DK I 106/115 are crucial for dating the
deposition of the silty sealing-off layers. The rubbish accumulation in pit DM I 145/154
includes a group of material contemporary with that in the filling of Ditch Ill, but the majority
is later, Flavian or Flavian-Trajanic. Ten sherds of samian are of Flavian date, while the
rnortarium no. 68, has been dated A.D. 80-120. Amongst the coarse wares there are many'
types which are paralleled only in the sealing-off layers on sites DK and DM, and otherwise
occur in Plavian or Flavian-Trajanic contexts elsewhere in Cirencester, e.g. nos. 71, 73, 74, 79
and 82. The accumulation of the rubbish in this deposit could have begun as early as A J).
60/65, but its final deposition cannot have taken place until after A.D. 80. The group from the
pit DK I 106/115 is less diagnostic, but in the upper layers includes Havian samian and a
mortarium dated A.D. 80-120, no. 68. The silty sealing-off layers not only include the most
extensive group of pre-Flavian samian from the sites, they also include the earliest mortaria and
a considerable number of early coarse wares. Although much of the group parallels the
assemblages from pit DM I 145/154, it does include additional forms. Severn Valley ware could
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be said to be already represented by rhe early tankards and by the necked jars or bowls, nos. 9,
3 and 7, and here the range of forms is widened by the platters nos. 72 and 197 and possibly by
the carinated bowls nos. 125 & 191. The range of forms in Savernake-type wares is extended
from just necked jars and jars with bead rims, of various sizes, to include platters, carinated
bowls and lids, nos. 193 and 82-3, while there are two additional bowl types in Fabric 5, nos. 74
and 199. However, probably the most notable introduction is a small group of dishes and jar(s)
in B.B.I, nos 254-256.
Given the presence of two sherds of Antonine samian and a coin dated A.D. 134/8, there is
some doubt as to whether the group of B.B.I products should be dated to the late first or
second century. Elsewhere in Cirencester, jars in B.B.l occur in Flavian contexts (see below no.
428), so it appears that a trickle of those products was reaching the area in the later decades of
the first century. However, supplies seem to have been intermittent until the mid-second
century, after which they were continuous and rapidly expanding. Typologically, the dish, no.
255, and the jar, no. 256, could be Flavian, but recent research cannot date the platter or
dog-dish, no. 254, to earlier than A.D. 120 (Farrar, 1977, fig. 14.3, 52). It is possible that the
vessels B.B.I from the sealing layers could be part of two different trading patterns in the first
and second century.
Notably absent from the large group of sarnian are products of the potters working at Les
Martres-de-Veyre A.D. 100-135, while the latest of the South Gaulish products are dated A.D.
70-95. Also absent are any mortaria, and, with the exception of the platter in B.B.I, coarse
wares which were not produced before the early years of the second century. It is, therefore,
unlikely that the rubbish in the silty layers was accumulating continuously until the Antonine
period. The bulk of the pottery dates from the Claudian to the Flavian-Trajanic period, while
the Antonine material, either marks the final deposition of the uppermost layers, or was
intruded during the re-development of the site in the late second century.

Gravel sur/aces on natural
, OM I 144 (~ DK I 111)

grey ware. Other examples - nos. 228, 324-327.
64. Fabric 6A - matt slurry finish. Also body sherds

55.

Fabric 17 _ worn. Decoration _ low relief linear from two other jars in Fabric 6C - grey ware.
65. Fabric 6A - smoothed rim and shoulder.
rustication. (Matching shcrd from the lower layers of the
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There arc sherds from 10 different vessels including a vesse s, some Jam a vessel In DK I 116 & OK I 81.
hand-made jar in the local Iron Age tradition.
Pit Filling - DM I 154, ,155, 152, 151, 140, 146,
Samian - Neronian or early Flavian.

57 .

0

Silt on natural and Phase I gravel surfaces

145. Apparently below the second phase of
gravel surfaces, DM I 132.

OK 1 1i9 & DK II 48

OM I 154 - Bottom Layer (joining sherds from three

58. The base from a butt beaker. Fabric 4 - worn.
Decoration - bands of lightly burnished chevrons.
59. Fabric 17 - metallic blue-grey slip on the rim and
exterior. with a burnished finish. Decoration - matt pale
grey barbotine spots.
60. Fabric 4 - hard. Sparse tempering; smoothed finish.
Smoky grey patches at the rim.
61. Fabric 60 - overfired. Blue core; thin and smeared
orange surfaces. Matt finish.
62. Hand-made. Fabric 24 - soft. Brown core; black
surfaces with a soapy burnished finish. Local Iron Age
tradition. See p. 201, Fabric C.
63. Fabric 23 - light orange; rough and gritty matt
finish. Also body sherds from two jars in Fabric 23 -

different vessels in layers 144, Phase I gravel surface; and

DM I 145, upper level of the pit filling).
68. Fabric 72 - pinkish orange; cream surfaces. Sparse
flint triturationgrits. Verulamium region. c. A.D. 80-120.
Base sherd Fabric 67 - cream ware, typical. Very worn,
Kent or north-east Gaul. First century.
69. Fabric 9 - orange, cream slip.
70. Fabric 9 - cream tempering. Blue core; light orange
surfaces with rilling on the neck. Also sherds from 10
different flagons. Neck sherds: Fabric 9 - orange-red
ware. Neck and handle sherds: Fabric 23 - orange ware.
Base shcrds: Fabric 9 - orange ware, cream slip. Body

sherds: Fabric 11 - pinky buff (2). Fabric 4 - orange ware
(2). Fabric 9 - orange (2).
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71. Fabric 10 ..... orange; burnished exterior. There is
evidence for only one spout although there could have
been more. Other examples - AR IV 7. Ashcroft 1951,
IV 8. The form occurred at Wroxeter in red ware with a
white slip (Bushe-Pox, 1913, fig. 18, 39).
72. Fabric 16 - some intrusive white grits. Grey core;
orange surfaces. Highly burnished finish, with a metallic
sheen.
73. Fabric 5 - burnished interior, smoothed exterior.
See below, no. 434 (AX II 41). Other examples - AD III
22.
74. Fabric 5 - highly burnished rim and exterior, matt
interior. Burnt and sooty inside and out. Dyer Court,
1957 (Webster, G., 1959, fig. 16, 59).
75. Fabric 5 - burnished exterior. (Matching sherds in
layer 152).
76. Fabric 153 - Traces of a red polished slip on the
exterior and rim. (Matching sherds from DK I 41; 54;
78).
77. Fabric 17 - burnished rim and shoulder. Decoration
- low relief, nodular rustication. (Matching sherds in
layer 152).
78. Fabric 17 - reddish-brown core; patchy grey and
buff surfaces; smoothed rim and shoulder. Decoration low relief rustication. In addition there arc body sherds
from three other jars with rustication; Fabric 17 - (1);
Fabric 20 - (2). There is also another jar with, band of
rouletting below the low relief rustication. Fabric 17.
79. Fabric 4 - grey tempering. Dark grey core; brown
cortex; dark sooty grey surfaces; smoothed matt fmish.
Sooty patches. Also a rim sherd from another similar
vessel.
80. Fabric 17 - burnished rim and shoulder. Also a
complete base, probably from the same pot.
81. Fabric 17 - over-fired; traces of a burnished finish
on the shoulder.
82. Fabric 6C - brown core; exterior soot encrusted.
(Matching sherds in layer 152). Other examples - OK I
46; OK I 41; OK I 35; AM III 17.
83. Fabric 6C - dark brown core; patchy dark brown
and grey surfaces. (Matching sherds in layer 152).
There are miscellaneous sherds from over ten vessels
including a necked jar decorated with deeply incised
evenly spaced strips, in Fabric 17.
Samian - Neronian-Plavian
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inside.
88. Fabric 19 - blue core; orange surfaces; matt finish.
Also the base from a flagon in Fabric 9 - light orange
ware.
89. Fabric 28 - sparse red grits; soapy smooth
burnished finish.
90. Fabric 5 - worn with traces of a burnished finish on
the exterior.
91. Fabric 5 - highly burnished finish. Sooty patches
inside and out. Also rim sherds from three other jars in
Fabric 5.
92. Fabric 25 - facetted burnished finish. (Matching
base sherds in DK I 119). An unusual fabric here, more
closely related to late Iron Age fabrics than to RomanoBritish. The base has a fairly tall foot-ring, like no. 1.
Tiberio-Claudian.
93. Fabric 5 - matt finish. Sooty exterior.
94. Fabric 23 - rough and gritty matt finish.
There are miscellaneous sherds from 15 different vessels,
including three amphorae, Dressel type 30 and a thinwalled butt beaker copying Camulodunum 113 in fine
grained orange ware, possibly a local product.
Sam ian - Neronian to early Flavian group, with
Hadrianic-Anroninc. (S. 7).

Gravel {ayers on ?Phase II gravel surface (DK I
111)
DK I 105
95. Fabric 23 - overtired. Orange core; blue-grey
shading to brown surfaces. Smooth finish on the rim and
between the cordons on the shoulder; remainder has a
matt rough finish. (Matching sherds in layers DK I 109,
103 and 102). Also rim sherd possibly from another
similar jar in typical Fabric 23.

Occupation on ? Phase II gravel surfaces

DK I 109 - Dump of intensely burnt material
96. Fabric 34 - amphora, Camulodunum form 186A.
97. Fabric 57 - metallic brown slip. Fine grog roughcasting on the exterior. Pre-Plavian or Plavian.
98. Fabric 53 - mica gilt coating on the exterior and
nm.
99. Fabric 17 - Brown core; worn dark grey surfaces;
burnished interior. A very accurate copy of an imported
G-B platter type. It is probably a local product judging
from the fabric which makes it particularly interesting
DM I 145 - Upper levels of the pit
since the imported Tiberio-Claudian prototypes them84. Fabric 5 - burnished rim and exterior; rilled
selves did not reach Cirencester, although they did reach
interior. Sooty patches on the outside.
85. Fabric 17 - rusty core; worn grey surfaces so that Bagcndon, type 2 (Clifford, 1961, fig. 47, 4-6).
the core colour shines through in patches. No finish Other examples - AL II 29, Fabric 17 - grey ware.
100. Fabric 5 - blue-grey core; very worn grey
survives.
surfaces,
no finish survives.
The miscellaneous sherds from five vessels include a
101.
Fabric
5 - burnished exterior. Also base and body
heavily burnt jar in Fabric 12.
sherds from at least two others in Fabric 5.
Sarnian - Flavian (S. 13).
102. Fabric 6£ - light brown core; dark grey-brown
After c. A.D. 70.
surfaces; burnished rim and shoulder, rilled lower body.
103. Fabric 6A - burnished rim and shoulder, matt
Second phase oj gravel surfaces
below the decoration. Decoration - burnished stripes on
OK I 116 II< DK n 45
a matt ground. Also a sherd from a handmade version in
86. Fabric 28 - traces of a coral slip on both surfaces. Fabric 6A - oxidiscd; orange-buff ware and red grog
The rim from either a shallow platter or the deep flange grits.
from a bowl; probably the former.
There arc miscellaneous sherds from nine different
87. Fabric 22 - dark grey surfaces. Traces of a highly vessels.
burnished finish on the rim, facetted burnishing on the Samian - Neronian.
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Well or Pit .filling

OK II 43
114. Fabric 10 - very worn powdery surfaces, no finish
DK I 115, 114, 107, 106.
104. T.N. - pale blue ware with sparse grey grits; blue- survives. Decoration - three zones of burnished stripes,
with two superimposed grooves on the lower body.
grey surfaces; polished finish. An import. c. A.D. 45-80.
There arc miscellaneous sherds from two vessels, one
About one-third of the rim circuit. There aTC shcrds
heavily burnt.
from 29 similar platters from Cirencesrer.
Samian - Ncronian or early Flavian.
105. Fabric 35 - amphora, Dressel type 30.
106. Fabric 23 - streaked and patchy grey and orange
surfaces; smoothed finish. Also bases from three platters,
two in Fabric 5, one in Fabric 23.
Other examples - Ashcroft 1961, A VII 38.
107. Fabric 5 - burnished interior, smoothed exterior.
108. Fabric 17 - paler surfaces; burnished rim top and
in bands on the neck.
109. Fabric 23 - light grey core; dark blue-grey
surfaces, smoothed matt finish.
There arc small miscellaneous shcrds from eleven
vessels, including an Italian amphora, Dressel 2-4, Fabric

39.
Samian - prc-Flavian-Flavian (S. 37).

The group appears to be related to the earliest silt layers
on sites DM and DK.

? Phase I II occupation
DK I 106
110. Fabric 67 - softish fine slightly yellowish-cream
fabric with flint and quartz-like trituration grit combined
with internal concentric scoring. The stamp belongs to
Q. Valerius Veranius (see M.l). c. A.D. 70-100.
There arc miscellaneous sherds from nine vessels,
including a flagon like no. 180.
Sam ian - Claudio-Neronian.

? Phase III occupation
OK 1102
111. Fabric 71B smoky grey and orange patchy
surfaces, with traces of a smoky cream slip. Sparse flint
trituration grits. Possibly local. Probably prc-Flavian.
In addition, a rim fragment from a rnortarium, of either
Group I or Group 11, (Hartley, K.F., 19n) Gillam type
238. Fabric 67, very worn, A.D. 50-100, (Matches in
OK I 81, see no. 168).
There arc miscellaneous sherds from nine vessels. They
include a bead-rimmed jar in a fabric heavilytempered
with shell grit and a carinated beaker similar to
Camulodunum 120, in Fabric 22.
Sam ian - Tiberio-Claudian and Neronian. (D. 11).

Fillings oj Timber and other Features
OK I 110 Ilc OK I 113 Timber-Slot
115. Fabric 70 - fine-grained smooth ware. Dark bluegrey core; pinky-orange surfaces. Very worn. A 10c31
product, probably from the Gloucester area. Pre-Plavian.
116. Fabric 19- blue core; orange surfaces, with traces
of a cream slip. There is a basc shcrd and a handle which
are probably from the same flagon. Also sherds from
five other flagons; one in Fabric 21; two in Fabric 29; one
in Fabric 4; two in Fabric 9 - orange ware, cream slip;
one in Fabric 11.
117. Fabric 9 - burnished rim and neck. Smoky patches
on the outside. A butt beaker.
118. Fabric lO - hard. Very sparse tempering.
Smoothed surfaces. There is an inscription incised on the
shoulder (fig. 66. 2). The actual form and function o(
the vessel is unknown, it has been drawn out as if to
form a spout.
119. Fabric 6A - burnished exterior, rilled interior.
In addition:- a. Body sherds (rom a small globular jar
decorated with undefined bosses, Fabric 55.
b. Body sherd from a beaker. Fabric 56 - rough-cast.
There arc small miscellaneous shcrds from at least fifteen
different vessels, all jars, in oxidiscd versions of Fabrics
4, 5. 8, and 27; in reduced versions of Fabrics 5 (3), 6A
(3), 12, 16 (2), 25.
Sam ian - Ncronian?

Pit cut into OM I .132

OM I 136 Ilc 134
120. Fabric 68 - extremely worn. Pink core, cream
surfaces. The tempering and trituration grit include
white calcareous and red-brown ironstone grit. (See M.
2, p. 148).
121. Fabric 40 - amphora, Dressel type 20. The stamp
on the handle reads - MIM (See A. 5, p. 149).
122. Fabric unclassified. Hard sandy ware, ovcrfircd.
Grey core; orange cortex; dirty grey-white, thin and
patchy slip. Intrusive, third and fourth century.
123. Fabric 6A - burnished band on the rim and upper
shoulder,
matt lower body.
? Phase II I occupation
There arc miscellaneous she-ds from five other vessels,
DK I 103
including two amphorae, Camulodunum 186 in Fabric
112. ll.im sherd from a beaker, Camulodunum form 34.
94.8, in Fabric 57; pink slip; sand rough-casting, which Samian - Ncronian or early Plavian. (D. 13).
includes mica flakes. Possibly made at Colchester, but
could be imported from Lczoux. Central Gaul.
Pit cut into OK II 45 (= OK I .1.16)
Prc-Flavian or Plavian.
OK II 42
The small group of remaining sherds include joining
124. Fabric 9 - orange; cream slip. Sec also Dyer
shcrds from no. 95.
Court,
1957 (Webster, G., 1959, fig. 17, 76).
Sarnian - Claudio-Neronian. (S. 33).
125. Fabric 9 - hard. Matt surfaces.
DK II 44
126. Fabric 17 - burnished rim; decoration - rouletted.
113. Fabric 10 - traces of a highly burnished finish.
Also bases from three and body shcrds from two similar

THE FINDS
jars, with rouletted decoration.
127. Fabric 4 - blue core; brown cortex; black surfaces;
highly burnished TIm and shoulder. Decoration rouletted.
128. Fabric 9 - hard. Blue core; orange surfaces;
facetted burnished exterior. Smoky patches.
129. Fabric 20 -highly burnished rim and exterior.
130. Fabric 17 - burnished lip, smoothed matt neck.
131. Fabric 4 - fine tempering. Blue-grey core; orange
cortex; dark grey surfaces; matt finish. Sooty patches.
132. Fabric 6E - burnished rim and shoulder.
.
133. Fabric 13 - rilled finish.
There is a large group of miscellaneous shcrds from over
50 vessels, including 17 flagons, a spouted jug, a jar with
a pierced strainer base and a jar with rustic decoration.
Samian - c. A.D. 5lJ.-65 (S. 19 & 53) (D. 14).
The group appears to be part of the lowest silt layer on
sites DM and DK.
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152. Fabric 6E - blue-grey core; brown cortex; dark
grey surfaces. Matt finish. Heavily encrusted with soot.
153. Fabric 6C - rust core; khaki surfaces, exterior
heavily burnt and sooty. Matt finish.
154. Fabric 13 - brown core; patchy grey and brown
surfaces; matt slurry finish. Similar jar. with cordon,
from Mildenhall, the Well deposit, said to be a product
of the Savemakc kilns (Annable, 1966, fig. 2, 30).
155. Fabric 6C - matt slurry finish.
Sam ian - Plavian (S. 14 & 18) (D. 15-18).

Layers sealiltg the military occupation listed

COlttexts

as

Fine Wares

156. Fabric 60 - moulded decoration, d. gadroons
with a row of separate beads above. The wall sherd from
a flagon, Dechletre form 62; see also Greene. 1972, 35,
fig.
10, no. 3. Imported from Central Gaul. Pre-Plavian.
'Quarry' jilliflg
In addition, an abraded shcrd, probably from the lower
OM I 158
wall of a similar moulded flagon, imported from Central
134. Fabric 5 - burnished rim and exterior; matt Gaul. DK I 81.
interior with a burnished band.
157. Fabric 54 - very thin and patchy maroon slip.
135. Fabric 5 - variegated light and dark brown Decoration - low relief linear rustication. OK I 81.
surfaces; burnished rim and shoulder, matt neck and a Other examples - AM I 61. identical.
band below the top pair of grooves.
158. Fabric 57 - variegated brown and orange slip
136. Fabric 6E.
which has flaked on the shoulder where the roughThere are miscellaneous shcrds from four vessels.
casting should be. Possibly imported from the RhineSamian - Neronian--early Plavian (D. 17. match in DM I land, or Lezoux, Central Gaul. DM I 131. Also shcrds
137).
from a bowl and four beakers; all in Fabric 56. A bowl.
with scaled decoration, like no. 330, and beakers, with
OM I 150
rough-casting
in sand, like no. 334 (DK I 81 (5) & DM I
137. Fabric 40 - amphora, Dressel type 20.
19).
138. Fabric 5 - burnished from the rim to the groove,
lower body smoothed.
139. Fabric 4 - blue core; orange cortex; greyish buff Gallo-Belgic Imports
surfaces; smoothed matt finish.
159a. T.N. - hard pale blue-grey fine-grained dense
The group appears to be related to those above the core; dark blue-grey surfaces; higWy polished rim top,
lowest silt, including the thick upper silts.
paler and less glossy finish elsewhere. The rim from a
hemispherical
bowl. Camulodunum form 46. An
OM I 137 - Upper Layer
140. Fabric 32 - smoky grey patches along the rim. import. DK II 39.
Not local, probably from potteries in the Verulamium 159b. The base from a cup, with a plain functional
foot-ring, probably Camulodunum form 58. T.N. A
region. (Wilson, 1972, nos. 102, 103, 107 etc).
central
stamp reading CRISSVIS (sec G. 1, p. 150) DM 1
141. Fabric 19 - brown core; apricot coloured surfaces.
19.
Decoration - rouletted.

142. Fabric 32 - pink- core. Probably from the
Verulamium region.
143. Fabric 17 - burnt and discoloured surfaces. Worn.
144. Fabric 23 - very worn, no finish survives. Other
examples - DM I 47, Fabric 5. Ashcroft 1951, I 8.
145. Fabric 5 - burnished exterior, and interior to the
groove, lower body matt.
,146. Fabric 17 - grey core; rust cortex; blue-black
surfaces. Worn. traces of a burnished finish.
147. Fabric 12 - matt rough finish.
148. Fabric 20 - grey core; very worn brown surfaces.
149. Fabric 5 - burnished exterior and rim; interior
matt. with narrow burnished bands or a spiral. Sooty
interior.
150. Fabric 74 - B.B.L Highly burnished surfaces.
Possibly a lid or shallow platter.
151. Pabric 32 - smoky grey edge to the rim. Probably
from potteries in the Vcrulamium or the Oxford region.

Amphorae
160-161. Fabrie 40 - Dressel type 20. DM 119 + OM I
135. Also 10 handles, four necks and a large number of
body sherds from a minimum of 14 amphorae of Dressel
type 20 in typical Spanish ware.
162. Fabric 34 - Camulodunum form 186A. DM I 19.
Also four handles, a base and body shcrds from a
maximum eight different vessels.
163. Fabric 36 - cream ware. DK I 81.
There is an unusually large group of body shcrds from
other types otherwise scarcely represented - (not
illustrated). Handles from two amphorae, Dressel type
30, in Fabric 35; a handle, Camulodunum form 185A, in
Fabric 79; handle, Camulodunum form 185B, Fabric 34;
a two-column handle, Dressel type 2/4, Fabric 62; body
sherds from an amphora like no. 290 (AM II 59), Fabric
38; a neck sherd from an amphora, possibly Camulod-
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unum rortu 186, Fabnc 34; body sherds from an 182. Fabric 19 - no trace of a slip. DM I 131. Also the
amphora of unknown form, Fabric Tl; a base from a rim from another identical flagon. DK I 81.
small amphora with a bulbous knob. Fabric 78.
]83. Fabric 4 - brown ware; buff surfaces. Also a rim
sherd from another similar. Fabric 9. DM I 19. Other
Mortaria
r/~
examples - OK I 106.
164. Fabric 67 - cream finc-gniined ware. No tritur- 184. Fabric 29 - ovcrfircd. Sparse tempering. Blue
ation grits but faint scoring on the inside. Either an core; patchy buff and blue-grey surfaces. DM I 130.
import (?Germany) Or made in south-east England. 185. Fabric 19 - badly flaked surfaces. DK II 39. Also
Claudian, although the type survived in usc into the the rim from another similar. DK II 42. Other examples
- AL I 21, Fabric 26; DM 1 94, Fabric 26.
Neronian .pcriod. DK I 81 + DK II 41.
165. Fabric 68 - soft cream ware; no obvious wear" so 186. Fabric 4 - pinky buff; very worn and flaked
~that the trituration grit is masked; concentric scoring on surfaces. DK I 81.
" the inside. (Hartley, 1977, Group I). c. A.D. 50-85. DM 187. Fabric 9 - orange, patchy cream slip. DM I 19.
There is a similar honey-pot from layer DM I 139.
I 19. Rim sherds from two others identical.
166. Fabric 68 - cream fine-grained ware; fine brown, 188. Fabric 5 - highly burnished rim and neck. DK I
grey and translucent quartz-like trituration grit. 81.
Moderate wear and superficially burnt. As no. 165. c. 189. Fabric 9 - hard. Buff core; orange-buff surfaces
streaked with grey. Matt finish. Possibly a tankard. OM
A.D. 5G-S5. DK I 81.
167. Fabric 67 - cream fine-grained ware; grey and I 19.
white flint, and quartz-like trituration grit. Superficially 190. Fabric 1 - slightly vesicular; burnished exterior.
The rim from a tankard. DM I 19.
burnt. As no. 165. DK I 81 + DK I 102.
168. Fabric 68 - hard cream ware; typical trituration 191. Fabric 1- slightly vesicular; matt finish. DM I 120.
grits, none on the rim. Very worn, but traces of scoring 192. Fabric 5 - highly burnished finish. DM I 135. A
survive below the bead on the inside. As no. 165. DM I close copy of the imported T.N. platter form,
Camulodunum 14. Probably pre- or early F1avian. Other
19.
examples
- DM 1 104.
169. Fabric 67 - cream. The grit extends onto the rim.
193.
Fabric
13 - smooth, burnished interior, matt and
Scored inside. As no. 165. DM I 65. Rim shcrds from
.Iumpy exterior finish. DM I 19, (C. 2. - p. 150). Other
two others identical (DM I 135), also base sherds from
six others in the same fabric. Also rim fragments from examples - Parsonage Field, 1958. CW 158120; Fabric 6A.
two in Fabric 72. Verulamium region. Plavian. DK 1 81: 194. Fabric 5 - sandy ware. Dark grey-black; highly
burnished interior; smoothed exterior. OK II 4D + OK I
DM I 19.
81. Other examples - AX V 12; CJ I 17; CG III 16.
Ashcroft 1951, II 4. Parsonage Field 1958, CWI581240.
Coarse Wares
195. Fabric 5 - burnished finish. Sooty patches on
170. Fabric 53 - pink, thick mica-coating on the exterior and rim. DM I 130. Other examples - DK 128;
exterior. DK II 40.
Fabric 5, AD V 92 + 99.
171. Fabric 29 - heavily tempered with white calcite 196. Fabric 5 - burnished finish. Sooty patches. DM I
and brown grits. Blue-grey core; thin light orange- 19.
brown surfaces. DM 1 19 + DM I 130.
197. Fabric 23 - coarse sand and white grits. Grey core;
172. Fabric 19 - orange; creamy buff slip on the out- orange-brown surfaces; burnished interior; matt exterior
side. OK I 81.
finish. DK 181 + DK 1 97. Other examples - DQ I 92;
173. Fabric 9. DM I 131. There is an identical flagon DQ I 169.
from the filling of Ditch 1Il, layer AM II 59. no. 301. 198. Fabric 5 - burnished surfaces. DK I 81.
174. Fabric 29 - grey core; buff surfaces. DK II 40. 199_ Fabric 5 - grey-black surfaces; burnished rim,
There arc identical flagons from the filling of Ditch III, matt exterior with burnished bands. DK I 81.
layer AM 11 59. nos. 302-304.
200. Fabric 5 - burnished rim and interior, matt
175. Fabric 21. There is an identical flagon from the exterior. OM I 137. Dyer Court 1957 (Webster, G.,
filling of Ditch 1Il, layer AM 11 59, no. 300. Also the rim 1959, fig. 16, 61).
sherd from another example. DM I 19.
201. Fabric 5 --burnished rim and exterior, matt
176. Fabric 31 - yellowish-cream slip. DM I 135. Rim interior with burnished bands. DM I 19 (2). Other
shcrd from another. OK II 40.
examples - AG II 22; AS III 47; DQ I 177.
177. Fabric 17 - orange, with a thin grey core at the 202. Fabric 5 - burnished rim, worn interior, bumished
rim; thin cream slip. DM I 65.
exterior. OM I 19.
178. Fabric 19 - hard. Sparse white tempering. Orange 203_ Fabric 5 - burnished exterior; smoothed interior,
core; pink surfaces. OM I 19.
with burnished bands. Decoration - burnished arcs. DM
179. Fabric 19 - Also rim sherd from two others. DK I I 19.
204. Fabric 5 - very worn brown surfaces. OM I 19. A
81.
180. Fabric 19 - dark orange ware, cream slip DM I rim from a second identical jar. DK I 81.
205. Fabric 66 - unusually fine tempering. Dark grey,
131.
Also rim sherds from five others identical and three smoothed surfaces. Sooty patches. DK I 81.
others in Fabric 9 - orange ware, cream slip. DK II 40; 206. Fabric 10 - pale orange; smoothed exterior. DM I
DK I 81; OM 1 19; DK 11 39.
19.
181. Fabric 9 - overfired. Red core; blue surfaces, 207. Fabric 5 - rilled exterior finish. DM I 135.
cream slip. DK I 81.
208. Fabric 20 - very worn. Sooty patches. Also rims
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from two other similar in Fabric 5 - dark grey. DK 181.
209. Fabric 7 - light blue-grey surfaces; burnished
finish. DM I 131.
210. Fabric 15 - brownish-grey surfaces. Matt rough
finish. DK I 81.
211. Fabric 7 - dark blue-grey surfaces; burnished from
the rim to the top groove; matt lower body, with
narrow burnished bands. DM I 19. Similar jars from
Mildcnhall, the Well Deposit. (Annable, 1966, fig. 3, 43).
212. Fabric 10 - yellow-orange; worn, with only traces
of a burnished finish. Smoky grey patches. Cordon
defined by two grooves on the maximum girth. OK I
81. Severn Vallcy ware form, paralleled at Gloucester
(Hassall & Rhodes, 1974, fig. 10, 32).
213. Fabric 17 - worn, traces of a burnished finish. DK
I 81.
214. Fabric 31 - sparse red grits; smoothed surfaces.
DM I 19.
215. Fabric 10 - grey core; orange-brown surfaces.
Burnt and discoloured. DM I 19 + DM I 62.
216. Fabric 22 - blue-grey core; grey surfaces; worn
smooth exterior. Decoration - low relief barbotinc spors
in grey slip. DM I 130.
217. Fabric 22 - grey-black surfaces; highly burnished'
rim and shoulder. Decoration - rouletted. DK II 40.
218. Fabric 17 - worn, traces of a highly burnished
finish on the rim and shoulder. Decoration - rouletted
bands separated by grooves. DK II 40.
219. Fabric 16 - heavily burnt and discoloured. No
finish survives. Decoration rouletted. Also rims from
two and body sherds from at least four others similar in
Fabric 17 - grey ware. DK I 81.
220. Fabric 5 - highly burnished smooth exterior.
Decoration - low relief barborinc spots. DK I 81. Other
examples - AM III 14.
221. Fabric 16 - burnished rim top and shoulder.
Probably decorated with rustication, see no. 55. DK II
40.
222. Fabric 17 - orange core; blue-grey surfaces;
burnished rim and shoulder. Decoration - low relief
rustication. DM I 131. Other examples - Ashcroft 1951,
19. Parsonage Field 1959, CW 2 A18. Similar jar from
Mildenhall, the Well Deposit (Annable, 1966, fig. 2, 26).
223. Fabric 16 - burnished from the rim to the groove.
Probably decorated with rustication. Also two rims
from others similar, Fabric 16 - dark grey; in Fabric 17grey ware. DK I 81.
224. Fabric 17 - burnished. Probably decorated with
rustication. DK 1'81.
225. Fabric 4 - overfired. Dark grey core; pale greybuff surfaces; matt finish. DM I 19.
226. Fabric 5 - highly burnished exterior. DK II 41.
227. Fabric t c-slightlv vesicular, matt finish. DM I 135.
228. Fabric 23 - DK I 81. Similar jars occur in the
filling of Ditch III, layer AM II 59, no. 324.
229. Fabric 12 - matt rough finish. (See above, no.
228). DK I 81.
230. Fabric 17 - some sparse grey and calcite grits;
lightly rilled rim and shoulder; roughly smoothed lower
body - smudge Jines where the finish changes. DK I 8t.
231. Fabric 5 - smoothed exterior. with narrow
burnished bands; matt interior. DK II 40.
232. Fabric 25 - matt surfaces. DM 1 19. See p. 201
Fabric B.

233. Fabric 6C - matt slurry finish. Sooty parches
below the rim. DK II 40.
234. Fabric 6E - rilled slurry finish. Rim sherds from
two others in Fabric 6C - grey ware. DK II 40.
235. Fabric 6C - overtired. Blue-grey; poorly finished
with deeply scored and pitted surfaces. DK II 40.
236. Fabric 6E - matt finish. DK II 40.
237. Fabric 6E - matt slurry finish. Sooty patches on
the exterior. OK I 81.
238. Fabric 13 - lightly rilled matt slurry finish on the
rim and shoulder; vertically smoothed lower body. DK I
81.
239. Fabric 13 - matt slurry finish with a band of tilling
on the shoulder. DK I 81.
240. Fabric 6E - Orange core; grey cortex; blue-grey
surfaces; rillcd slurry finish. OM I 65. Rim shcrd from
two other similar in Fabric 6£ - grey ware. DK I 90.
241. Fabric 6B - matt slurry finish. DM I 19.
242. Fabric 13 - sooty patches. DK I 81.
243. Fabric 6E - burnished slurry finish so that the grits
ate masked. DM I 65.
244. Fabric 6£ - smoothed slurry finish so that the grit
is masked. DK I 81.
245. Fabric 6C - grey core; orange cortex; light bluegrey" surfaces. Matt slurry finish. DM I 19.
246. Fabric 6£ - Orange core; dark blue-grey surfaces.
Matt slurry finish. Rim shcrds from two others similar.
DK I 81. Other examples - DM I 134.
247. Fabric 6A - burnished exterior. DM I 19. Rim
sbcrds from two other identical. DK I 81.
248. Fabric 20 - some fine grits leached out. Brown
core; grey and brown patchy surfaces; burnished rim and
shoulder. DK I 81.
249. Fabric 6E - slurry finish, highly burnished rim
and shoulder, matt lower body. DK I 81.
250. Fabric 6D - sandy texture. Orange core; pale
blue-grey surfaces. Burnished nm and shoulder.
Decoration - burnished lattice on a matt ground. OM I
131.
251. Fabric 6£ - matt slurry finish. Burnt and discoloured. DM I 19.
252. Fabric 6E - burnished slurry finish on the rim and
shoulder. DK II 40.
253. Fabric 25B - hand-made. Black core; brownishgrey surfaces; smoothed exterior. Other examples Ashcroft 1961, 140 (2); Parsonage Field 1958, CW158/
196. (See below no. 507). Sec p. 201, Fabric B.
254. Fabric 74 - B.B.1. hand-made - facetted
burnished interior; smoothed exterior. Rim sherd from a
second example. DK I 81. Not before A.D. 120 at the
earliest. Almost certainly intrusive.
255. Fabric 74 - B.B. I. hand-made - highly burnished
surfaces. A carinated howl. Probably Plavian. DM I 19.
256. Fabric 74 - B.B. 1. hand-made - highly burnished
rim. Probably Flavian. DK I 81.
Amongst the large quantity of miscellaneous sherds
three vessels are of particular interest.
a. Rim shcrd from a butt beaker, Camulodunum form
113 - Fabric 48B in typical ware. A late variant. with no
cordon below the rim on the outside. and a slight angle
at the base of the rim on the inside. The form and fabric
arc identical to examples from Camulodunum ,
Verulamium and Chichester, and it could be from the
same source, possibly Camulodunum. Prc-Plavian. It is
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rare at Circncesrcr. only small shcrds from five vessels used for necked jars like nos. 228-9, 325-7. Examples of
have been identified - three on the line of the Leaholme both the jars and the bowls are common at Kingsholm,
defences - Al II 41; AD V 31; AD V 87.
Gloucester, and it appears that both were from the same
b. - c. Rim shcrds from two carinated bowls in typical source as these from Circnccsrcr.
Fabric 23 - matt rough finish. The fabrics match those Samian. S. 8, 28, 30, 32, 38, 41, 44, 49, 52. D. 19-37.

THE MAJOR DEFENSIVE DITCHES

Fillil1g oj Ditch II

The group is small, the sherds too arc small but they are in fairly good condirion. The
assemblage appears to divide into two groups, the first is comprised of forms and fabrics
common in the filling of Ditch III, AM 1I 59, including nos. 2, 3 and 6, the other is comprised
of those which are of late Iron Age tradition, nos. 1, 4 and 7. There appears to be an actual
difference in the date of the two groups, the latter group being in usc in the prc-Ciaudian or
early Claudian period and occurring here merely as survivals, otherwise the main filling of
Ditch II appears to have taken place at the same time as Ditch III, after c. A.D. 60.
AM I 61
257. Fabric 25 - dark blue-grey surfaces; burnished
exterior. Rim shcrd from a second example. [ron Age
tradition - but the form is not paralleled exactly at
Bagcndon or Rodborough.
258. Fabric 25B - hand-made. Burnished exterior. Iron
Age tradition, a typical bead-rimmed jar of the region.
SC{' p. 201, Fabric B.
259. Fabric 24 - hand-made. Burnished exterior. Iron
Age tradition. Sec p. 201. Fabric C.
260. Fabric 4 - sparse tempering; very worn, but traces

of a highly burnished finish on the rim and shoulder at
least.
261. Fabric 41 - grey-brown core; paler cortex; dark
grey-black surfaces; worn, traces of a burnished finish on
the rim and shoulder.
262. Fabric 15 - burnished exterior.
263. Fabric 6F - rather soapy matt finish.
The miscellaneous shcrds from nine vessels include the
base from a large flagon in Fabric 29, and two handles,
probably from the same very worn amphora, Dresscl20,
Fabric 40.

Fillillg oj Ditch III

In quality, this is the best group in every respect from the early areas of occupation. Ar least 30
vessels must have been complete and many others virtually complete at the time of deposition
in the ditch, including a large group of imported colour-coated vessels and samian, and this has
given rise to the hypothesis that the group was comprised of discards from a quarter-master's
store. In marked contrast, the number of miscellaneous and possibly residual sherds is small and
appears to form a separated group since few parallel the more complete vessels.
The forms, fabrics and functions are not representative of the groups from the early OCClIpation layers. Fine wares, samian, colour-coated, glazed and Pompcian Red wares, comprise
over half the number of vessels, while flagons and honey-pots too are more than usually well
represented, while ordinary kitchen wares arc comparatively scarce. Colour-coated wares
imported from Lyons appear to be next in importance to sarnian amongsr the finer table wares.
The bulk of,the sarnian is pre-Flavian in date, much being Neronian, with the emphasis on
the period A.D. 60-5, rather than earlier (see p. 133), but there is one bow of Iucundus (D. 38),
which is Ncronian-Flavian and which probably helps to date the deposition of the groups,
rather than its accumulation. On the evidence from Cirenccsrcr, the flagons, nos. 302-4 &
308-9, the honey-pots, nos. 310-314, and the jars, nos. 324-7, along with bowls in the same
fabric, also date to the Ncronian or Neronian-early Flavian period, while nothing amongst the
more fragmentary sherds is any later, and at leasr nos. 296-7, 300, 318 & 329 could be Claudian.
Probably the most important aspect of the group is that certain common forms and fabrics
can be paralleled exactly in the material from Kingsholm, Gloucester, in particular, flagons,
nos. 302-4 and 308-9, in Fabric 29, jars, nos. 324-7, in Fabric 23, with their associated carinated
bowls, an assemblage which on form can be paralleled also at Usk. It appears that the
Leaholrne and Kingsholm forts were contemporary and received at least some of their
pottery supplies from the same sources, in' which case the lack of parallels with the Flavian
fortress below the Colonia at Gloucester may be significant. It suggests that the arrival of a new
unit at Gloucester resulted in new arrangements for the supply of pottery in which rhe
Lcaholmc fort was not included, implying that it had been abandoned.
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Parallels with material from Bagendon and to a lesser extent, Rodborough Common, are
confined to the group of small sherds and in parricular, those forms found in the earliest
occupation layers. No exam pIes of the complete vessels nor of the Fabrics 11, 23, 29 have been
identified. That there was contemporary occupation is attested since the sites share certain
forms and fabrics which are Roman in technique and Claudio-Neronian in date, including postConquest imported colour-coated wares. The differences may be due to the inadequate size of
the samples, socio-economic or chronological reasons, or probably a combination of all three.
The sam ian from Bagendon is generally earlier than that from the Leaholme fort, with a
notable absence of the Neronian material which dominates the group from Ditch III. There is a
comparatively large group of Gallo-Belgic imports, covering a much wider range of forms and
fabrics than that from Cirencester as a whole, and as a group it is dated A.D. 25/30-60/5. In
addition there are two sherds which could be earlier, since they are essentially late Augustan,
and five which could date to the Flavian period bur are probably more at home in this context
in the prc-Flavian period. The platters in Pompeian Red ware, form 6, are more likely to be
post-Conquest, while the imported colour-coated ware beakers are definitely post-Conquest,
being identical to those in the filling of Ditch III. The mortaria are of types found at Leaholrnc,
they have been examined by Mrs K.F. Hartley, and she dates type 80, Claudian, type 81, r.
A.D. 50-85, and type 82, in typical Oxford cream ware, third century. Probably the most
common fabric at Bagendon, certainly amongst the classifiable rims is the Cirenccstcr Fabric 6,
which mayor may not be from kilns in the Savernake Forest, but is certainly closely related,
while the earliest forms in which it occurs at Cirenccster, jars with bead rims, type 1_48, and
necked storage jars, types 171-5, are very common. Proto-Severn Valley wares and forms, if
not the real thing, are present at Bagendon and in the earliest layers of the Leaholme forr, with
Claudio-Neronian and Neronian samian on the latter site. Flagons are comparatively poorly
represented at Bagendon, and where they occur they are from quite different sources to those
from the Leaholme fort, some of the difference is almost certainly the result of chronology, but
it is possible that the flagons supplied to the forrs of Leaholme and Kingsholm were not
available to the local native population, and the same could be true of the necked jars an?
carinated bowls in Fabric 23. As the collections stand at present it appears that occupation of the
area sampled by excavation at Bagendon ceased before the complete vessels dumped into ditch
III came into general use. The samian suggests that this could have been as early as the early
Claudian period while the other fine and imported wares suggest that it was during the
Neronian period.

Bottom ji/lillg
AM II 67
264. Fabric 70 - fine-grained smooth ware heavily
tempered with sand, some calcareous and red ferrous
grits. Blue-grey core; pinkish-brown surfaces. No
trituration grit. Little wear. From a local source,
probably the Gloucester area. Prc-Flavian. (Matching
shcrds in AM II 48).
265. Fabric 44 heavily tempered; smooth matt finish.

Main Fillillg
AM II 58 and 59

Pompeian Red ware
266. Fabric 51 A - traces of a thick highly micaceous
slip survive over all surfaces although the lid is worn and
superficially burnt. Claudian-carly-Flavian.
267. Fabric SIB - identical paste to no. 266. The
micaceous slip is confined to the exterior; the coral red
slip on the inside has a highly polished finish. There are
small rim shcrds from two other platters.
268. Fabric SIA - identical to no. 266. Worn and burnt.

267. Fabric SIB - identical to no. 267. Complete. The
upper base is decorated with groups of incised concentric
circles.
Only five other platters and one lid have been identified
elsewhere in Cirencesrcr, the lid and three platters arc
chance finds, the others being no. 414; AM IV 34,
probably disturbed from the filling of the Lcaholme
ditches; Ashcroft ]%1, A IV 1, unstratified.

Glazed wares
270. Fabric 60 - very worn thin and patchy green
glaze, inside and out. Decoration - vertical ribs in white
slip; fairly high relief. Pre-Flavian.
271. Fabric 60 - ware as no. 270. Very thin and patchy
glaze. Decoration - rosettes made up of high relief
barborinc spots in white slip. Pre-Flavian. There is a
body shcrd from a second example.
271A. Fabric 75 - fig. 62, a sherd from the body of,
flagon, Dech. 62. Thick green glaze, with a brownish
tinge. Decoration - moulded, in low relief, showing a
plain wreath and part of an olive branch with small
pointed leaves and one round berry. Arranged within the
decorative zone is a signature, similar to those found on
decorated sam ian bowls, and originally cut into the
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mould. It reads ]OTISA.S and is presumably Mica-coated wares
incomplete. The signature appears [Q be unparalleled.
289. Fabric 61 - self-coloured underslip; mica-coating
In addition there is a body sherd from the same flagon, on the rim and exterior only; very worn and patchy.
showing olive leaves (AM II 60).
Decoration - rows of undefined bosses, raised from the
inside using a tool of this diameter. Possibly from the
Eggshell ware
Rhineland. Other examples decorated with bobbles of
272. Fabric 59 - overtired. Dark red core; patchy black, the same type. all in mica-coated wares - AF I 43; AH
brown and blue-grey matt surfaces. A 'second' - the VIII 50 + 58; AH VIII 43; AS I 80; AS I 37.
bowl is rather distorted. Identical bowls have been found
at Camulodunum, form 64. and Exeter (May, 1930, pl. Amphorae
XXXIII, 13; Hawkes and Hull, 1947, pI. UII, 64; Exeter 290. Fabric 38A. There is also a second handle and
Arhcaeological Ficld Unit, forthcoming.) For further body sherds from possibly the same vessel.
discussion sec Greene, 1973, 30.
Amphora. Dressel type 20. (Not illustrated). Fabric 4D.
The stamp reads - BROC.OD (sec fig. 48, A. 1).
Fabric 47 - Camulodunum form 189. Badly
finished rilled exterior. There is also a handle and body
shcrds from a second example.
292. Fabric 34 - an amphora stopper. There arc rim
sherds fro III two others. The miscellaneous body shcrds
include: a two-rib handle, Camulodunum form 185;
body sherds, Camulodunum form 186; body shcrds.
Dressel type 30.
293. White dense smooth ware. with a highly
burnished exterior finish. Part of a small unguent flask or
a model egg. Imported. (Rouvier-jeanlin. 1972. no. 12(1).

Colour-coated wares - imports from Central Gaul 291.
273. Fabric 58. - pale orange; very worn surfaces but
there arc traces of a red slip. (Matching shcrds in AM II
61).
274. Fabric 56 - patchy brown slip; fine sand roughcasting inside. Decoration - applied roundcls with
barbotinc spots, below the slip. Almost complete. Also,
a sherd from a second example (AM II 58). Other
examples - AM II 47; AM III 33. Both probably dis"
turbed from early levels.
275. Fabric 56 - patchy brown slip shading from redbrown; fine sand rough-casting inside. Decoration gadroons in barbotinc below the slip. Complete bowl.
276. Fabric 56 - fine rough--casting inside, coarser sand
On the outside; dark brown slip overall.
277. Fabric 56 - fine rough-casting inside; thick
metallic brown slip. Decoration - rustication.
278. Fabric 56 - fine rough-casting. on the inside; dark
brown slip. Decoration - all-over rouletting.
279. Fabric 56 - no grits on the inside; fairly coarse
sand rough-casting on the outside. Patchy bronze and
light brown slip. Complete base from another bowl, but
with fine rough-casting on the inside also.
280. Fabric 56 - fine rough-casting inside; coarser sand
outside; bronze slip. Rim sherd from a second indcnrical
example.
281. Fabric 56 - sparse fine rough-casting on the inside.
dense coarse sand on the outside. Very worn on the
inside. Rim and body shcrd from at;other identical
example.
282. Fabric 56 - very fine rough-casting on the inside,
coarser sand on the outside; dark brown metallic slip.
283. Fabric 56 - identical ware and slip to no. 282. Rim
sherd from another identical example.
284. Fabric 56 - identical ware and slip to no. 282.
Complete beaker. There are also rim sherds from five
other similar beakers in Fabric 56.
285. Fabric 56 - identical ware and slip to no. 282.
Complete beaker.
286. Fabric 56 - identical ware and slip to no. 282.
Very worn inside. 'Rim shcrd from another example,
very worn.
287. Fabric 56 - identical ware and slip to no. 282.
288. Fabric 58 - thin red-brown slip. Decoration - a
broad band of coarse rouletting. In additions- a small
base sherd from a tripod bowl, Camulodunum 63.
Fabric 56 - thin worn red-brown slip.
A sherd from a lamp with moulded decoration. Fabric
56 - very WOOl. pale brown slip.

Mortaria
294. Fabric 68 - cream powdery smooth ware; grey
and white flint and coarse mica flakes in the tempering
and used also as trituration grit. The existing shcrd is
from an unused vessel. The form and fabric arc typical
of Q. Va. Se... (Hartley, K.F., 1977, Group I). A large
number of similar vessels were found in the Boudiccan
burning levels at Camulodunum and Vcrulnmium. c.
A.D. 55-85.
295. Fabric 68 - cream ware; self slip, with a rilled
finish. No trituration grit, but the fabric is tempered.
Unworn. Prc-Flavian.

Coarse wares
296. Fabric 48A - smooth finish on rim, neck and base.
Decoration - a broad band of rouletting.
297. Fabric 48A - identical ware and finish to no. 296.
Other examples from the same source - AL II 45; AD V
31; AD VI 40; AD XI 11 - all on the line of the
Leaholme defences, in disturbed stretches. The butt
beakers sherds from the Mildenhall Well deposit arc
from the same source.
298. Fabric 29 - heavily tempered, some grits more
than 10 mrn. in length.
299. Fabric '11 - sparse temper. A complete rim circuit.
Others from the same source - AM II 29; AM .II 34; AM
II 48; AM II 53; AM III 33. All found along the line of
the Lcaholmc defences, and probably disturbed from the
main filling of the ditches.
300'. Fabric 2'1. There is also a base shcrd which may
be from the same vessel. The form and fabric arc scarce
on the site, but there is another identical example and
body sherds from [he layers scaling the military
occupation (DM I 19).
301. Fabric 9 - hard. There are identical examples from
layers AM III 21 and DM I 137, the latter seals the
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military occupation.
302. Fabric 29 - pinky buff surfaces. It is a genuine
screw-neck, with a single spiral groove forming the
narrow rings. There are examples of five others from the
site, in layers AM II 66; AM VI 8; AD VI 54; DK I %;
DK n 40; the latter two examples are from the levels
sealing the military occupation.
303. Fabric 1-1 - some sparse incidental fine white and
coarse brown grits. Also rim and neck of a second,
complete neck and handle of a third, and three bases.
There is an identical example from one of the layers
sealing the military occupation - DM I 135.
304. Fabric 29 - complete. Also two identical examples
in Fabric 29 and four in Fabric 11 - identical in colour
and finish to no. 304. There arc three others identical
from the site, in layers AL VII 12; DK II 37; AM II 49all on the line of the Leaholme defences and probably
disturbed from the ditches. Despite the differences in the
degree of tempering, it seems likely that all the screwneck flagons in both Fabrics 11 and 29 were from the
same source. At least one flagon, identical to no. 304,
has been found at Kingsholm, Gloucester, (unpublished,
Gloucester museum).
305. Fabric 26 - the basic ware is like that of Fabrics 11
and 29, but the tempering includes a large amount of
sand, which resulted in a rather rough and gritty surface
finish. It is probably from the same source as no. 298
etc., and also the mortaria like nos. 10 and 264.
306. Fabric 31 - badly fired and discoloured. Tempered
with fine grit, fired to grey on one side and red on the
other side of the pot. Presumably meant to be pale
cream, but has a pale blue core; cream inner surface;
patchy blue-grey, buff and cream exterior; smoothed
exterior streaked by the grit.
307. Fabric 44 - hard. Heavily tempered. Brown core;
red-brown surfaces, very worn and smooth. (Matching
sherd in AM III 33). Probably from a two-handled
Ragon like no. 308.
308. Fabric 29 - heavily tempered, much of it coarse,
including some shell; pinky buff. The broad Rat two-rib
handle has a deep thumb-print at the centre, top and
bottom. Probably complete when deposited. There are
necks from three others and bases from four.
309. Fabric 29 - identical to no. 308. Complete. The
two-handled flagons, like nos. 308 and 309 are probably
from the same source as the screw-neck flagons.
310. Fabric 11 - some sparse white calcareous grits.
311. Fabric 11 - identical ware to no. 310. Also rim
sherds from four others in Fabric 11, identical in colour
and texture; one other in Fabric 44 - pinky buff also.
There is one other from the site, OM 199, from a second
century context.
312. Fabric II - sparse and probably incidental fine
white calcareous grit. Discoloured by iron stains.
313. Fabric II - identical ware to no. 310. There are
rim sherds from three others with the same type of rim.
314. Fabric 11 - identical ware to no. 310. Also a
second almost complete example and the rim from. a
third. In addition, three examples from the rest of the
site, layers AM 11 48; AM III 18; AM IV 16; - the first
two may have been disturbed from the main filling of
Ditch III and ?Ditch IV.
There are bases from seven examples, the exact rim
variant cannot be determined, and handles from two
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others. The honey-pots appear to be from the same
source as the one- and two-handled flagons, like nos. 304
and 309.
315. Fabric 21 - sparse red grits. This particular
honey-pot is unique on the site, although it must be
from the same source as the ring-necked flagon, no. 300.
Complete base, probably from a honey-pot, in Fabric 31
- heavily tempered with fairly coarse red grogs.
316. Fabric 22 - well-finished matt surfaces. (Possibly
from the same platter as sherds from AM III 44).
317. Fabric 5 - burnished interior, smoothed exterior.
318. Fabric 5 - burnished exterior. The rim from a
carinated bowl.
319. Fabric 46 - very worn, no finish survives.
Decoration - rouletted. Dyer Court 1957 (Webster, G.,
1959, fig. 16, 68).
320. Fabric 46 - identical to no. 319. Very worn. There
are four examples from the rest of the site; layers AD III
24; AL VII 24; AM II 48; DM I 124.
321. Fabric 41 - grey core; pale cortex; very dark grey
surfaces; well finished matt surfaces.
322. Fabric 5 - burnished exterior. There are small rim
and body sherds from four similar necked jars, a shcrd
from one with a deep shoulder groove and bases from
two examples.
323. Fabric 41 - like no. 321. Worn, so ir is possible
that the rim was burnished originally. There is a base
from another jar in Fabric 55. Similar jars from
Kingsholm, Gloucester (Darling, 1977, fig. 6.9, 19).
324. Fabric 23 - patchy grey and buff surfaces.
325. Fabric 23 - like no. 324, blue-grey in colour.
There is a rim from a similar jar, in fabric 23, from layer
DK II 45.
326. Fabric 23 - like no. 324. Grey ware.
Also a rim sherd from another identical jar. Other
examples - DK I 81; DK I 119; AD V 111.
327. Fabric 23 -like no. 324; blue-grey core; pale greybuff surfaces. Grooves at the neck base form low
cordons. There are examples of necked jars similar to
nos. 324-327 in gritty fabrics similar to Fabrics 12 and
23, from Kingsholm, Gloucester. (Darling, 1977,
fig. 6.9, 20-23). Ir seems probable that they were from
the same source as the Cirenceseer examples, and
procured for the military detachments garrisoned in the
area. Cremation burials from Barnwood include a range
of similar jars. (Cheltenham Museum).
328. Fabric 6E - darker blue-grey surfaces.._
329. Fabric 6E - sooty patches. The bases and body
sherds in Fabric 6 all belong to large storage jars, two of
which were hand-made; at least 11 vessels. There are few
small miscellaneous sherds.
a. Small rim fragment and body sherds from a
carinated jar like Camulodunum form 120 - probably an
import. Fabric 59.
b. Body sherds from a necked jar with a shoulder
groove. Fabric 30.
.
Samian - Neronian (S. 1-3,6,9, 10-11, 15-6,20-1,23-7,
31, 34-6, 40, 42-3, 45-6, 50-I) (D. 38-58).

Filling oj the ? Middle Ditch
AM lli44
330-1. Fabric 56 - identical ware and finish to no. 282.
Very worn brown slip. Joining sherd in AM Ill- 45
below. Imported from Centra) Gaul. Pre-Flavian. Other
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examples - AH VIII 77; AH VIII 78; AL VII 29; DK I including one or two platters like no. 194.
81.
Samian - Ncronian.
332. Fabric 22 - identical to no. 316. and possibly from
Inter-ditch area
the same platter.
333. Fabric 15 - very worn grey ware, no finish AM ill 45
survives. Also a body shcrd from a beaker like no. 334; 334. Fabric 56 - identical fabric and finish to no. 282.
amphora, Dressel type 20 (not illustrated). Fabric 40. There arc miscellaneous shcrds from three vessels,
The stamp reads - L.VA.L (sec fig. 48, A.3).
including a mortarium identical to no. 264 and a necked
There arc miscellaneous sherds from six vessels, jar in Fabric 29.

Layers hack-jilling the quarried stretches oj Ditch III (Sites AK mid AL)

The quality of the pottery is good, the sherds are fairly large and the fractures not particularly
worn, so that the material had not lain around for a long period before deposition.
One sam ian sherd is dated c. A.D, 70-90, the remainder being prc-Flavian, with several
sherds from unused Neronian bowls like those in the undisturbed stretches of Ditch III. Many
of the forms and fabrics parallel those found in the undisturbed stretch of Ditch !II, the layers
scaling-off the early occupation on sites DK and DM, and the core of the Sands rampart.
However, it is noticeable that like the former, but unlike the two latter contexts, there is a
marked shortage of rustic jars, jars with carinated shoulders and so-called Severn Valley ware
forms, and no sherds in B.B.t. New forms include the flagons, nos. 339 & 368, the bowls, nos.
344, 372-3, the necked jars, nos. 352 & 354, and the jar with the lid-seated rim, no. 382.
Examples of these types occur in Flavian contexts elsewhere in Circncestcr so none need be
later. The back-filling of the quarried stretches of Ditch III probably took place in the Flavian
period, between A. D. 70 and 85.
AL VII 31
335. Fabric 22 - highly polished facetted exterior finish.
Probably also an import like no. 336.
336. Fabric 63 - highly polished finish. The form of the
base suggests that the piece is an import and that it may
have been stamped. c. A.D. 50-85 (see G. 3, p. 150).
Other examples (rims only) - AM IV 23; AM IiI 17.
Kingsholm, Gloucester (Darling, 1977, Fig. 6.8, 7).
337. Fabric 73 - orange-red sandy ware, with fine
white calcareous tempering. Very worn inside so that no
trituration grits survive. if they ever existed; scored on
the rim. Origin unknown, possibly a local product; the
form and fabric arc consistent with a first century date.
Other examples - AD II 34. Also rim' shcrds from a
wall-sided mortarium, like no. 164. Fabric 67 - cream
ware; superficially burnt; no trituration grit. Claudian;
not made after c. A.D. 5015, but still in usc in the
Ncronian--carly Flavian period. Sherds from a mor
rarium similar to no. 165.
338. Fabric 66 - dense ware, with some tempering
which was also used as rough-casting on the neck, outside, between the handles. The rough-casting includes a
high proportion of mica flakes and white calcareous
grits, as well as coarse sand, of mixed colour. Orangebrown with cream exterior surface. The fabric resembles
that of the mortarium Fabric 69. Origin unknown, but
possibly Kent or north-cast France judging by the fabric.
339. Fabric 11 - pale mauve core; dark pink; creamy
pink slip on the exterior rim.
340. Fabric 19 - lighter yellow-orange surfaces.
341. Fabric 21 - a larger version of the type found in
the filling of Ditch III, AM II 59, no. 300 etc. Also a base
shcrd possibly from the same flagon.
342. Fabric 48A - smoothly burnished exterior finish.
343. Fabric 4 - smoothed finish. There is an identical
bowl from the core of the rampart at the Sands, CG III

12, no. 462. There arc also three others from layers DK 1
58; AW I 67; DQ I 128. A typical Severn Valley form.
344. Fabric 15 - burnished interior; facetted burnished
exterior.
345. Fabric 10 - sparse tempering; burnished.
346. Fabric 17 - very worn, with traces of a greyishwhite slip. Decoration - rouletted.
347. Fabric 5 - burnished exterior.
348. Fabric 5 - highly burnished exterior. Rim sbcrds
from two others. Fabric 5.
349. Fabric 7 - crudely burnished exterior.
350. Fabric 17 - very worn, no finish survives.
351. Fabric 41 - burnished exterior.
352. Fabric 32 - pink; matt and rough finish.
353. Fabric 23 - blue-grey surfaces; gritty rough matt
finish. Identical examples from the filling of Ditch III,
no. 324-7 etc.
354. Fabric 15 - worn darker grey surfaces; rough and
gritty to touch. Badly shaped, apparently hand-made"
355. Fabric 7 - pale brown core; blue-grey surfaces;
burnished exterior. Other examples - no. 6.
356. Fabric 17 - burnished rim and shoulder.
357. Fabric 5 - burnished rim and exterior. There is a
rim shcrd from a similar jar in the layers scaling the
military occupation, (Unpublished DM I 19).
358. Fabric 6A - burnished rim and exterior, the
tempering shows as dark grey Reeks.
359. Fabric 13A - grey core; red-brown cortex; dark
blue-grey surfaces; matt soapy-textured slurry finish.
Decoration - burnished lattice.
360. Fabric 6£ - grey core; rust cortex; grey-black
surfaces, matt finish.
361. Fabric 6E - lightly rilled matt finish.
362. Fabric 13 - grey core; orange cortex; streaky buff
and orange surfaces; burnished slurry finish.
363. Hand-made. Fabric 24 - dark grey with roughly
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tooled surfaces.
364. Fabric 6E - well smoothed slurry finish.
There are miscellaneous sherds from a large number of
different vessels, including a body sherd from a typical
butt beaker, Camulodunum form 113 - Fabric 48B. PreFlavian.
Samian - A.D. 70-90 (D. S9-60).

AK II 22 + AK IV 39-42
365. Fabric 56 - thick metallic orange-brown slip. Fine
rough-casting inside. Also:- a base sherd from a beaker.
Fabric 56 - coarse rough-casting outside, none inside; a
sherd from a lamp with moulded decoration. Fabric 56patchy light brown slip.
366. T.N. - pale blue-grey fine-grained paste; mottled
blue-grey surfaces; highly polished interior, facetted
polished exterior. An import. c. A.D. 50-80.
367. Fabric 63 - identical to no. 336 possibly from the
same jar.
368. Fabric 19 - ovcrfircd. Hard. Blue-grey core;
orange-red cortex; cream slip. The lower edge of the rim
is frilled.
369. Fabric 9 - bright orange; traces of a thick cream
slip. Probably a honey-pot, with two small applied
handles, like no. 312 etc.
370. Fabric 33 - burnished rim and neck. A loeallymade butt beaker.
371. Fabric 65 - highly burnished rim and exterior.
Similar to the imported TR 3 wares, but not from the
usual source.
372. Fabric 5 - highly burnished surfaces. Other
examples - AD IV 40 - an identical bowl, and also no.
470.
373. Fabric 45 - matt surfaces. A carinated bowl.
374. Fabric 5 - burnished bands on a matt ground
inside; burnished rim; matt exterior. Other examples nos. 74 and 84; AG I 3.
375. Fabric 5 - burnished exterior.
376. Fabric 16 - burnished rim and shoulder, matt
finish below the groove. Possibly decorated with
rustication.
3n. Fabric 20 - orange core; pale grey surfaces;
burnished rim and exterior.
378. Fabric 5 - traces of a dark grey-black burnished
finish outside.
379. Fabric 4.
380. Fabric 4 - facetted burnished finish. Sooty lines
along the lip, and a patch on the shoulder.
381. Fabric 45. Lightly rilled matt finish.
382. Fabric ]5 - grey surfaces; cruddy finished. A
single hole at the rim, pierced after firing. Other
examples - no. 344; also AK I 16; AL II 32: OK II 13;
AH VIll 4; AW I 54; AE III 6. Flavian-Trajanie. The
type was represented in Savcrnake. Kiln 2, (Annable,
1962, fig. 5,35), and there are rims of at least 12 vessels
from Sea Mills, including pierced examples, as well as
distorted 'seconds', some of which appear to be from the
same source as the Cirencesrcr examples.
383. Fabric 6E - brick red core; grey surfaces'; matt
finish. Soot encrusted exterior. Other examples - AM II
47.
384. Fabric 6A - rilled exterior.
385. Fabric 6A - burnished slurry finish.
386. Fabric 6E - overfired.
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387. Fabric 6A - red-brown core; dark grey surfaces;
burnished slurry finish. Other examples - AL VIII 13;
AM III 22 + AM VI 8.
Amongst the miscellaneous shcrds is a rim fragment
from a mortarium cf. no. 264 in Fabric 70, possibly from
the same source as no. 264. Prc-Plavian.
Samian - Claudio-Neronian.

EARLY POTTERY DISTURBED FROM EARLY
LAYERS
388. Fabric 69 - pink cortex; darker cream surfaces.
Very worn, but some white trituration grits survive.
Gillam 236. Manufactured in Gallia Narbonensis. at the
vicus of Aoste (Isere). (Hartley, K.F., 19n, 8; and 1973,
40) c. A.D. 55-85. AM I 44.
389. Fabric 64· - pale orange mica-gilt slip. Two
grooves define a low cordon 011 the outside. The lid
appears to be of the same form as no. 266 (AM II 59),
Camulodunum form 17B, but the fabric is completely
different, being like that of the white ware flagons,
Fabric 21. The use of mica on a white fabric is rare, and
appears to be confined to jars with barborine decoration.
Camulodunum form 114, absent from Circnccstcr. but
identified at Bagendon. type 46, (Clifford, 1%1, fig. 62,
46) and several other sites with pre-Roman occupation in
southern England. AM II 60 & 49.
390. Fabric 29 - this is the only identifiable example of
the form but the fabric is identical to the screw-neck and
two-handled flagons crc.. like nos. 298, 303 & 308. AM
III 18,
391. Fabric 31 - hard. Blue-grey core; white surfaces.
Judging from the number of body sherds from the early
layers, flagons in white sand-free ware were not
common. AM 1lI 16, 17, 18, 20.
392. Fabric 24 -fine tempering burnished surfaces. The
foot-ring is moulded and there is a raised cordon on the
upper surface, with a rouletted wreath on the outside.
The fabric belongs to the Iron Age tradition, although
many variants of the form occur in Fabric 5, this is the
only identified example in a late Iron Age war~ ,and with
a raised cordon. Platters with such cordons are not
common, but have been identified at Silchesrcr.
Baldock, Herts , Braficld and Duston, Northants (AL I
32).
393. Fabric 22 - dark brown core; dark grey black
surfaces, rilled interior, burnished exterior. Probably
from the same source as the platters nos. 316 and 332.
The form copies the imported G-B cup. form 58 or the
sam ian form 24/5. Pre-Flavian-early Flavian. It appears
that close copies of imported forms have a very similar
range to the prototypes. Possibly an import. AM II 49.
394. Fabric 1 - vesicular; yellow-buff surfaces; worn,
but traces of a burnished finish survive on the outside.
Severn Valley ware, source unknown. No close parallels
have been identified although cordoned and carinated
cups and bowls arc widely found in the region. AD XI
11.
.
395. Fabric 22 - evenly burnished exterior. Decoration
- deeply incised combed stripes with swags in a band
below. the maximum girth. There is no evidence of
stamps or concentric arcs but it is probable that the
upper body was more elaborately decorated, in zones
delimited by cordons. The vessel, which was probably a
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narrow-necked jar or flask, had had the upper body,
above the maximum girth, trimmed off in antiquity,
presumably so that it could continue to be used but as a
wide-mouthed drinking cup. rather than as a flask..
Although in many pieces, the complete lower body
could be restored so that it was obvious that the base
was complete when it was discarded.
The vessel is unique in Circncesrer, but it paralleled quite
closely a tall flask from Silcbestcr (May, 1916, pI. lxxi,
113). The pedestal is almost identical to a series of bases
found in London, and wrongly identified as pedestals
from Belgic urns, which may have been made in the
Walbrook Valley (Hawkes & Dunning, 1930, fig. 23.
Marsh & Tyers, 1976,239). Bowls imitating Drag. 37,
with decorated comparable stripes combined with
concentric arcs, in smooth dark grcy or black ware arc
sufficiently rare in Circnccstcr to suggest that they were
not from a ncar-by source (there appears from the fabrics
to be rnorc than one) but were brought in from a
distance. None are securely stratified, although three do
occur in Antonine contexts. The small group of other
shcrds with which it was found arc pre-Plavian in date,
suggesting that the group could have been disturbed

from an earlier position. AM III 33.
396. Fabric 24 - patchy dark grey and brown surfaces;
soapy burnished finish. Decoration - at least two bands
on the shoulder, lightly incised lines on a burnished
ground. Iron Age tradition; sec p. 201. Fabric C.
The fabric closely resembles a common type at Bagcndon
which was used for both hand-made and wheel-made
vessels. platters, necked bowls and jars, but neither the:
form nor the decoration can be paralleled there. On
analogies with similar jars in south-eastern England, it
could be Tibcrian and should not be later than Ncronian.
so it is residual in its context here. DM .I 129.
397. Fabric 24 - hand-made, dark grey and brown
patchy surfaces; unevenly smoothed shoulder. A variant
of the basic local Iron Age type paralleled at
Rodborough,
Bagendon,
Proccsrcr,
Gloucester,
Wycomb and Salmonsbury, as well as the Malvern area
and Camerton, Somerset; sec p. 201, Fabric C.
398. Fabric 25A - hand-made. Black ware, the exterior
is finished with vertical burnishing. The form has a long
Bronze and Iron Agc tradition, while locally it CJn be
paralleled at Rodborough, Clccvc Hill. Oxcnton Hill,
Salmonsbury, Sutton Walls and Carucrton, in very
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similar Malvernian wares, and presumably many other
contemporary settlements. None have been identified in
the material from Bagcndon, but this is unlikely to be of
importance either culturally or chronologically. The
example from Circnccstcr may indicate that the form
continued in use into the Roman period, but it is almost
certainly residual and redeposited in its context, which is
carly second century. DM I 122; sec p. 201, Fabric A.
399. Fabric- 60 - Patchy yellowish-green glaze inside
and out. Decoration - applied motifs below the glazccJ.
the front and rear quarters of a boar. The shcrds do
not join so that at least two animals could be
represented. Representations of boars in metal and stone
occur frequently in pre-Roman, Celtic, and Roman
contexts:
b. two identical leaves, with incised veins, placed on
either side of the boar figure.
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The vessel is a large Skyphos, and was made in Central
Gaul. Prc-Flavian. (For detailed discussion of the glazed
wares from Circnccstcr sec Greene, 1972). AM III 17,

18. 22. 27.
400. Fabric 60 - incidental red grog grits; the green
glaze is rather thin and patchy on the outside, but IS
thicker and more even all the inside. Decoration applied before the glaze:a. a complete stylised rosette, identical [0 one found at
Vindonissa (Ettlinger & Simonett, 1952, taf 30, 7);
b. the outstretched wing of a bird, possibly an eagle,
rather than Victory. Central Gaul. Prc-Flavian. AM III
14 & 22.
401. Fabric 60 - lime-green glaze, thick and glossy.
Decoration - berberine spots arranged in a diamondshape; below the glaze. Central Gaul. Pre-Flavian. AH
VIII 25.

THE WATERMOOR RAMPART
There is insufficient pottery for conclusive dating of the construction of the rampart. There is a
small group of Roman pottery in the surviving base itsclf, so that any fort here cannot have
been the earliest Roman establishment in the immediate area. The sarnian is Claudio-Neronian,
while the necked jars can be paralleled exactly in the sealing-off layers of site AH within the
Leaholme fort. Sherds from the Leaholrne rampart itself are of Iron Age tradition and although
the vessels could have been in use in the Claudian period, it suggests that this is the earlier of
the two ramparts. The surfaces of the intervallum road produced Neronian or early Flavian
samian with accompanying coarse wares which need not be later than the early Flavian period.
The filling of the gully behind the rampart probably marks the end of the useful life of the
rampart, the latest samian sherd has been dated A.D. 50-70, while none of the coarse wares
need be later than Flavian.

Site AW
S"wivi"g levels oj the Rampart

Upper levels oj the Intervallum Road

AW I n
402. Fabric 5 - worn surfaces. no finish survives.
Identical necked bowl, no. 15.
Also a body shcrd from a necked jar, with a raised
cordon at the neck base. Fabric 1 - slightly vesicular
surfaces.
Sam ian - pre-Flavian, possibly Claudian (D. 6'1).

AW I 71
407. Fabric 6 - heavily burnt and discoloured. Matt
lumpy finish; soot encrusted. Other examples - AX I 43
(not illustrated); AS III 25.
408. Fabric 6£ - smoothed slurry finish.
Miscellaneous shcrds from two vessels.

Filling of the Gully behind the Rampart
Surjace oj the lntervallum Road
AW I 72
403. Fabric 19 - sparse white grit. Grey core; light
orange-buff surfaces. Two rib handle. Also neck shcrd
from a flagon with a three-rib handle. Fabric 19. Body
sherds from a jar or flagon. Fabric 26.
404. Fabric 4 - worn matt surfaces. The rim from a
dish or a carinated bowl.
405. Fabric 7 - burnished finish. Probably a pedestal
base rather than a rim.
406. Fabric 17 - worn, no finish survives. Miscellaneous sherds from two vessels.
Samian - first century. Matches a sherd in the layer
above, AM I 5S.

AW I 79
409. Fabric 5 - vcry worn, only traces of the burnished
finish survive. The form was apparently also made in
B.B.I. in the first century A.D. (Farrar, 1977, fig. 14,3,
47).
410. Fabric 43 - ovcrfircd. Whitish-grey slip on the
exterior only; burnished finish on the rim and upper
shoulder. Decoration - low relief rustication. Complete
rim circuit.
411. Fabric 41 - matt surfaces.
There arc miscellaneous sherds from at least 13 different
vessels.
Sam ian (D. 63).
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Site AX
The pottery suggests that the area was markedly disturbed in the Roman period for matching
sherds were found in virtually all the lower layers, in particular AX II 35, 36, 38, 39, 41-45.
Alternatively, the matches may have resulted from the fact that all these layers represented
different stages in the same levelling-up of the ground surface for a major building phase.
In Layers AX II 47, 44 and 45, there are hand-made vessels in fabrics which belong to the
Iron Age rather than the Roman tradition in both form and fabric (nos. 426, 430 and p. 201).
Pottery belonging to the local native Iron Age tradition is scarce in the earliest occupation layers
in Cirencester, although more sherds occur presumably residually in higher levels, and here all
three vessels occur in eon texts which post-date the Claudian period, at the earliest. Their
occurrence is noteworthy because, in detail they represent vessel-types not paralleled in the
material from Bagcndon or Rodborough, although no. 426 is paralleled closely at Salmonsbury.
The groups also include two hand-made jars and a lid in B.B.1, typologically of first century
date and almost certainly from a source in Dorset, nos. 429, 439 & 447. The stratigraphically
earliest groups appear to be later than equivalent groups from sites AH and AG, being closer to
those from sites DK and DM. There is no sarnian from the lowest layers while that in the upper
levels is essentially Neronian and Flavian. The material from the adjacent sites in Parsonage
Field, excavated by Misses M. Rennie and K.M. Richardson in 1958 and 1959 respectively,
include no samian earlier than Neronian, while none of the mortaria are earlier than Flavian.
The pottery from all the sites excavated to date implies that occuparion in the area of
Parsonage Field did not begin before the Ncronian period and so is definitely later than the
earliest occupation within the Leahohne fort. It has not provided any evidence to support or
refute the theory that Parsonage Field was within the circuit of the Watermoor rampart. The
presence of B.B.1 products from Dorset, may indicate the arrival from the area where B.B.1
was the native indigenous pre-Conquest pottery, of military units.

Occupation oj Fort or ViCIIs

grey surfaces; low relief and high relief rustication
respectively. Body shcrd from a jar. Fabric 20 - high
AX II 58 - pit filling
relief rustication.
412. Fabric 15 - burnished exterior. (Matching shcrds
423. Fabric 8 .: very WOOl. Traces of a possible
in AX II 45).
inscription cut when the lid was leather hard survive
413. Fabric 6A - matt slurry finish.
towards the knob.
414. Fabric 28 - highly micaceous; very worn but
There arc miscellaneous shcrds from 11 vessels.
traces of a coral red slip survive inside and out. Possibly
including a bowl like no. 407 an Italian amphora, Dressel
an import.
2-4, and a Spanish amphora, Camulodunum 186.
There arc miscellaneous shcrds from five other vessels.
424. Fabric 5 - highly burnished exterior; matt interior.
AX II 43
Samian - Plavian.
415. Fabric 11 - some sparse grits. Also a neck sherd
AX II 42
from a flagon. Fabric 31 - very pale buff.
425.
Fabric 52 - mica slip on the rim and shoulder.
416. Fabric 10 - smooth surfaces. Handle and body
The miscellaneous sherds include a body shcrd from a jar
shcrd from two others iQ Fabrics 19 and 29.
417. Fabric 5 - burnished rim and interior; very worn or beaker decorated with cordons in Fabric 10.
exterior. Decoration - rouletted. Sooty patches inside. Decorated with burnished lattice between the cordons
Also a flange fragment from a similar bowl. Fabric 5. which joins sherds in AX II 36 and 39.
Other rouletted examples - AT [ 19; AW III 37. Plain Sam ian - Flavian.
examples - nos. 74 and 84; AS J 80; AS I 84; AS I 93; AS
AX n 47 - Second layer above natural?
I 86; AS III 36; AS III 37; AL III 14; AH VIII 44; AH VIII
426. Hand-made. Fabric 18- the exterior is discoloured
44 + 33. Dyer Court 1957 (Webster, G., 1959. fig. 16,
to a smoky grey. Freehand smoothed finish. (Matching
59).
sherds in AX II 44). Iron Age tradition, but not closely
418. Fabric 46 - matt finish. Rim from carinated bowl.
paralleled locally, although there is a similar unpublished
419. Fabric 5 - very WOOl but traces of a burnished
example from Salmonsbury (Cheltenham Museum). Sec
finish. Grooves define a cordon at the base of the neck,
p. 201, Fabric B.
and possibly on the shoulder.
Also the base from an amphora. Dressel type 30. Fabric
420. Fabric 5 - very WOOl brownish-grey surfaces.
35 - off-white ware, heavily burnt and discoloured.
421. Fabric 17 - WOOl burnished exterior finish.
422. Fabric 45 - burnished rim and shoulder. Possibly AX II 44
decorated with rustication.
427. Fabric 38 - typical amphora stopper.
Also a rim shcrd from a similar jar. Fabric 45.· Shoulder 428. Fabric 74 - B.B.1 hand-made - burnished rim and
shcrds from two jars. Fabric 17 - orange-brown core; shoulder. Burnished lattice on a matt ground. Typical
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fabric of the Dorset B.B.l potteries.
429. Fabric 15 - decoration - burnished lattice. Very
worn, no finish survives.
Miscellaneous sherds from three vessels include a body
sherd from a shallow necked bowl (as no. 402). in Fabric 5.

AX II 45
430. Fabric 18 - hand-made. Sparse tempering; burnished finish. Iron Age tradition, although not paralleled
closely locally.
431. Fabric 5 - highly burnished finish.
432. Fabric 5 - highly burnished exterior.
433. Fabric 6A - smoothed exterior.
There arc miscellaneous sherds from eight vessels,
including the base fro'm a flagon in Fabric 31 with joins
in AX II 35 and a body sherd from a spouted jar, like no.
71, in Fabric 10. Decorated with burnished lattice on a
rilled matt ground.
Samian - Plavian. (D. 64).

Layers sealing-oJ! the early occupatio"
AX II 41
434. Fabric 5 - facetted burnished surfaces. Other
.examples - no. 73.
435. Fabric 16 - smoothed matt exterior finish.
436. Fabric 45 - burnished exterior. Rim sherd from
another similar. Fabric 17.
437. Fabric 17 - burnished rim and shoulder. Decoration - low relief nodular rustication. Rim sherd from
another jar similar. Fabric 17 - blue-grey.
438. Fabric 46 - smoothed matt finish. Other examples
- sec no. 382.
439. Fabric 74 - B.B.1 hand-made - burnished rim and
shoulder. Decoration - burnished lattice on a matt
ground. Probably from Dorset.
440. Fabric 17 - burnished exterior.
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441. Fabric 5 - highly burnished exterior; matt interior.
Knob from another, in fabric 44 - burnished exterior.
A relatively large group of sherds, includes a base from
an amphora, Dressel type 30 in Fabric 35, and a rim
sherd from a spouted jar, like no. 33 in Fabric 19, red
ware with cream slip, a rim sherd from a bowl, like no.
74 and a rim sherd from a necked bowl, like no. 15 in
Fabric 5, and a rim shcrd from ajar, like no. 52. Fabric
17, with rouletted decoration.
Samian - c. A.D. 65-85.

AXII36&38
442. Fabric 52 - sparse accidental grits; worn micacoating all over. A "second", it is blistered.
443. Fabric 16 - burnished finish.
444. Fabric 45 - highly burnished rim and shoulder.
Decoration - low relief nodular rustication.
445. Fabric 6£ - rilled exterior finish.
446. Fabric 6£ - matt surface.
447. Fabric 74 - B.B.l hand-made - uneven freehand
burnished exterior; man interior.
448. Fabric 17 - orange-brown; facetted burnished
exterior; rilled interior.
Samian - c. A.D. 75-100.

AX II 35
449. Fabric 67 - hard. Deep pink core; pinky-cream
surfaces. Mixed grey and white flint trituration grit
which does not extend onto the flange; internal scoring.
Moderate wear, related co Gilliam 238. c. A.D. 65-90.
450. Fabric 74 - B.B.1 hand-made - burnished finish.
Decoration - burnished scroll on the outside of the rim.
Possibly second rather than first century.
451. Fabric 6A - matt rilled lumpy exterior finish.
452. Fabric 6C - burnt. Mate rough exterior.
Sam ian - Ncronian and probably Plavian.

THE SANDS RAMPART
Generally the pottery from the construction layers of the rampart is fairly fragmentary. while
some is very weathered, as if it had been exposed for sometime before its deposition with the
rampart material.
The samian covers the pre-Plavian to early Hadrianic period. There is a small sherd of Flavian
samian from the rammed gravel base of the rampart, CG I1117. and a group of small Neronian
and early Flavian sherds from the core. CG 11112. which indicate a date of after c, A.D. 70 for
its construction. The first section through the rampart also resulted in a fairly large group .of
samian from the core, BZ II 12. but it included three vessels form Les Martres-de-Vcyrc, dated
A.D. 100-25. Comparison with the large group of samian from the lower layers over the
collapsed rampart, in particular BZ I 12. shows that the latest samian here is also from Les
Martres and dated A.D. 100-25. It appears therefore that the core BZ II 12 had been contaminated, but whether the later material was intruded from the layers above during excavation or
got in during the disturbance of the core when the rampart was in the process of collapse. is not
clear. When the Les Martres material is removed, the resulting group from BZ II 12 supports a
date between A.D. 70 and 85 for the rampart's construction. The complete absence of samian
from Lezoux and of Hadrianic-Antonine pottery from the lower and middle layers filling the
ditches, could indicate that in this section at least. the rampart had collapsed by (. A.D. 125.
Both sections through the rampart produced fairly large groups of coarse wares a proportion
of which arc paralleled in the occupation and scaling-off layers of the Lcaholrne forts. nos.
"453-4. 456, 458. 462-3. suggesting that it was derived from there. The remaining sherds arc
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rather indeterminate, but two jars at least, nos. 455 and 457, are early-second century in date, so
should be part of the intrusive group. The absence of B.B.l and local products common in the
Flavian-Trajanic period, in particular bowls like no. 74, and jars like nos. 78 and 79, suggest
that the rampart was constructed before A.D. 85.
The coarse wares from the lower layers of the ditches, CG IV 21, BZ I 20 and BZ I 18,
include a range of Flavian-Trajanic forms and fabrics. In addition, some pieces arc
contemporary with the groups from the core of the rampart, and some may actually have fallen
into the ditch when the collapse took place; in particular there arc matching shcrds from the
core CG III 12, the middle of the ditch, CG [[( 11, and the upper levels CG III 6. There arc
sherds from at least two jars in B.B.l, one in the bottom of a ditch (CG IV 21), the other, a jar
like no. 429, from the higher levels, BZ I 15. The coarse wares appear to support the date of c.
A.D. 125 for the collapse of the rampart.
The Rampart
BZ I 12
453. Fabric 16 - burnished rim top. The rim from a
shallow dish or a carinated bowl. Similar bowls were
found in the layers scaling-off the early occupation in the
Lcaholmc fort, the shcrds arc small and were not illustratcd (sec p. 204).
454. Fabric 22 - powdery ware; very worn surfaces,
originally dark grey-black surfaces, burnished rim.
Other examples - no. 87.
455. Fabric 77 - worn rough surfaces. Probably
decorated with rustication. Possibly early second rather
than first century in date.
456. Fabric 17 - hard; smoothed exterior finish. Other
examples - sec no. 80.
457. Fabric 50 - powdery ware; worn surfaces, with
smoky grey patches; no finish survives. Probably second
century.
458. Fabric 6E - burnished slurry finish.
459. Fabric 13 - smoothed finish.
460. Fabric 13 - orange core; smoky grey and buff
worn surfaces; no finish survives.
46'1. Fabric 6E - smoothed finish.
There is a fairly large group of very WOnt, small body
and base sherds , from at least 14 vessels including body
shcrds from two jars with low relief nodular rustic
decoration, in Fabrics 20 and 45.
Samian - a fairly large group, from the pre-Flavian to
the Hadrianic period in date. (D. 65-67).

CG III 12 & 17
462. Fabric 10 - worn, no finish survives. A carinated
bowl. Other examples - sec no. 343. The form occurs
commonly in the area with identical versions from
Bagcndon. type 36, and similar bowls from Rodborough.
463. Fabric 46 - very worn, no finish survives.
Probably originally decorated with rouletting. Identical
jars in the filling of the Ditch III, nos. 319-20.
464. Fabric 17 - smoothed rim and shoulder. Decorarion - relatively high relief nodular rustication for the
size of the pot.
465. Fabric 6A - unusually fine tempering; very worn
grey patchy surfaces; traces of a burnished finish.
466. Fabric 17 - burnished rim top, matt neck.
467. Fabric 13 - very worn surfaces.
468. Fabric 6A - very worn surfaces so that the
tempering visible as dark grey flecks. Body sherds from
four jars in blue-grey Fabric 6 and one in orange-buff.

Body shcrds from four storage jars. Fabric 6 - blue-grey.
469. Fabric 6E - smoothed slurry finish. (CG III 17).
There is a fairly large group of miscellaneous sherds
from at least 12 vessels including base and body shcrds
from a small necked bowl in Fabric 10. The base has a
shallow groove on the inside forming an imitation footring, similar to bases found at Bagendou. types 101 &
116; also the base from a mortarium, Fabric 67. First
century.
Samian - a group of small Neronian shcrds, with two
Nero-Plavian pieces.

The fillill,g oj the Outer Ditches
CG IV 21 - Bottom layers
470. Fabric 5 - very WOOl surfaces, only small patches
of the highly burnished finish survive. Almost complete.
Other examples - AD VIII 4D; similar to 110. 372. The
form also Occurs at Kingsholm, Gloucester (Darling,
1977, fig. 6.9. 32).
471. Fabric 49 - mottled rough surfaces. Decoration incised scrolls (Matching shcrds in CG IV 19).
472. Fabric 17 - hard; highly burnished finish on the lip
and in bands on the neck. Rim shcrd from another
similar.
473. Fabric 17 - burnished lip, matt neck. Rim sherd
from another similar.
474. Fabric 6E - smoothed finish. Also the rim from
another. Fabric 6£ - heavily burnt and discoloured with
soot. There arc miscellaneous shcrds from over eight
vessels including a base from a bowl or a jar in Fabric II
which is possibly from the same pot as no. 484, and a
shcrd from a hand-made jar, in Fabric 74 - B.B.1 with
burnished stripes on a matt ground. Probably Plavian
rather than later.
Samian - prc-Flavian.
BZ I 20 - bottom layer
475. Fabric 10 - smoothed surface.

BZ I 18 - middlc layer
476. Fabric 5 - with some large water-worn grits.
Badly burnt and discoloured so that no original colour
and finish survive.
477. Fabric 4 - ochre core; bright orange surfaces;
exterior smoothed before being decorated. Decoration three bands of rouletting. Other examples - Parsonage
Field 1958, CW/58/241. Layer 6. Bldg 2; 1973 Site D,
Sewer-pipe trench.
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478. Fabric 45 - traces of burnished finish on the rim.
Lid or bowl.
479. Fabric 30 - burnished rim and shoulder. Decoration - crudely executed light grey barbotinc spots.
(Matching shcrds in BZ II 14).
480. Fabric 16 - blue-grey surfaces; burnished rim-top,
remainder matt.
481. Fabric 49 - badly-fired grey ware; worn, but trace
of a burnished finish. Sooty patches of exterior.
482. Fabric 15 - matt lumpy finish.
483. Fabric 24 - hand-made; facetted burnished finish.
Iron Age tradition (sec p. 201 Fabric C).
The miscellaneous sherds include over 20 vessels

including body shcrds from an amphora. Camulodunum .
185 in Fabric 35 and body shcrd from a jar in Fabric 16.
Decorated with high relief rustication.
Sam ian - Ncro-Flavian. (D. 18).

Selected pottery [rom layers over the Rampart
484. Fabric 11 - thin cream slip on the exterior. The
base may be in CG IV 21. Probably prc-Plavian.
485. Fabric 112 - patchy dark green glaze, inside and
out. Not an import from Central Gaul, possibly from
the pottery at Savcrnake, Wilts. (Information from Mrs
V G Swan). (BZ II 4).

THE VICUS
The pottery from site AY is in poor condition, the sherds are small, worn and weathered
suggesting exposure to the elements for some time. It includes pieces which post-date c. A.D.
70, as well as sherds which could have been derived from the earliest occupation. The lowest
layers seem to be make-up and levelling layers rather than actual occupation. Darewise the
groups support occupation in the area contemporary with the Lcaholme fort.
Layers ort natural
AY i 18

sherd from a butt beaker in Fabric 48A. from the same
source as no. 296.

486.. Fabric 17 - orange core; light blue-grey surfaces;
worn but smooth surfaces. Many small shcrds.
487. Fabric 17 - very worn, no finish survives.
Decoration - probably low relief nodular rustication.
Many small sherds but restoration of a profile was not
possible.
488. Fabric 41 - very worn, no finish survives. Many
small worn shcrds. There arc small miscellaneous shcrds
from five vessels.

Filling of [eatures art into natural
AY V 50
499. Fabric 67 - hard cream ware. Very worn, little
trituration grit and internal scoring survive. The flange
was not gritted. c. A.D. ~90.
500. Fabric 17 - burnished rim and upper shoulder.
Decoration - low relief rustication. Identical jars from
AL VII 13; Ashcroft 1951, I 9.

Second levels above' natural

RESIDUAL EARLY POITERY

AYI25+26
489. Fabric 31 - hard. Off-white; burnished exterior.
Body sherd from a flagon. Fabric 21. Rim sherds from
two ring-necked flagons. Fabric 19. Neck sherd from a
flagon. Fabric 29.
490. Fabric 5 - worn, with traces of a burnished finish
on the inside only. Base sherd with a shallow foot-ring,
probably from the same platter.
491. Fabric 5 - traces of a burnished finish. Base sherd
probably from the same bowl. Rim shcrd from. a second
example.
492. Fabric 5 - worn surfaces. Rim and body sherd
from two others. Body sherd from a version with a deep
groove 'on the shoulder. Fabric' 5.
493. Fabric 10 - worn, smooth surfaces.
494. Fabric 41 - very worn but smooth surfaces.
495. Fabric 23 - black slurry surfaces. Body shcrd from
a similar jar. Fabric 23 - light grey ware.
496. Fabric 6C - over-fired. Matt finish.
497. Fabric 10 - sparse tempering; worn, no finish survives. FaIJs within the definition of so-called Severn
Valley wares.
498. Fabric 6£ - matt lumpy finish. There arc body
shcrds from three jars ..Fabric 6. There arc miscellaneous
sherds from 14 different vessels, including a rim sherd
from a typical jar like no. 319 in Fabric 46 and a base

501. Fabric 2
vesicular; burnished exterior.
Decoration - a continuous band of light vertical
combing. The rim was formed by folding over the top
edge. The fabric falls within the definition of Severn
Valley ware. AS III Pit 5 - a pit cut into natural in the
areas of the possible vicus for the Lcaholmc fort.
502. Fabric 4 - sparse grits; highly burnished finish.
The fabric falls within the definition of Severn Valley
ware, and the glossy finish suggests a source at
Gloucester (sec no. 72). (AS III Pit 5).
503. Fabric 71A - Brick red, with a grey core at the
rim; thin cream slip. Probably made at Gloucester whee
A. Terentius Ripanus made generally similar mortarium
c. A.D. 60-90. (AS I 90).
504. Fabric 67 - fine yellowish-cream ware. Translucent crystalline trituration grit. Well worn. PreFlavian, but the used grit in this mortarium may indicate
a date after c. A.D. 55. (1964' Observation, Site AS).

HAND-MADE POTTERY OF LOCAL IRON AGE
TRADITION FROM OTHER SITES IN
CIRENCESTER
505. Fabric 25B - glossy vertically burnished exterior
finish which masks the grits- burnt and sooty. Parsonage

.THE FINDS
Field, 1958, CW/581186. See p. 201, Fabric B.
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context post-dating A.D. 140. See p. 201, Fabric C.

506. Fabric 24 - glossy vertically burnished finish 507. Fabric 25B - glossy burnished finish on the
which masks the grits; burnt and sooty patches inside exterior, horizontal on the rim and vertical on the body.
and out. Ashcroft 1%1, A I 40. Found with 507 in a See p. 201, Fabric B.

Under superficial examination, the jars in Fabrics 24 and 25, in particular nos. 505-7 appear
identical in form, fabric and finish, only further investigation proves that the tempering is
totally different and that widely separated sources could be involved. The obvious source for
the limestone tempering is the local Cotswold stone, however the tempering proved to be
Paleozoic limestone and the Malvern area is the obvious source, given the distribution of the
particular vessel-forms involved, characterised by nos. 398 and 505. Jars of the same type as no.
505 etc. have been identified over an extensive area on both sides of the Severn, impinging on
the area of the Upper Thames, with finds at Sutton Walls, Beckford, Breden, Salmonsbury,
Lechlade, Bagendon, Rodborough and Camerton. The distribution of the plain vertically
burnished Malvern-type jars corresponds closely to the distribution of Dobunnic coins.
Despite their obvious Iron Age affinities, no example of either Fabric 24 or 25 occur in the
earliest deposits at Cirencester. A typical jar form, in Fabric 24, no. 62, was found in the lowest
silt layer of the Leaholme fort with Neronian samian. A bead-rimmed jar, in Fabric 25B, no.
258, occurred in the filling of Ditch II, with a group of possibly residual Tibero-Claudian
sherds, but in the absence of other evidence, it could be contemporary with the Neronian-carly
Flavian remainder of the group. Typical Malvernian products occur first in the thick silts
sealing-off the Leaholme fort from deposits from the later town (no. 253), otherwise they occur
in areas which could have been within the defensive circuits of the Warermoor and Sands
ramparts, which are thought to post-date after A.D. 70 for the introduction of vertically
burnished Malvernian jars like nos. 398 and 505. The evidence from other sites suggests that
those types were in use in the area before the Roman occupation, in which case the Cirencester
examples could indicate survival well into the Roman period.
The presence of plain, vertically burnished Malvernian wares at Cirencester and Bagendon is
unexpected given the absence of examples of the decorated products. The number from
Cirencester is small, so that it constitutes far less than 1% of the total, and all the relevant
sherds were submitted for analysis, but the importance of Malvernian wares at Bagendon is
much greater. The sample from Bagendon was chosen from the illustrated material and this
comprises only part of the total amount excavated. Examination of the types 161-164 with the
aid of hydrochloric acid, shows that 23 have limestone tempering, probably Malvernian
(Clifford 1961: fig. 55, 1-16; 59, 13; 60, 24 and 35; 68, 161-164). There appears from these
figures to have been considerable trade with the Malvern area, however the sample could be
distorted.
Although no groups comprised exclusively of hand-made pottery in the loeal Iron Age
tradition have been found on sites within the town, a number. of vessels have.been identified, of
which 14 are published in this volume - nos. 1, 62, 66, 253, 258-9, 397:${426;430, 483, and
505-7. It is presumably significant that there are rims from only five wheel-made vessels which
on the combination of form and fabric, could also be considered as part of that tradition, nos. 3,
92, 257, 392 and 396. Wheel-thrown pottery was obviously a late introduction which may not
even have preceded the arrival of the Roman Army. The basic local forms can be extrapolated
from the collections from Bagendon, Cirenccster, Salmonsbury, Rodborough and Lcchlade.
The finer hand-made jars frequently have a foot-ring base, or else a recessed base which forms a
shallow foot-ring, and they are confined to wide-mouthed necked bowls of varying size and
proportions, and tripartite carinated bowls, Bagendon type 126-7, whose typologieal affinities
appear to belong to the Upper Thames area, although chronologically this is difficult to
substantiate. Those wheel-made vessels which may just be pre-Conquest in date are almost all
finer wares, and are mainly limited to copies of Gallo-Belgic imports - butt and girth beakers,
and platters - and cordoned and carinated vessels of so-called 'Belgic' derivation, and are
present at Salmonsbury and Bagendon. Some may be of local manufacture, but some were
probably traded into the area with actual imported fine wares from Gallia Beigica, South and
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Central Gaul, which came in via the Fishbourne-Chichester area. Neither the vessels themselves, nor their typological traits can be attributed to the region north of the Thames valley,
but they are closely paralleled at Silchcstcr and the Fishbournc-Chichcster areas. Before the
trade in wheel-made pottery could greatly affect local techniques, the advance of the Roman
Army lead to their widespread adoption, with the consequent introduction of forms and fabrics
of obvious Roman character, but still derived form the tribal region of the Atrebatcs and hence
bearing marked resemblances in form and decoration to the original traded wares.

